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A Collective Conditions Reader
This reader is an evolving companion to Collective Conditions, a workses-
sion held in November 2019 in Brussels. Together with a group of 25 
international participants we explored the generative potential of 
socio-technical protocols such as codes of conduct, complaint procedu-
res, bug reports and copyleft licenses. Collective Conditions was activa-
ted by the work of trans*feminist collectives on ally-ship, non-violent 
communication, score-making, anti-colonial and intersectional activism, 
but also by ways of doing developed within Free Culture and Free, Libre 
and Open Source software. 

Out of commitment to the tools and methods that these collectives 
propose to intervene in cultures of harassment, we wanted to take 
serious the role that self-invented protocols might play in the (diffe-
rent) imagination of "complex collectivities". What protocols would for 
example work for non-normative human constellations, or collectives 
where participants with radically different needs, backgrounds and agen-
cies come together? What different needs do “complex collectives” 
have when they are the result of structural forces such as laws, racism,
technology, wars, austerity, queerphobia and ecological conditions? How 
to avoid self-invented protocols in turn becoming excluding and ostraci-
sing law-like ways of doing? How to imagine ally-ship as a non-equalizing 
form of togetherness?

Whether you prefer to read, watch or listen, this collection of resour-
ces contains different lines of thinking for further research into non-
divisive ways of doing “complex collectivity”. The materials are expli-
citly experimental, non-stable and non-exhaustive. We invite anyone to 
activate the reader and parts of it in whichever way — adding, deleting, 
changing, translating, whispering or other ways of activation we could 
not yet imagine but look forward to hear about. We especially want to 
acknowledge the blank spots present in this version of the reader as 
one possible direction of activation. An area of study we for example 
find important for approaching “complex collectivity” but struggled to 
find material on, are reflections on the connection between disability 
studies and the pull towards extractive platforms because of their hig-
her degree of some kinds of accessibility.

The reader was updated in October 2020 by Loren Britton, Peter Her-
mans and Constant. We added various audio-visual materials and some 
textual ones; for the printed reader we auto-translated all articles into



English and extended the French, Dutch and Spanish articles in the on-
line version. This on-line version also contains an updated collection of 
sample documents.

• Download compiled PDF: 
constantvzw.org/collectiveconditions/reader.pdf

• On-line version: constantvzw.org/wefts/ccreader.en.html
• Please send your activations or remarks to: femke@constantvzw.org
• To order a printed copy (5 euros excl. delivery), send an email to:

donatella@constantvzw.org
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came into contact with a hammering I did not directly experience because of that

privilege. The question of how we can account for that privilege is one that I will

keep live throughout this piece.

A starting point is the point from which we proceed, from where a world

unfolds (Ahmed 2006). We have many starting points. I write this contribution as

a cis lesbian who has experienced gender norms as alienating insofar as gender

norms are so often heteronorms: rules of conduct that direct girls toward boys

and that render heterosexuality the right or best or happiest destination. I write

this contribution as a woman of color who finds that gender norms so often

remain predicated on an unremarkable whiteness: the evocation of a fragile

female body who needs to be defended from various racialized as well as sexu-

alized others. Intersectionality is this. It is about ups and downs, stopping and

starting; how we pass through at one moment while being stopped at another,

depending on who is receiving us, depending on what is being received through

us. An affinity of hammers does not assume we will automatically be attuned to

others who are stopped by what allows us to pass through, even when we ourselves

have the experience of being stopped. We have to acquire that affinity. It is what

we work toward.

The Letter

I want to account for the problem of trans-exclusionary radical feminism, the

problem of how it is within some feminist spaces, that this hammering is hap-

pening. I will start with a letter, even though the letter in question is not the

starting point of a certain kind of feminism that has long been chipping away at

trans lives. On Sunday, February 1, 2015, a letter denouncing the tactics used by

trans and sex-worker activists to contest speech they perceived as violent toward

them was published in the Guardian under the headline, “We Cannot Allow

Censorship and the Silencing of Individuals,” followed by a subheading, “Uni-

versities Have a Particular Responsibility to Resist This Kind of Bullying”

(Campbell et al. 2015). It was signed by 130 prominent feminists, academics, and

activists and became the most recent flash point of a long-running conflict

regarding the relationship of transgender issues to feminism. Four examples are

mentioned as evidence of this worrying trend: the cancellation of Kate

Smurthwaite’s comedy show at Goldsmiths, University of London; the calls for

the Cambridge Union to withdraw its speaking invitation to Germaine Greer; the

pressure on the Green Party to “repudiate” Rupert Read after he “questioned the

arguments put forward by some trans-activists”; and the “no platforming” of the

“feminist activist and writer” Julie Bindel by the National Union of Students.

I will not rehearse some of the wider problems with this letter that I have

discussed elsewhere (Ahmed 2015). I want to focus instead on how trans comes up.
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The word trans is mentioned both as a description of activists and as a style of

accusation: the letter refers to “a worrying pattern of intimidation and silenc-

ing of individuals whose views are deemed ‘transphobic’ or ‘whorephobic.’” The

statement then says, “Today [no platforming] is being used to prevent the

expression of feminist arguments critical of the sex industry and of some

demands made by trans activists.” Put the sentences together and you have the

picture: feminists who are critical of some of the demands of trans activists

(which demands? one wonders1) are accused of transphobia, which is how they

are silenced. A summary: the accusation of transphobia is a means by which

critical feminist voices have been silenced.

The sentences in the letter work to create a figure of the trans activist who

is making unreasonable demands and arguments, and who is using the accusation

of transphobia as a means to silence feminists. Indeed, if words like silencing,

bullying, and intimidation cluster around the figure of the trans activist, then

words like critical, questioning, and democratic cluster around the figure of the cis

feminist.2 The letter does not have to make an argument explicit: it works to

create an impression that is sticky; trans activists are bullying the feminists, and

universities are allowing this bullying to happen. The letter does not have to say

explicitly that critical feminists and trans activists are distinct camps, one of

whom is silenced and intimated by the other, to carry the point.

The letter uses the language of free speech; in a way it both insists on free

speech while announcing that free speech is under threat. In the United Kingdom,

all speech is understood as free speech, with the exception of speech that is an

“incitement to violence.” Free speech is increasingly mobilized as an ideological

weapon by the creation of a clear distinction between offensive statements and

“incitements to violence.” Let me offer an example. On March 15, 2015, a leading

Black public figure, Trevor Phillips, the former head of the Commission for Racial

Equality, released a documentary, Things We Won’t Say about Race That Are True

(Cooper 2015), which ends up defending racism as a form of free speech. The

claims made are familiar, though they are more usually articulated in the right-

wing press. Antiracism or political correctness is inflated as if it is a hegemonic

discourse that has prevented “us” from being able to speak the truths (things we

cannot say). The story goes something like this: we cannot ask legitimate ques-

tions about immigration because will be branded “racist.” The very accusation of

racism is understood as what stops us from asking legitimate questions. Para-

doxically, then, racism is now incited by being understood as prohibited or

minority speech. In such an account the very act of being offensive or causing

offense (often through articulating stereotypes about others) speaks to how we

assert our national character (as being tolerant of different views) as well as our

freedom.3 In such a schema, dominant views become rearticulated as if they are
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minority views that we have to struggle to express. Racism is enacted by the claim

that we are not free to be racist.

Let’s return to our letter. I do not think the letter justifies the freedom to be

“critical of . . . some demands made by trans activists” as the freedom to be

offensive; rather, what is being implied is that trans activists, by labeling critical

feminist speech as offensive (through the liberal use of the illiberal word trans-

phobia), are intending to impose a restriction on feminist speech. In other words,

being offended is registered as an imposition on the freedom of others. The real

offense is caused by those who are offended. This is how the very use of the word

transphobia is heard as an attempt at censorship. We might note that the claim to

be censored can be generative of speech. The example of Germaine Greer men-

tioned by the letter is a case in point: she was not stopped from speaking at all. She

did speak: as did transfeminist activists at another event organized by the LGBTI

Society and the Women’s Society (speakers included Roz Kaveney and Sarah

Brown).4 If anything, the evidence here points to the opposite of what the letter

claims: protests about who is speaking have led to the proliferation rather than

prevention of discourse.

When the letter says that critical feminists are being silenced, it is implying

that “being critical” of the “demands of trans activists” is a legitimate form of

feminist speech. In other words, the letter relies on the assumption that we can

distinguish “critical feminist speech” from “incitement to violence,” and that

there is censorship because others have failed to make that distinction. Behind the

letter I can hear these sentences uttered in unison: “It is not racist to ask critical

questions about immigration; it is not transphobic to ask critical questions about

the demands of trans activists.” But this distinction between critical speech and

incitement to violence breaks down, which is how an incitement to violence is

justified as freedom of speech.

Let me give an example of how this distinction breaks down. At a Reclaim

the Night march that took place in London in November 2014, a pamphlet entitled

“Not Our Sisters” was distributed by trans-exclusionary radical feminists.5 On

one side of the pamphlet is written text. It begins by describing Reclaim the Night

as “protesting male violence against women.” It then describes trans women as

“male transgenders” and suggests that “male transgenders” commit violence

against women “at exactly the same rate as non-transgender males.” This violent

misgendering enables trans women to be positioned as imposters within a fem-

inist march, as perpetrators rather than victims of male violence. On the other

side of the pamphlet are four photographs of trans women who are given a story

that is not theirs: they have committed violence against women; they have tried to

hide that violence by describing themselves as trans or not men. The photographs

are used to retell a story, to abbreviate and condense the associations made by the

written text: trans women are “male transgenders,” trans women are men; as men
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they use trans as a mask to commit and conceal violence; trans women as men

injure, rape, and murder women.

To abbreviate and condense an association in the form of an equation:

Trans = violence and death.

I was on Facebook when someone’s status update caught my attention. The

person spoke of how, sadly, a peaceful feminist march was interrupted by “trans

activists.” Outrage about violence becomes the cause of a disturbance and not the

violence itself. In the next section, I will return to the issue of how disruption is

located and narrated. When I wrote in response to that update of my own outrage

about the pamphlet, one of the people named in the letter referred to above

responded, “So are you saying it is as bad as the Holocaust.” By “it” I think she was

referring both to the pamphlet that I had described as hate speech and to the more

general domain of antitrans feminist speech. It would take us a long time to

unpack what is wrong with this statement. But just note the implication that

violence against trans people is “relatively” minor, a footnote in a much more

horrifying history of human hatred. And it is this very implication that was

carried by the letter: “‘No platforming’ used to be a tactic used against self-

proclaimed fascists and Holocaust-deniers. But today it is being used to prevent

the expression of feminist arguments critical of the sex industry and of some

demands made by trans activists.” So this comparison (“it” is not like the

Holocaust) is already in use not only to present feminists critical of “some

demands made by trans activists” as unjustly censored but also to recast that

critical speech as not as violent or offensive as other kinds of speech. I make this

point just to make clear that even if those who signed up to the letter might argue

that critical feminist speech can or should be separated from the kind of speech

represented by the pamphlet, the terms of the letter point to such speech: it is

exactly this kind of speech that becomes justifiable as a relatively minor form of

offense, or even, as no offense at all.

How often: some forms of violence are understood as trivial, or not as

violence at all. How often: violence is reproduced by not being understood as

violence. So much violence directed against groups (that is, directed against those

perceived as members of a group) works by locating that violence as coming from

within those groups. Thus minorities are often deemed as being violent, or as

causing violence, or even as causing the violence directed against them. To give an

account of trans people as causing violence (by virtue of being trans) is to cause

violence against trans people. We are most certainly talking about lives and deaths

here; and we are most certainly talking about incitement to violence.

The letter tells a tale: that to take offense at “critical feminist speech” is a

wrong (the offense taken is heard as antifeminism) that leads to more wrongs. To

take offense at the letter would thus be judged as enacting the very problem
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described by the letter. Those who protested against the letter were indeed

understood not as expressing their freedom of speech but as displaying their

desire to restrict freedom of speech in the very act of “being offended” by it. There

is an economy of speech at work here. Some protests are judged as stifling free

speech while other protests (such as the letter itself) become expressions of free

speech. We learn that free speech has become a political technology that is used to

redefine freedom around the right of some to occupy time and space. Whenever

people keep being given a platform to say they have no platform, or whenever

people speak endlessly about being silenced, you not only have a performative

contradiction; you are witnessing a mechanism of power.

A Rebuttal System

When I first read the letter, I remember thinking that one of the worst conse-

quences of it would be the new legitimacy it would give to antitrans and trans-

exclusionary feminism. I thought at first I was indeed witnessing an increase of

such speech. But once I began to work through the networks that supported that

letter, mostly on social media, I began to realize that what I first heard as a turning

up of the volume was just more of the same thing that had been going on all along

for many trans people: that volume switch was already stuck on full blast. My cis

privilege was, until then, not having had to notice that harassment or not having

had to hear the sound of that blast.

In order to explain how this letter was taken up, we need an account of

how privilege is affective as well as effective. When I think of affectivity I think of

skin: a border that feels. Privilege could be thought of as rather like contact

dermatitis: we are inflamed by something when or because we come into contact

with it. Privilege is also thus: being able to avoid contact with the cause of an

inflammation. We could contrast contact dermatitis with eczema, which is often

called a “basket category,” used to describe skin conditions in which the cause of

the inflammation is not known. With eczema it can feel as if you are the cause of

your own inflammation, whether or not you are the cause, because there is no safe

externality; nothing that can be eliminated to heal the skin or the situation.

Like all analogies, this one is imperfect, but I want to use it to dramatize

how causality becomes a contact zone in everyday social experience. Let’s think of

an inflammation as a conversation. Let’s say when you enter the room, things

become inflamed. If this keeps happening, then you can feel like the cause of that

inflammation, whether or not you are. You learn that you cannot stop an

inflammation even if you begin to try to “tone things down.” Somuch racism feels

like this: the volume turns up when race is mentioned, or the volume turns up

when you turn up as a person of color. Racism is precisely how a body of color

becomes the cause of tension. I always learn from bell hooks’s description of how
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Wretched of the earth (2019), An open letter to Extinction Rebellion

An open letter to Extinction Rebellion
"The fight for climate justice is the fight of our lives, and we need to 
do it right." 
By grassroots collective Wretched of The Earth.

This letter was collaboratively written with dozens of aligned groups. 
As the weeks of action called by Extinction Rebellion were coming to 
an end, our groups came together to reflect on the narrative, strate-
gies, tactics and demands of a reinvigorated climate movement in the 
UK. In this letter we articulate a foundational set of principles and 
demands that are rooted in justice and which we feel are crucial for 
the whole movement to consider as we continue constructing a 
response to the ‘climate emergency’

Dear Extinction Rebellion,

The emergence of a mass movement like Extinction Rebellion (XR) is an 
encouraging sign that we have reached a moment of opportunity in 
which there is both a collective consciousness of the immense danger 
ahead of us and a collective will to fight it. A critical mass agrees with 
the open letter launching XR when it states “If we continue on our cur-
rent path, the future for our species is bleak.”

At the same time, in order to construct a different future, or even to 
imagine it, we have to understand what this “path” is, and how we 
arrived at the world as we know it now. “The Truth” of the ecological 
crisis is that we did not get here by a sequence of small missteps, but 
were thrust here by powerful forces that drove the distribution of 
resources of the entire planet and the structure of our societies. The
economic structures that dominate us were brought about by colonial 
projects whose sole purpose is the pursuit of domination and profit. 
For centuries, racism, sexism and classism have been necessary for this
system to be upheld, and have shaped the conditions we find ourselves
in.

Another truth is that for many, the bleakness is not something of “the
future”. For those of us who are indigenous, working class, black, 
brown, queer, trans or disabled, the experience of structural violence 
became part of our birthright. Greta Thunberg calls world leaders to 
act by reminding them that “Our house is on fire”. For many of us, the 
house has been on fire for a long time: whenever the tide of ecological 
violence rises, our communities, especially in the Global South are 



always first hit. We are the first to face poor air quality, hunger, public
health crises, drought, floods and displacement.

XR says that “The science is clear: It is understood we are facing an 
unprecedented global emergency. We are in a life or death situation of 
our own making. We must act now.”  You may not realize that when you 
focus on the science you often look past the fire and us – you look 
past our histories of struggle, dignity, victory and resilience. And you 
look past the vast intergenerational knowledge of unity with nature 
that our peoples have. Indigenous communities remind us that we are 
not separate from nature, and that protecting the environment is also
protecting ourselves. In order to survive, communities in the Global 
South continue to lead the visioning and building of new worlds free of 
the violence of capitalism. We must both centre those experiences and
recognise those knowledges here.

Our communities have been on fire for a long time and these flames are 
fanned by our exclusion and silencing. Without incorporating our experi-
ences, any response to this disaster will fail to change the complex 
ways in which social, economic and political systems shape our lives – 
offering some an easy pass in life and making others pay the cost. In 
order to envision a future in which we will all be liberated from the 
root causes of the climate crisis – capitalism, extractivism, racism, 
sexism, classism, ableism and other systems of oppression –  the cli-
mate movement must reflect the complex realities of everyone’s lives in
their narrative.

And this complexity needs to be reflected in the strategies too. Many 
of us live with the risk of arrest and criminalization. We have to care-
fully weigh the costs that can be inflicted on us and our communities 
by a state that is driven to target those who are racialised ahead of 
those who are white. The strategy of XR, with the primary tactic of 
being arrested, is a valid one – but it needs to be underlined by an 
ongoing analysis of privilege as well as the reality of police and state 
violence. XR participants should be able to use their privilege to risk 
arrest, whilst at the same time highlighting the racialised nature of 
policing. Though some of this analysis has started to happen, until it 
becomes central to XR’s organising it is not sufficient. To address cli-
mate change and its roots in inequity and domination, a diversity and 
plurality of tactics and communities will be needed to co-create the 
transformative change necessary.

We commend the energy and enthusiasm XR has brought to the environ-
mental movement, and it brings us hope to see so many people willing 
to take action. But as we have outlined here, we feel there are key 



aspects of their approach that need to evolve. This letter calls on XR 
to do more in the spirit of their principles which say they “are working 
to build a movement that is participatory, decentralised, and inclu-
sive”. We know that XR has already organised various listening exer-
cises, and acknowledged some of the shortcomings in their approach, 
so we trust XR and its members will welcome our contribution.

As XR draws this period of actions to a close, we hope our letter 
presents some useful reflections for what can come next. The list of 
demands that we present below are not meant to be exhaustive, but 
to offer a starting point that supports the conversations that are 
urgently needed.

Wretched of the Earth, together with many other groups, hold the fol-
lowing demands as crucial for a climate justice rebellion:

•  Implement a transition, with justice at its core, to reduce UK 
carbon emissions to zero by 2030 as part of its fair share to 
keep warming below 1.5°C; this includes halting all fracking 
projects, free transport solutions and decent housing, regulat-
ing and democratising corporations, and restoring ecosystems.

• Pass a Global Green New Deal to ensure finance and technology 
for the Global South through international cooperation. Climate 
justice must include reparations and redistribution; a greener 
economy in Britain will achieve very little if the government con-
tinues to hinder vulnerable countries from doing the same 
through crippling debt, unfair trade deals, and the export of 
its own deathly extractive industries. This Green New Deal would
also include an end to the arms trade. Wars have been created 
to serve the interests of corporations – the largest arms deals
have delivered oil; whilst the world’s largest militaries are the 
biggest users of petrol.

• Hold transnational corporations accountable by creating a sys-
tem that regulates them and stops them from practicing global 
destruction. This would include getting rid of many existing 
trade and investment agreements that enshrine the will of 
these transnational corporations.

• Take the planet off the stock market by restructuring the 
financial sector to make it transparent, democratised, and sus-
tainable while discentivising investment in extractive industries 
and subsidising renewable energy programmes, ecological justice 
and regeneration programmes.



• End the hostile environment of walls and fences, detention cen-
ters and prisons that are used against racialised, migrant, and 
refugee communities. Instead, the UK should acknowledge it’s 
historic and current responsibilities for driving the displacement
of peoples and communities and honour its obligation to them.

• Guarantee flourishing communities both in the global north and 
the global south in which everyone has the right to free educa-
tion, an adequate income whether in or out of work, universal 
healthcare including support for mental wellbeing, affordable 
transportation, affordable healthy food, dignified employment 
and housing, meaningful political participation, a transformative 
justice system, gender and sexuality freedoms, and, for dis-
abled and older people, to live independently in the community.

The fight for climate justice is the fight of our lives, and we need to 
do it right. We share this reflection from a place of love and solidarity,
by groups and networks working with frontline communities, united in 
the spirit of building a climate justice movement that does not make 
the poorest in the rich countries pay the price for tackling the climate
crisis, and refuses to sacrifice the people of the global South to pro-
tect the citizens of the global North. It is crucial that we remain 
accountable to our communities, and all those who don’t have access 
to the centres of power. Without this accountability, the call for cli-
mate justice is empty.

Wretched of The Earth is a grassroots collective for Indigenous, black, 
brown and diaspora groups and individuals demanding climate justice and
acting in solidarity with our communities, both here in the UK and in 
Global South.

The Wretched of the Earth, Argentina Solidarity Campaign, Black Lives 
Matter UK, BP or not BP, Bolivian Platform on Climate Change, Bristol 
Rising Tide, Campaign Against the Arms Trade CAAT, Coal Action Network,
Concrete Action, Decolonising Environmentalism, Decolonising our minds, 
Disabled People Against the Cuts, Earth in Brackets, Edge Fund, End 
Deportations, GAIA – Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives, Global 
Forest Coalition, Green Anticapitalist Front, Gentle Radical, Grow 
Heathrow/transition Heathrow, Hambach Forest occupation, Healing Jus-
tice London, Labour Against Racism and Fascism, Lesbians and Gays Sup-
port the Migrants, London campaign against police and state violence, 
London Mexico Solidarity, London Feminist Antifa, London Latinxs, 
Marikana Solidarity Campaign, Mental Health Resistance Network, Mexico
Solidarity Campaign, Migrants Connections festival, Migrants Rights Net-



work, Movimiento Jaguar Despierto, Ni Una Menos UK, Ota Benga Alliance
for Peace, Our Future Now, People’s Climate Network, Peoples’ Advo-
cacy Foundation for Justice and, Race on the Agenda (ROTA), Redress, 
South Africa, Reclaim the Power, Science for the People, Platform, The 
Democracy Centre, The Leap, Third World Network, Tripod: Training for 
Creative Social Action, War on Want.



qui parle   spring/summer 2011   vol.19, no.2  196

The disabled are in many ways a close second. We are the world’s 
largest minority. We come in all colors, genders, nationalities, eco-
nomic and cultural backgrounds; and on top of this we are “freaks 
of nature,” “monstrosities,” “beasts,” “abnormal,” “broken.”

I acknowledge that I am entering into slippery territory with the 
writing that follows, territory in which terrible oppressions have 
found footing. For although I have not directly mentioned them, 
there is no way to discuss animal metaphors without recognizing 
the atrocities that they have been used for: the rhetoric of Nazi 
Germany, of racism, of slavery. And the rhetoric of the sideshow 
was hardly better, clearly using animal comparisons to support rac-
ist ideologies and demeaning and patronizing stereotypes. So why, 
when so many people, myself included, have felt the negative and 
hurtful consequences of being compared and associated with non-
human animals, would I enter this territory?

The simple answer is that I do it because more than 50 billion 
animals die every year for human interests.5 They die for food, sci-
ence, fur, for products, entertainment, and sport. They die for these 
uses because they aren’t human and because we can’t seem to fi g-
ure out what our ethical responsibilities toward them are. I argue 
that many of the experiences of disabled people and much of the 
work done in disability studies can help us to understand animal 
oppression differently. By showing how disability studies reevalu-
ates the meanings of terms such as “independence,” “nature,” and 
“normalcy” and by exploring the ways in which disability studies 
demands new perspectives on embodiment, this essay will argue 
that disability studies could have a positive and powerful affect on 
the animal rights discussion.

I take a risk in exploring the parallels between disability op-
pression and animal oppression, because this risk seems necessary 
to challenge predominant themes and arguments that support the 
continued exploitation of animals and of disabled people.

Independence, Nature, and Normalcy

Disability studies argues for realizing new ways of valuing human 
life that aren’t limited by specifi c physical or mental capabilities. 
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We argue that it is not specifi cally our intelligence, rationality, agil-
ity, physical independence, or bipedal nature that give us dignity 
and value. We argue that life is, and should be presumed to be, 
worth living, whether you are a person with Down syndrome, cere-
bral palsy, quadriplegia, autism, or like me, arthrogryposis. Many 
disability activists and scholars go further than this, arguing that 
even those that are deemed to be severely and irrevocably brain-
damaged have a right to a life of respect and dignity.

This is not just some trite declaration of pride or a romantic 
statement on the sanctity of human life; rather, our reclaiming of 
value comes from the recognition that much of what disabled peo-
ple can offer society has been undervalued or has been considered 
detrimental by a culture invested in certain bodies and certain ways 
of doing things. Paul Longmore, a disability studies writer and his-
torian, writes: “Beyond proclamations of pride, deaf and disabled 
people have been uncovering or formulating sets of alternative val-
ues derived from within the deaf and disabled experience. . . . They 
declare that they prize not self-suffi ciency but self-determination, 
not independence but interdependence, not functional separateness 
but personal connection, not physical autonomy but human com-
munity.”6 At their roots, all arguments used to justify human domi-
nation over animals rely on comparing human and animal abili-
ties and traits. We humans are the species with rationality, with 
complex emotions, with two legs and opposable thumbs. Animals, 
lacking certain traits and abilities, exist outside our moral respon-
sibility. We can dominate and use them, because they are lacking 
certain capabilities. But if disability advocates argue for the pro-
tection of the rights of those of us who are disabled, those of us 
who are lacking certain highly valued abilities like rationality and 
physical independence, then how can disability studies legitimately 
exclude animals for these reasons without contradiction? I argue 
that disability studies has accidentally created a framework of jus-
tice that can no longer exclude other species.

None of this is to say that abilities and variations in abilities do 
not matter. Clearly, there are important differences between the 
abilities of a conscious human being and someone who is brain-
dead. Clearly, there are differences between the abilities of a squir-
rel and the abilities of a lettuce plant. To me, and to most animal 
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rights activists, the one ability that is a prerequisite for moral con-
sideration is sentience. Sentience is what sets us apart from com-
puters; it’s what sets human and nonhuman animals apart from 
plants. Sentience is the ability to feel, to experience, to perceive.

Animals are physiologically very similar to us. Even fi sh, whose 
capacities to feel are far too often disregarded, have physiological 
reactions to pain that are similar to those of human beings and 
react to painkillers as a human would.7 It is impossible to ignore 
the immense amount of evidence that shows that the animals we 
exploit are sentient, which means that they are able to experience 
feelings—pleasurable ones and painful ones.8 The following ques-
tions thus must be asked: If an animal is living its own life, feel-
ing pain and pleasure, perceiving and experiencing, do we have an 
obligation to avoid causing unnecessary harm to that animal? Fur-
thermore, do we have an obligation to acknowledge that animal’s 
right to her own life—a life that she alone is experiencing? Do we 
have an obligation to try to coexist rather than to exploit?

My work builds on Martha Nussbaum’s Frontiers of Justice, 
which shows how the tradition of the social contract has failed to 
provide substantial groundwork for justice for not only disabled 
people and nonhuman animals, but for human beings of different 
nationalities around the world.9 The idea of the social contract, “in 
which rational people get together for mutual advantage, deciding 
to leave the state of nature and to govern themselves by law” (FJ, 3), 
fails to address these areas of justice, as it assumes that in a “state 
of nature” “the parties to this contract really are roughly equal in 
mental and physical power.”10 Of course, as Nussbaum points out, 
this assumption does not take into consideration physical asymme-
try between men and woman, let alone between the disabled and 
the able-bodied, or between humans and nonhumans. Although 
many animals are physically powerful, Nussbaum points out that 
we still dominate them, “and the whole point of the state of nature 
was to say that no one can really dominate . . . but with nonhu-
man animals, we dominate them. We have totally won that battle” 
(“JU,” 122). Nussbaum’s work also explores how the idea of mu-
tual advantage falls short when addressing disability and “species 
membership” as disabled individuals and animals don’t necessarily 
offer any mutual advantage (and in some cases may offer a disad-
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vantage). Thus Nussbaum argues that a more complete theory of 
justice must include other, more complex reasons for human coop-
eration besides advantage, such as love, compassion, and respect.

Nussbaum shows how the physical vulnerability of disabled 
individuals and animals is immensely problematic under a social 
contract tradition of justice, because even in a “state of nature” an 
asymmetry in power exists between these groups and able-bodied 
human beings. Nussbaum thus argues that “the classical theory 
of the social contract cannot solve these problems” (FJ, 3), as the 
problems are built into the theory’s foundations, and thus new the-
ories are needed.11

An interesting parallel to Nussbaum’s critique of the social 
contract is available in another contract theory that has recently 
gained popularity among those who support eating sustainably 
and humanely produced animal products. This theory says that 
human beings and domesticated animals have entered into a con-
tract with each other that, like the social contract theory, is largely 
based on the idea of mutual advantage.12 The second half of this es-
say will explore and critique this theory and show how it fails as an 
argument for continued animal exploitation, as the contract itself 
is based in asymmetrical foundations and the rules of the contract 
are themselves unequal.

Nussbaum’s work on the idea of vulnerability is also relevant to 
the remainder of this essay, as I argue that vulnerability is closely 
related to an idea of dependence that is problematic for both dis-
abled people and animals. Those who are vulnerable are also often 
dependent, and this dependence can easily become an excuse for ex-
ploitation. Viewing the concepts of dependence and independence 
through a disability studies lens can add signifi cant strength to the 
arguments for animal rights and disability rights in these debates.

Disabled people are negatively affected by limited interpreta-
tions of the concept of independence, and disability studies has 
worked to redefi ne what independence can mean. Independence, 
I argue, is more about choice and civil rights than it is about pure 
self-suffi ciency. Like Paul Longmore, I argue that it is interdepen-
dence, not independence, and community, not physical autonomy, 
that should be supported and recognized as essential for sustaining 
a just society.
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In American rhetoric there is a strong emphasis on independence 
and self-suffi ciency. America is the country where everyone has the 
opportunity to become “independent.” Independence is perhaps 
prized beyond all else in this country, and for disabled people this 
means that our lives are automatically seen as tragically depen-
dent. Michael Oliver, like many disability theorists, argues that 
dependence is relative: “Professionals tend to defi ne independence 
in terms of self-care activities such as washing, dressing, toileting, 
cooking and eating without assistance. Disabled people, however, 
defi ne independence differently, seeing it as the ability to be in con-
trol of and make decisions about one’s life, rather than doing things 
alone or without help.”13 We as a society are all dependent on each 
other. The difference between the way the disabled community sees 
dependence and how the rest of society views it is that there is not 
so much emphasis on individual physical independence. Today, in-
dependence is more about individuals being in control of their own 
services (be it education, plumbing, electrical, medical, dietary, or 
personal care) than it is about individuals being completely physi-
cally self-suffi cient; this is true not only for the disabled population 
but for the population in general.

A large part of the stigma attached to being disabled is that 
those who are physically dependent are seen as burdens. The more 
impaired someone is, the more of a burden he or she is. Disability 
scholars argue, however, that the only reason why many people are 
a (perceived) burden on their family and friends is that they have 
such limited options.14 Disability rights activists and scholars ar-
gue that, in our society, it is not the impairment that is the reason 
for dependence; it is our impaired system of social services. I have 
countless friends whom society would no doubt label as burden-
some and dependent—not to mention myself (I use a wheelchair 
and have very limited use of my arms). And yet, these friends and 
colleagues are some of the most directed, productive, and creative 
people I know, despite the fact that many use and rely on atten-
dants and other support services.

For animals, dependence is what allows and even excuses their 
exploitation by humans. This is seen in much of the philosophy 
behind the humane meat movement. Authors such as Michael Pol-
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lan and Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall argue that to be vegetarian or 
vegan would mean abandoning those animals who are most depen-
dent on us.15 Leaving them to their own devices, they say, would 
be a fate far worse than the dinner table. The theory they follow 
says that we have entered into a co-evolutionary pact with these 
species that gives us the responsibility to care for them in exchange 
for their services and fl esh. Some vegetarians and vegans respond 
by arguing that human beings should stop breeding these animals 
and let their species go extinct. They argue that the dependency of 
these species makes them so vulnerable to human exploitation that 
to keep these species surviving is irresponsible.

Is there another way? What would a reframing of dependency 
look like to animals oppressed by humans? Viewing the dependence 
of farm animals through a disability studies framework gives new 
answers to the questions surrounding animal exploitation and may 
also open up a third path. Instead of continuing to exploit animals 
because they are dependent on us, and instead of leading these ani-
mals to extinction as a potential vegan alternative, could we not 
realize our mutual dependence on each other, our mutual vulner-
ability, and our mutual drive for life? The big questions in disability 
studies seem equally relevant to the animal rights debate: How can 
we create new meanings for words like “dependent” and “indepen-
dent”? How can those who are seemingly most vulnerable within 
a society be perceived as also being useful, strong, and necessary?

Along with dependency, the other two concepts that I argue are 
of great importance to both the fi elds of disability studies and criti-
cal animal studies are “nature” and “normalcy.” The phrase “the 
natural cycle of things” has been used to justify everything from 
infanticide of disabled babies to the continued slaughter of ani-
mals for food. The idea of nature and what is natural has led to 
discrimination toward disabled people and the medicalization of 
the concept of disability, while at the same time it has been used as 
proof of our right to eat and use animals.

Within certain social justice movements (especially those sur-
rounding food), there is a certain romanticization of nature—cur-
rently very popular—that often leaves out certain bodies, including 
the disabled body. It is a romanticization of “how things used to 
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be” and “how things are in nature” that often ignores that things 
were not necessarily as good for some as they were for others and 
that an idea of nature is diffi cult, if not impossible, to separate from 
human culture and paradigms. Just as the social contract tradition 
has failed to recognize the inequality that exists in a so-called state 
of nature, so does this idea of nature fail to see the power inequali-
ties that exist within it.

Nature is one of the most common and compelling rhetorical 
tools used by those who justify animal exploitation. Arguments 
range from nuanced discussions of sustainable farming to passion-
ate declarations that animals eat other animals in nature, and that in 
any case, nature is simply “red in tooth and claw.” Nicolette Hahn 
Niman, author of The Righteous Porkchop, writes, “Clearly it’s 
normal and natural for animals to eat other animals, and since we 
humans are part of nature, it’s very normal for humans to be eating 
animals.”16 But violent, painful deaths are also “normal and natu-
ral” in nature. Would Niman use that fact to argue that we have no 
moral obligation to kill animals humanely? What about human-on-
human violence? That’s certainly “natural.” But is it ethical?

Patriarchy and disability oppression are also interesting paral-
lels to this way of thinking. Throughout history and in virtually all 
cultures, patriarchy in some form has been the norm, and disability 
oppression and marginalization has existed. Of course there have 
been a few scattered cultures here and there that treated woman 
and disabled people more fairly than others, but the same can be 
said of our treatment of animals. Patriarchy is not something we 
should accept as natural--and neither is a paradigm of able-bodied 
superiority or of human domination over animals.

I argue that appealing to nature as a justifi cation for ethical be-
lief is a fallacy, and it has been used historically to justify every 
conservative power structure. Other animals, with no alterna-
tive sustenance, often with specifi c dietary requirements, and with 
varying cognitive abilities regarding such things as empathy, do 
not seem to be appropriate role models for our ethical lives. We are 
animals that have evolved to recognize other beings’ subjectivity, 
to experience empathy, and to make ethical choices. If a desire for 
meat is in human nature, it must be remembered that it is also in 
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human nature to question the way we live, to think about ethics, 
and to change our habits as our moral lives change. We, unlike vir-
tually all other animals, choose what we eat.17

As a disabled person I fi nd ethical arguments based on what’s 
“natural” to be highly problematic. If history reveals something 
of “the natural cycle of things,” I would have been killed at birth 
at worst or culturally marginalized at best. Many of my disabled 
friends would not be alive if it weren’t for their parents and society 
thinking differently about the “natural cycle of things.” This is not 
to say that we shouldn’t look toward nature or history for ways 
of behaving and living sustainably. Rather, it is simply to say that 
we shouldn’t forget that these traditions often grew out of para-
digms of domination and oppression. As Nussbaum explains, hu-
man dominance and power asymmetry still exist even in a so-called 
state of nature.

Disability studies has been critiquing what medical discourse 
views as natural and normal for years. For decades disabled chil-
dren and adults were pressured by the medical establishment to 
receive surgical treatment that could potentially decrease abnormal 
functionality (such as the functional use of a “deformed” limb) 
but increase a more “normal” appearance. This is still a common 
practice in regards to intersex children and other individuals whose 
“deformities” are seen as especially taboo. But perhaps an even 
more vivid example of how the medical profession’s ideas of nature 
and normalcy affect disabled people and medical policy is in the 
current debate surrounding infanticide. Many arguments in sup-
port of infanticide point out that “in nature” disabled babies are 
often killed or left to die and that we should let “nature run her 
course”—meaning we should let the disabled baby die in peace or 
even help him or her to die. This opinion is grounded in the idea 
that it is simply natural to think disability is a bad thing—it is com-
mon sense, everyone knows it.

The disability community argues that impairment is not natu-
rally a negative experience. This is not at all to say that being im-
paired does not have negative aspects that are very real and often 
diffi cult, but instead to say that cultural and political oppressions 
deeply effect and are entangled with nearly all suffering that sur-
rounds being disabled. An inaccessible society that stereotypes and 
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misjudges impairment is very often far more frustrating than our 
bodies are. Stairs are no more natural than ramps. Disability op-
pression is not natural, and the idea that disability is a personal 
tragedy as opposed to an issue of social justice needs rectifying.

Impairment can offer many valuable insights and experiences to 
human society and culture. It is pointed out by disability activists 
and scholars that most people, if they live long enough, will expe-
rience disability at some point in their lives, or at least in old age. 
If this vulnerability of the human body was more acknowledged, 
perhaps disability and aging would be much less feared, as society 
would adapt and come to expect and prepare for disability. Of 
course, when most people think of disability as abnormal and in 
need of a cure, they don’t think of their elderly grandparents; they 
think of those of us with curved spines, or no limbs. They think of 
the “freak of nature.”

Nature is currently an acceptable framework from which to cri-
tique and classify disabled and animal bodies, whereas it is no lon-
ger an acceptable endpoint for discussions of race and gender. This 
double standard needs to be addressed and questioned. Discourses 
of normalcy and the argument of “common sense” are also com-
monly used to justify animal exploitation.18 In reevaluating what 
is natural and “normal” regarding disabled people, does disability 
studies not then ultimately demand a reevaluation of what is often 
said to be the “natural cycle of things” regarding human domina-
tion over animals? I argue that because disabled people and non-
human animals (especially domesticated animals) are viewed as de-
pendent, their treatment and place in society is more commonly 
considered within (and more deeply affected by) conventional no-
tions of nature and normalcy than that of other populations.

In the second half of this essay I turn toward the question of 
animal rights, in particular, the debate over humane meat, to show 
more specifi cally how disability studies offers new ways to con-
sider our responsibility toward nonhuman animals. The ethics of 
eating animal products is arguably the most pervasive and hotly 
contested form of animal exploitation, and I focus on the debates 
surrounding humane meat as the strongest and most compelling 
direction of the conversation.
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Whities to the back: How to miss the point
Analyses of privilege and parts of whiteness studies give a better in-
sight into the different ways racism manifests itself, especially in re-
gard of white middle class, (cis) heterosexual men. However, the empha-
sis on awareness and representation reduces the scope for analysing 
power and incorporating shared histories. When protesting through or 
at universities (if we are honest: mainly elite spaces, hence the afore-
mentioned 'proletarian check'), disciplining whites is very popular with 
some white privilege followers.

It focuses on disclosure (expose) where personal experience and behav-
iour are central: 'check your privilege' is often disconnected from joint
actions. Whites are sometimes excluded or actually put forward: during 
a march 'whities to the back' but when there is police violence 'whities 
to the front'. Whites cannot be anti-racist comrades because... they 
are white. That is why the term 'ally' is preferred to 'comrade'. That 
way we can be constantly disappointed. This is a cosmos in which we our
spectre is turend around  - what is big (possible) seems small and what 
is small (impossible) seems big. And it becomes competitive, it opens 
the door to the phenomenon of oppression-olympics.

Some whites also enthusiastically propagate this idea. During an anti-
racism conference in Rotterdam, the programme featured 'De Witte is 
het Probleem' (The White is the Problem).18 The white speaker mainly 
talked about the individual responsibility of white people. Because she 
offered no analysis of how racism structurally relates to socio-eco-
nomic oppression, or how cultural racism relates to institutional config-
urations, the descriptions became allegorical of guilt. This is a recipe 
for passivity. It is a pity that a new generation of activists has to 
grow up with it, experience this as the norm. I notice that by white-
washing discipline (especially on social media) or even other migrants 
are too afraid to speak out and pro-active engagement or even critical
discussion is prevented.

But perspectives can be changed. In our activism, we can make our own 
choices: what radical legacy do we want to continue? Privilege theories 
and the related terminology and coping styles are in fact weak deriva-
tives of the radical decolonisation politics that emerged during inspira-
tional movements or as part of the anti-imperialist legacy, to be found 
in Frantz Fanon (especially his work written in Algeria); or the incredibly



inspiring Amílcar Cabral against Portuguese colonialism in Guinea-Bissau; 
but also partly in the work of the Lebanese communist Mehdi Amel (also
called the Arab Gramsci)19, and of course Walter Rodney, the Guyanese 
historian who wrote the groundbreaking How Europe Underdeveloped 
Africa.20

The strategy of collective struggle and belief in unity are core values 
of the black militants. To paraphrase Fred Hampton of the Black Pan-
ther Party: why imitate the oppressor's strategies? Why divide our-
selves into small compartments and invent new hierarchies? Real resis-
tance means rejecting the entire logic, not just the products, of your 
oppressor. Not being shot by the racist police or not being refused at
the door of a club because you are Moroccan is anything but a privi-
lege. For the Panthers, too, this was a contestable choice, one that is
essentially not just about colour, but about left-wing claims. Reducing 
legitimacy to colour is denying our own complexity. We sometimes see 
this in definitions of intersectionality that deny what left-wing black 
feminists stood for.21

Sooner or later this will lead to a hierarchy of oppression and essen-
tialisation of 'guilt'. For if the whites have nothing more to say, the 
next rank must be tackled: the so-called 'browns', Moroccans, Turks, 
sometimes even Muslims as a general reference. This can be done by ad-
dressing a Turkish woman on human rights violations against black mi-
grants in Libya or a Moroccan of historical collaboration by Muslims in 
slavery. In the abstract, the oppressed in one context can become an 
oppressor in another. But these comparisons creep into our activist 
discussions as generalising categories, with the bizarre result that one
of the most vilely attacked minority groups in the Netherlands is ab-
stracted as an oppressor. This also makes us realise that categories 
'black' and 'white' are imported from the US and made universal, they 
are standardised in the Netherlands in a context where historical and 
material intersection is different. In this way gradations in oppression 
are ignored and the white supremacy of neoliberalism remains out of 
reach.

Only in an inverse universe are brown dictators in one context equated
with the most hated minority group in another. It is just as short-
sighted as calling any Antillean Islamophobic, or Surinamese anti-Moroc-
can, because some vote for the PVV and right-wing populists sometimes 
use one minority as a 'good' example against another. We saw a similar 
narrow-mindedness during an anti-racism demonstration when a group de-
viated from the route at De Dokwerker because Jews were also slave 
owners. While the protest commemorated Jewish victims of extermina-
tion, it became 'white dominance over black history'.22



Such a downward spiral arose during a seminar at the University of Ams-
terdam last November. A few critics accused a Turkish speaker (Bilge 
Sirma) of white-washing, her work 'silencing black voices'. Visitors 
pointed out that the speaker is a woman of colour, suggested that we 
should fight oppression together while we have different 'privileges'. 
This was answered on the event's Facebook page with ridicule and 
stereotypical GIFs.

During the seminar, a visitor, one of the few progressive academics of 
colour, criticised the way in which the Turkish speaker was treated. She
also indicated on Facebook that the terms 'poc' and 'black' are inclu-
sive. But in response, she was accused of anti-black racism. What was 
most striking was that people of colour were treated in the most es-
sentialistic way, just as we are treated by the dominant white side of 
the political spectrum. A semantic separation - based on an equally ar-
tificial border between women of colour - was erected. In this model, 
various causes, identities and traditions are reduced to skin colour and
a chauvinistic division between people of colour is reproduced.

But in addition to the disappointing political content, we also see the 
negative effect on how and against whom we use activist instruments. 
The seminar was boycotted. According to the critics, this action had to
encourage the seminar organisers and the guest to reflect upon them-
selves. Boycott, or 'no platforming', is a very specific tactic and re-
served for fascists. We do this only under strict conditions precisely 
to protect ourselves and by using it lightly you precisely undermine it. 
Our institutions will already seize every opportunity to silence us (we 
see these attempts, for example, in debates against extreme right-
wing hate-mongers or for Palestine).

The net result was that the speaker, a woman of colour, was denied 
the floor - she was visibly distraught and told afterwards that she 
thought it was a terrible experience, she criticised both the organisa-
tion and how she was treated by the critics. Not only was boycotting 
misused as an instrument, but criticism of it by other people of colour 
was also rebuked with the defence: 'you silence black voices,' This has 
the subtext that one person of colour has more legitimacy than an-
other. But the counter-question: 'which black voices?' quickly makes it 
clear that it is an occasional argument, of course there is not one kind
of black voice at all. Even at the UvA meeting in question, black women 
were present who wanted to listen to the speaker. The question is 
whether these annoying confrontations can also become moments of 
openess. We have the choice of forgetting examples from reactionary 
situations and continuing with those from revolutionary experiences. 
Progressive anti-racists have been advocating a radical transformation 



for many decades. DuBois and CLR James wanted to understand pre-
cisely how black and white unity is created, so that we can learn from 
lessons, precisely when they are exceptions, and then generalise them.

Radical Transformations
...and when I talk about the masses, I am talking about the white 
masses, I am talking about the black masses and the brown masses, and
also the yellow masses. We have to face the fact that some people say
that it is best to fight fire with fire, but we say that it is best to ex-
tinguish fire with water. We say that you do not fight racism with 
racism. We are going to fight racism with solidarity. We say that you do 
not fight capitalism with black capitalism; you fight capitalism with so-
cialism. - Fred Hampton, 1969

Sometimes the notion of intersectionality is used as a substitute for 
the practice of solidarity. One of the consequences is a division of pri-
orities (oppression) and sometimes even cultural essentialism. But iden-
tity is not an absolute fact. The dichotomy between black and white 
leads us to ignore our non-white complexities and deny internal hierar-
chies. Ironically, the revival of intersectionality in the 1980s revolved 
around a lawsuit brought by a black woman for discrimination as black 
and as women. The judge rejected the plea, arguing that she had to 
choose on what basis she wanted to pursue the charge of discrimina-
tion; it could not be both. Kimberlé Crenshaw put forward intersection-
ality as an alternative, in order to understand the reality of multiple 
and overlapping oppressions, not the other way around in order to 
fragment.23

Experiencing racism is only part of the story. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor 
writes in her book From #BlackLivesMatter to Black Liberation about 
the overlap between poverty and racism, the most important relation-
ship in the US.24 Despite the fact that they, too, never completely 
overcome racism, the black elites clearly play a different role. This 
contradiction was visible in the emergence of Black Lives Matter, in re-
sponse to police violence under a black president. Never before has 
the paradox been so painful, and that is why an analysis based on skin 
colour became so limiting.

Also in the so-called 'decolonial critique', intersectionalism led to artifi-
cial divisions between capitalism and racism. The suggestion that anti-
capitalism is the focus for socialists (for white) and anti-racism the 
main priority for black activism was, for example, the core strategy 
posed by the online initiative Decolonise the Mind.25 This is selective 
picking and choosing in the work of CLR James, WEB Du Bois, to Angela 



Davis, Cedric Robinson and Manning Marable. This causes a sad amnesia 
about these black voices in our movement. That is why the earlier dis-
coveries and contributions of black radical thinkers, and their redis-
covery due to the important work of the Black Archives in Amsterdam, 
are so important.

The fact that white anti-racists cannot commit themselves because 
they are to blame because of their 'privileges' in a racist system em-
phasises personal responsibility. White BN'ers who spoke out against 
Zwarte Piet were dismissed as 'white progressives seeking gratitude', 
and 'pretending to be anti-racist but in the meantime advancing your 
own career'. In this way solidarity is reframed as an instrument with 
which you claim 'ownership' of someone else's struggle, as if it were just
a way of silencing the oppressed. In the end, such cynicism mainly en-
courages rivalry and, as Edward Saïd saw so sharply: 'relegate the dif-
ferent experience(s) of others to a lesser status'.26

The exaggerated focus on separation and colour was precisely why 
white privilege did not catch on in the sixties. Assata Shakur, for exam-
ple, wrote: 'One of the most important things the Party did was to 
make it very clear who the enemy was: not the white people, but the 
capitalist, imperialist oppressors. They took the black liberation strug-
gle out of a national context and placed it in an international con-
text.'27

Postcolonial studies also inherited the artificial class-versus-race sepa-
ration. Rahul Rao wrote about the criticisms that are uninterested in 
repairing differences.28 He explains that, as often with noisy bravado - 
“I don't care, we do it on our own terms” - the weakness of our move-
ment reflects. He asks: 'what, then, is the political point of focusing on
such an indisputable and unbridgeable difference, as a relative neglect
of the more difficult and restorative work of finding ways of thinking 
together about different forms of injustice?

Perhaps the most progressive example of mutual solidarity was the 
Rainbow Coalition set up in Chicago in 1969 by the Black Panthers led by
Fred Hampton. This coalition brought together groups and organisations
from different ethnic backgrounds to fight for their shared interests. 
The Rainbow Coalition marked a leap forward as the movement became 
more progressive in its argument for cross-racial unity. That was the 
most dangerous thing a capitalist state could imagine; even non-black 
people could join. Bob Lee remembered: “We knew our organisation 
wouldn't last long and we knew we had to be quick. We were not fooling 
ourselves.”29 Indeed Hampton was murdered and the coalition collapsed.



His death was part of a pattern: racial repression linked to imperialism 
and capitalism, reaching a huge audience. Malcolm X was also murdered 
shortly after he said: 'You can't have capitalism without racism'. But 
think also of Martin Luther King in 1967: “The evil of capitalism is as 
real as the evil of militarism and the evil of racism” (Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference); “The fact is that capitalism is built on the ex-
ploitation and suffering of black slaves and continues to thrive on the
exploitation of the poor - both black and white, both here and 
abroad” (The Three Evils of Society). Such socio-economic links between
racism and capitalism made them enemies of both black separatists and
racists. This is the kind of criticism from the left black corner on 
white/privilege theory. It is therefore striking that all these fighters 
are being claimed and randomly quoted across the spectrum of differ-
ent opinions.

Sivanandan rightly wrote that white navel-gazing “locked whites in a 
mode of self-flagellation”. When white activists asked him if and how 
they could join the anti-racism struggle, he replied: “Who you are is 
what you do”.

Conclusion
We had to discover that courage and dedication are not enough. To win
a liberation struggle you have to know the way as well as the will 

- Assata Shakur, 198730

White privilege gives us a strategy that weakens our potential 
strength and strengthens our potential weaknesses. Moral criticism 
makes sense, for example, if we mobilise support, and emotions are 
needed. But if material change does not remain the goal, moralism turns
into pacifying pessimism. The idea of 'ally' (passive white support) then 
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy: if white people have to concentrate 
on checking their privilege, they can do nothing. This in turn then be-
comes 'proof' that they are making so little practical change. Leaving 
aside the attraction of simplicity, it leads to a poor theory full of 
faits accomplis.

Politics and activism are also personal matters. If you belittle or ex-
clude someone today, you lose an ally. This is typical of politics in the 
public arena. Assata Shakur, in her time, talked about the 'macho cult' 
in parts of the movement: “I told them that I preferred the polite and 
respectful way in which civil rights workers and black Muslims spoke to 
people, rather than the arrogant 'fuck you' style of the BPP office in 
Harlem ... I hate arrogance, be it white or purple or black.”31



The duty of dignity and the call for unity are interlinked. The absence 
of mutual respect and the hype of social media (in which we are rushed 
to participate in collecting as many likes as possible, in a political cul-
ture of competition, focused on individual performance and publicity) 
go hand in hand. This exposes our weak historical framework, in which we
mistakenly think that - besides being super cool - we are tremendously 
original. Essed recently answered the question of what she wanted to 
pass on to activists. “I think, above all, dignity”. That seemed to me 
to be a deliberately positive intervention. Shakur and Essed seem to 
be trying to say in their own way: we want recognition, but not at the 
expense of others.

This is not a moral criticism, because dignity and respect are also re-
lated to my earlier point about our choice to rediscover and continue 
our traditions. It is important to realise that others have opened the 
way for us and that these predecessors have paid a heavy price for it.
For many of the activists in the Netherlands over the past 15 to 20 
years, their stance against Pim Fortuyn or Van Gogh and the backlash 
of 9/11 meant that they could not develop their careers and often 
their personal reputations were destroyed. Some left the country, 
others became exhausted.

Without the experiences of the 2000s, we cannot understand our strug-
gle today. Just as without the efforts of black activists in the 1970s 
and 1980s, we will never fully understand the rise of the fight against 
Zwarte Piet since 2015. These stories and experiences are our historical
roots, they give us the stamina to persevere. They had a different vo-
cabulary and sometimes different priorities, but future generations will
say the same about the current generation.

While Esseds and Wakkers books are embraced as popular works, they 
are selectively quoted. While white complacency (or innocence) is criti-
cised, the idea of solidarity and zmv (zwart-migrant-vluchteling, the 
Dutch variant of women of colour) is rejected: the proverbial 'having 
the cake and eating it'. As I pointed out, there are different political 
and ideological views on this and they are part of our proud legacy. In 
recent years, discussions have been conducted at the cutting edge by
left-wing people of colour; several interesting public interventions 
have been initiated32 in innovative outlets for and by people of colour 
such as Nikhil Singh, Michael Dawson and Rahul Rao.33 This is also possi-
ble in the Netherlands.

And that is what is needed. But we have a lot of opposition. Support 
for anti-racism campaigns is weak. Sometimes white progressives and lib-
erals 'whitesplain' us what racism is or is not. And sometimes anti-racism



comes from one corner of the mouth and racism from the other. Re-
cently, for example, we saw Anne Fleur Dekker joining racist stigmas to 
falsely accuse some activists of colour of anti-Semitism and then lie 
that she had been expelled from Committee 21 March.34

After all, this is the cognitive dissonance of the European intelli-
gentsia, which considers itself immune to criticism. As anti-racists, we 
should not imitate that. We are better. We are more critical. We are 
stronger.

We must therefore share our differences publicly and in the spirit of 
camaraderie: then we do not run the risk of being pitted against each 
other. Intellectual honesty strengthens our politics. It allows us to 
work actively together in a united front against all parts of this sys-
tem that creates privileges for a small minority that benefit from the 
majority. Shakur talked about “accountability for each other and to 
each other” in that process. Constructive criticism is important: “with-
out it, people have a tendency to drown in their mistakes, not to learn
from them.”35

Finally, socialists are mainly concerned with how the logic of capital, 
power, and the associated social values and norms, (re)produce inequal-
ity. It is therefore about where we (together) have to find the weakest
link in our struggle. Because of this it is purposeful, and the focus is 
often, for example, on unity struggle; without any naivety about the 
tenacity of racism and the deep-rooted class differences.

Our interpretations influence our strategy and, as we have seen, ulti-
mately our behaviour. That is another reason why we need each other. 
Being radical should be synonymous with being inclusive and going be-
yond our own personal struggles. Fortunately, this is what we saw when 
activists from Palestine, Ferguson, Johannesburg and the Standing Rock
embraced each other virtually. This should also be much more our focus,
because why else are we doing all this? I started talking about Sivanan-
dan, and I think it would be good to end with him: “The people we write 
for are the people we fight for”.
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ACT UP (1990) Queer Nation Manifesto [fragment]

Invisibility is Our Responsibility
I wear my pink triangle everywhere. I do not lower my voice in public 
when talking about lesbian love or sex. I always tell people I'm a les-
bian. I don't wait to be asked about my "boyfriend." I don't say it's "no 
one's business."

I don't do this for straight people. Most of them don't know what 
the pink triangle even means. Most of them couldn't care less that 
my girlfriend and I are totally in love or having a fight on the 
street. Most of them don't notice us no matter what we do. I do 
what I do to reach other lesbians. I do what I do because I don't 
want lesbians to assume I'm a straight girl. I am out all the time, 
everywhere, because I want to reach you. Maybe you'll notice me, 
maybe start talking, maybe we'll become friends. Maybe we won't say
a word but our eyes will meet and I will imagine you naked, sweating, 
openmouthed, your back arched as I am f---ing you. And we'll be 
happy to know we aren't the only ones in the world. We'll be happy 
because we found each other, without saying a word, maybe just for
a moment.

But no.

You won't wear a pink triangle on that linen lapel. You won't meet my 
eyes if I flirt with you on the street. You avoid me on the job because 
I'm "too" out. You chastise me in bars because I'm "too political." You 
ignore me in public because I bring "too much" attention to "my" les-
bianism. But then you want me to be your lover, you want me to be 
your friend, you want me to love you, support you, fight for "our" right
to exist.

Where Are You?

You talk, talk, talk about invisibility and then retreat to your homes to
nest with your lovers or carouse in a bar with pals and stumble home in 
a cab or sit silently and politely by while your family, your boss, your 
neighbors, your public servants distort and disfigure us, deride us and 
punish us. Then home again and you feel like screaming. Then you pad 
your anger with a relationship or a career or a party with other dykes 
like you and still you wonder why we can't find each other, why you feel
lonely, angry, alienated.



Get Up, Wake Up Sisters!!

Your life is in your hands.

When I risk it all to be out, I risk it for both of us. When I risk it all and
it works (which it often does if you would try), I benefit and so do you. 
When it doesn't work, I suffer and you do not.

But girl you can't wait for other dykes to make the world safe for you. 
stop waiting for a better more lesbian future! The revolution could be 
here if we started it.

Where are you sisters? I'm trying to find you, I'm trying to find you. How 
come I only see you on Gay Pride Day?

We're out. Where the f--- are you?

[Untitled]
When anyone assaults you for being queer, it is queer bashing. 
Right?

A crowd of 50 people exit a gay bar as it closes. Across the street, 
some straight boys are shouting "Faggots" and throwing beer bottles 
at the gathering, which outnumbers them by 10 to 1. Three queers make 
a move to respond, getting no support from the group. Why did a group
this size allow themselves to be sitting ducks?

Tompkins Square Park, Labor Day. At an annual outdoor concert/drag 
show, a group of gay men were harassed by teens carrying sticks. In 
the midst of thousands of gay men and lesbians, these straight boys 
beat two gay men to the ground, then stood around triumphantly 
laughing amongst themselves. The emcee was alerted and warned the 
crowd from the stage, "You girls be careful. When you dress up it 
drives the boys crazy," as if it were a practical joke inspired by what 
the victims were wearing rather than a pointed attack on anyone and 
everyone at that event.
What would it have taken for that crowd to stand up to its attackers?

After James Zappalorti, an openly gay man, was murdered in cold blood 
on Staten Island this winter, a single demonstration was held in 
protest. Only one hundred people came. When Yusef Hawkins, a black 
youth, was shot to death for being on "White turf" in Bensonhurst, 
African Americans marched through that neighborhood in large numbers 
again and again. A black person was killed because he was black, and 
people of color throughout the city recognized it and acted on it. The 
bullet that hit Hawkins was meant for a black man, any black man. Do 



most gays and lesbians think that the knife that punctured Zap-
palorti's heart was meant only for him?

The straight world has us so convinced that we are helpless and 
deserving victims of the violence against us, that queers are immobi-
lized when faced with a threat. Be outraged! These attacks must not 
be tolerated. Do something. Recognize that any act of aggression 
against any member of our community is an attack on every member of 
the community. The more we allow homophobes to inflict violence, terror
and fear on our lives, the more frequently and ferociously we will be 
the object of their hatred. Your body cannot be an open target for 
violence. Your body is worth protecting. You have a right to defend it. 
No matter what they tell you, your queerness must be defended and 
respected. You'd better learn that your life is immeasurably valuable, 
because unless you start believing that, it can easily be taken from 
you. If you know how to gently and efficiently immobilize your attacker, 
then by all means, do it. If you lack those skills, then think about goug-
ing out his f---ing eyes, slamming his nose back into his brain, slashing 
his throat with a broken bottle - do whatever you can, whatever you 
have to, to save your life!

Why Queer?
Queer!

Ah, do we really have to use that word? It's trouble. Every gay person 
has his or her own take on it. For some it means strange and eccentric 
and kind of mysterious. That's okay; we like that. But some gay girls 
and boys don't. They think they're more normal than strange. And for 
others "queer" conjures up those awful memories of adolescent suffer-
ing. Queer. It's forcibly bittersweet and quaint at best - weakening and 
painful at worst. Couldn't we just use "gay" instead? It's a much 
brighter word. And isn't it synonymous with "happy"? When will you mili-
tants grow up and get over the novelty of being different?

Why Queer …

Well, yes, "gay" is great. It has its place. But when a lot of lesbians and
gay men wake up in the morning we feel angry and disgusted, not gay. 
So we've chosen to call ourselves queer. Using "queer" is a way of 
reminding us how we are perceived by the rest of the world. It's a way 
of telling ourselves we don't have to be witty and charming people who 
keep our lives discreet and marginalized in the straight world. We use 
queer as gay men loving lesbians and lesbians loving being queer. Queer,
unlike gay, doesn't mean male.



And when spoken to other gays and lesbians it's a way of suggesting we
close ranks, and forget (temporarily) our individual differences because
we face a more insidious common enemy. Yeah, queer can be a rough 
word but it is also a sly and ironic weapon we can steal from the homo-
phobe's hands and use against him.

No Sex Police
For anyone to say that coming out is not part of the revolution is miss-
ing the point. Positive sexual images and what they manifest saves 
lives because they affirm those lives and make it possible for people 
to attempt to live as self-loving instead of self-loathing. As the famous
"Black is beautiful" changed many lives so does "Read my lips" affirm 
queerness in the face of hatred and invisibility as displayed in a recent
governmental study of suicides that states at least 1/3 of all teen sui-
cides are Queer kids. This is further exemplified by the rise in HIV trans-
mission among those under 21.

We are most hated as queers for our sexualness, that is, our physical 
contact with the same sex. Our sexuality and sexual expression are 
what makes us most susceptible to physical violence. Our difference, 
our otherness, our uniqueness can either paralyze us or politicize us. 
Hopefully, the majority of us will not let it kill us.

[Untitled]
Why in the world do we let heteros into queer clubs? Who gives a f--- if 
they like us because we "really know how to party? "We have to in 
order to blow off the steam they make us feel all the time! They 
make out wherever they please, and take up too much room on the 
dance floor doing ostentatious couples dances. They wear their hetero-
sexuality like a "Keep Out" sign, or like a deed of ownership.

Why the f--- do we tolerate them when they invade our space like it's 
their right? Why do we let them shove heterosexuality - a weapon their 
world wields against us - right in our faces in the few public spots 
where we can be sexy with each other and not fear attack?

It's time to stop letting the straight people make all the rules. Let's 
start by posting this sign outside every queer club and bar:

- Rules of Conduct for Straight People

1. Keep your displays of affection (kissing, handholding, embracing) to a
minimum. Your sexuality is unwanted and offensive to many here.

2. If you must slow dance, be an inconspicuous as possible.



3. Do not gawk or stare at lesbians or gay men, especially bull dykes or
drag queens. We are not your entertainment.

4. If you cannot comfortably deal with someone of the same sex making 
a pass at you, get out.

5. Do not flaunt your heterosexuality. Be discreet. Risk being mistaken 
for a lezzie or a homo.

6. If you feel these rules are unfair, go fight homophobia in straight 
clubs, or

7. Go f--- Yourself

I Hate Straights
I have friends. Some of them are straight.

Year after year, I see my straight friends. I want to see them, to see 
how they are doing, to add newness to our long and complicated histo-
ries, to experience some continuity.

Year after year I continue to realize that the facts of my life are irrel-
evant to them and that I am only half listened to, that I am an 
appendage to the doings of a greater world, a world of power and priv-
ilege, of the laws of installation, a world of exclusion. 

"That's not true," argue my straight friends. There is the one certainty
in the politics of power: those left out of it beg for inclusion, while 
the insiders claim that they already are. Men do it to women, whites do
it to blacks, and everyone does it to queers.

The main dividing line, both conscious and unconscious, is procreation ...
and that magic word - Family. Frequently, the ones we are born into dis-
own us when they find out who we really are, and to make matters 
worse, we are prevented from having our own. We are punished, 
insulted, cut off, and treated like seditionaries in terms of child rear-
ing, both damned if we try and damned if we abstain. It's as if the 
propagation of the species is such a fragile directive that without 
enforcing it as if it were an agenda, humankind would melt back into the
primeval ooze.

I hate having to convince straight people that lesbians and gays live in
a war zone, that we're surrounded by bomb blasts only we seem to 
hear, that our bodies and souls are heaped high, dead from fright or 
bashed or raped, dying of grief or disease, stripped of our person-
hood.



I hate straight people who can't listen to queer anger without saying 
"hey, all straight people aren't like that. I'm straight too, you know," as
if their egos don't get enough stroking or protection in this arrogant, 
heterosexist world. Why must we take care of them, in the midst of our
just anger brought on by their f---ed up society?! Why add the reassur-
ance of "Of course, I don't mean you. You don't act that way." Let them
figure out for themselves whether they deserve to be included in our 
anger.

But of course that would mean listening to our anger, which they 
almost never do. They deflect it, by saying "I'm not like that" or "now 
look who's generalizing" or "You'll catch more flies with honey ... " or "If 
you focus on the negative you just give out more power" or "you're not
the only one in the world who's suffering." They say "Don't yell at me, 
I'm on your side" or "I think you're overreacting" or "Boy, you're bit-
ter."

- Let Yourself Be Angry
They've taught us that good queers don't get mad. They've taught us 
so well that we not only hide our anger from them, we hide it from each
other. We even hide it from ourselves. We hide it with substance 
abuse and suicide and overachieving in the hope of proving our worth. 
They bash us and stab us and shoot us and bomb us in ever increasing 
numbers and still we freak out when angry queers carry banners or 
signs that say Bash Back. For the last decade they let us die in 
droves and still we thank President Bush for planting a f---ing tree, 
applaud him for likening PWAs to car accident victims who refuse to 
wear seatbelts. Let yourself be angry. Let yourself be angry that the 
price for visibility is the constant threat of violence, anti-queer vio-
lence to which practically every segment of this society contributes. 
Let yourself feel angry that there is no place in this country where 
we are safe, no place where we are not targeted for hatred and 
attack, the self-hatred, the suicide - of the closet.

The next time some straight person comes down on you for being angry,
tell them that until things change, you don't need any more evidence 
that the world turns at your expense. You don't need to see only het-
ero couple grocery shopping on your TV ... You don't want any more 
baby pictures shoved in your face until you can have or keep your own.
No more weddings, showers, anniversaries, please, unless they are our 
own brothers and sisters celebrating. And tell them not to dismiss you 
by saying "You have rights," "You have privileges," "You are overreact-
ing," or "You have a victim's mentality." Tell them "Go away from me, 
until you change." Go away and try on a world without the brave, 



strong queers that are its backbone, that are its guts and brains and 
souls. Go tell them go away until they have spent a month walking hand 
in hand in public with someone of the same sex. After they survive 
that, then you'll hear what they have to say about queer anger. Other-
wise, tell them to shut up and listen.
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6 Introduction

with a focus on the term’s relationship to women’s studies. In this section, I 
make explicit the book’s decision to root itself in US women’s studies even 
as intersectionality specifically and black feminism more broadly have in-
timate connections to other interdisciplinary projects, particularly black 
studies. Finally, I turn to explicating black feminist defensiveness and to 
situating this crucial and relatively new affect in the context of what I term 
the “intersectionality wars.”

Intersectionality: An Intellectual History

In 2007, Ange- Marie Hancock noted, “A comprehensive intellectual his-
tory of intersectionality has yet to be published, with . . . significant ramifi-
cations that affect scholars seeking to conduct intersectional research and 
those seeking to understand the intellectual contributions of intersection-
ality.”15 In the decade since Hancock’s assertion, a number of scholars, in-
cluding Brittney Cooper, Vivian May, Patricia Hill Collins, Sirma Bilge, and 
Anna Carastathis, have invested in historicizing intersectionality as a key 
strategy for understanding the term’s varied disciplinary genealogies and 
interdisciplinary migrations. In my earlier work, I criticized the historical 
turn in intersectionality studies, suggesting that it is often undergirded by 
a search for a “true” intersectionality or by an attachment to a fictive past 
when intersectionality was practiced in ways that more “correctly” align 
with its foundational texts. As I argued, “The impulse toward historicization 
all too often becomes a battle over origin stories, a struggle to determine who 
‘made’ intersectionality, and thus who deserves the ‘credit’ for coining the 
term, rather than a rich engagement with intersectionality’s multiple geneal-
ogies in both black feminist and women of color feminist traditions.”16 Thus, 
I enter the terrain of historicizing intersectionality with a sense of caution 
and an awareness of the potential risks of fetishizing history as the preferable 
orientation toward understanding intersectionality’s varied work. Here, I of-
fer an intellectual history of intersectionality that emphasizes that intersec-
tionality is part of a cohort of terms that black feminists created in order to 
analyze the interconnectedness of structures of domination. In other words, 
as Deborah King notes, “The necessity of addressing all oppressions is one of 
the hallmarks of black feminist thought,” even as intersectional thinking has 
unfolded around different keywords, analytics, and theories.17

While intersectional histories have long included Combahee River Col-
lective, Kimberlé Crenshaw, Patricia Hill Collins, Deborah King, and Frances
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Beal, recent black feminist scholarship has centered Anna Julia Cooper’s 
work as foundational to modern intersectionality theory. In many ways, 
Vivian May’s scholarship ushered in a deep feminist investment in Cooper’s 
work as a kind of intersectional praxis, one that has been taken up by other 
scholars like Brittney Cooper, who has advocated for Anna Julia Cooper’s 
place in a genealogy of “race women,” of black female intellectuals.18 For 
May, centering Anna Julia Cooper is not only a crucial corrective to feminist 
historiographies that treat intersectionality as a “recent form” of feminist 
engagement but also a project of feminist education that makes visible the 
long intellectual and political labor of black women.19 Indeed, May reads 
Cooper’s A Voice from the South (1892) as “the first book- length example 
of black feminist theory in the US” that “tackles the racialized, gendered, 
and classed meanings of personhood and citizenship,” and thus as an early 
articulation of intersectionality theory.20 As May indicates, “Repeatedly, I 
have found that an inadequate understanding of intersectionality, even in its 
contemporary iterations, means that Cooper’s innovative ideas and complex 
analyses are widely misunderstood. While Cooper articulates how race, gen-
der, class, and region (and later, nation) interdepend and cannot be exam-
ined as isolated, many of her contemporaries and later scholars examining 
her work could not seem to fully grasp her arguments—in large part because 
Cooper’s words and ideas were examined via  single- axis frameworks, either/
or models of thought, or measures of rationality that could not account for 
multiplicity.”21 May’s work, then, is an important corrective that underscores 
the long roots of intersectional thinking in black feminist thought.

The Combahee River Collective’s 1977 statement has also become a touch-
stone for black feminist engagement with intersectionality’s histories. (In-
deed, the celebrated fortieth anniversary of the collective brought a renewed  
scholarly and popular interest in centering Combahee as an—or perhaps 
the—inaugural intersectional text.) Combahee began its manifesto by not-
ing, “The most general statement of our politics at the present time would 
be that we are actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, het-
erosexual, and class oppression, and see as our particular task the devel-
opment of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that the 
major systems of oppression are interlocking.”22 While Combahee practiced 
a black feminist politics rooted in a “healthy love” of black women, its man-
ifesto offered a theory of power that was committed to understanding how 
sexism, homophobia, racism, and capitalism “are interlocking.” As Comba-
hee argued, eradicating sexism would require the deconstruction of other 
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structures of domination. Writing a decade later, from a perspective rooted 
in critical historiography, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham also underscored 
the “interlocking” nature of structures of domination. Higginbotham’s work 
on the “metalanguage of race” sought to consider how gender, class, and 
sexuality are raced categories. She writes, “Race not only tends to subsume 
other sets of social relations, namely, gender and class, but it blurs and 
disguises, suppresses and negates its own complex interplay with the very 
social relations it envelops.”23 Thus, gender and class become racial catego-
ries that are given meaning through processes of racial domination. While 
Higginbotham’s intervention is animated by a plea for historians to think 
differently about structures of domination and their constitution, it is also 
a call to fundamentally reimagine the very categories that form the basis of 
scholarly inquiry and political activism.

Other black feminist scholars of the same period were also developing 
theoretical frameworks that highlighted the mutually constitutive nature 
of gender, race, class, and sexuality. In 1969, Frances Beal developed the 
concept of “double jeopardy” to capture how race and gender collude to 
constrain the lives of black women. For Beal, double jeopardy describes how 
race and gender compound each other, making black women’s particular 
experiences qualitatively different from those of both white women and 
black men, an experience marked by “double discrimination.” Beal writes, 
“As blacks they suffer all the burdens of prejudice and mistreatment that 
fall on anyone with dark skin. As women they bear the additional burden of 
having to cope with white and black men.”24 Beal’s crucial work produced 
the concept of “jeopardy” to treat gender and race as structures of domina-
tion that inflict violence on black women, and that collaborate to inflict that 
violence in particularly severe ways. In 1988, Deborah King built on Beal’s 
work by developing the idea of multiple jeopardy to capture how “the dual 
and systematic discrimination of racism and sexism remain pervasive, and, 
for many, class inequality compounds these oppressions.”25 King sought to 
trouble the (potential) reading of “double jeopardy” as an additive model, 
one which suggested that race and gender simply compounded each other 
to produce a kind of double discrimination. For King, jeopardy is interactive 
and thus describes the dynamic interplay among structures of domination. 
King writes, “The modifier ‘multiple’ refers not only to several, simultane-
ous oppressions but to the multiplicative relationships among them as well. 
In other words, the equivalent formulation is racism multiplied by sexism 
multiplied by classism.”26 Beal’s and King’s respective engagements with
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“jeopardy” as a keyword in theorizing black women’s subjectivities reveal 
a long- standing black feminist debate over how exactly race and gender 
interact, how to adequately capture the places where these structures of 
domination touch.

Though scholars debate intersectionality’s origins, the term is often ci-
tationally and genealogically tethered to Kimberlé Crenshaw’s two articles 
“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Cri-
tique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Poli-
tics” (1989) and “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, 
and Violence against Women of Color” (1991). As Brittney Cooper notes, 
“Taken together, Crenshaw’s essays catalyzed a tectonic shift in the nature of 
feminist theorizing by suggesting that black women’s experiences demanded 
new paradigms in feminist theorizing, creating an analytic framework that 
exposed through use of a powerful metaphor exactly what it meant for sys-
tems of power to be interactive, and explicitly typing the political aims of 
an inclusive democracy to a theory and account of power.”27 For Crenshaw, 
intersectionality is an analytic fundamentally rooted in black women’s expe-
riences, and it constitutes a theoretical, political, and doctrinal effort to do 
justice to the forms of violence that operate in raced and gendered ways in 
black women’s lives. She writes, “I will center Black women in this analysis 
in order to contrast the multidimensionality of Black women’s experience 
with the  single- axis analysis that distorts these experiences. Not only will 
this juxtaposition reveal how Black women are theoretically erased, it will 
also illustrate how this framework imports its own theoretical limitations 
that undermine efforts to broaden feminist and antiracist analyses.”28 In 
“Demarginalizing,” Crenshaw deployed the metaphor of intersectionality to 
describe the juridical invisibility of black women’s experiences of discrim-
ination, experiences that can be—though are not always—constituted by 
the interplay of race and gender.29 In response to a set of legal decisions that 
obscured or wholly neglected black women’s experiences of discrimination, 
Crenshaw offered the metaphor of the intersection: “Consider an analogy 
to traffic in an intersection, coming and going in all four directions. Dis-
crimination, like traffic through an intersection, may flow in one direction, 
and it may flow in another. If an accident happens in an intersection, it 
can be caused by cars traveling from any number of directions and, some-
times, from all of them. Similarly, if a Black woman is harmed because she 
is in the intersection, her injury could result from sex discrimination or 
race discrimination.”30 Law’s race-or-gender structure necessarily renders
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experiences “in the intersection” invisible, essentially telling those harmed 
by an accident—black women—either that no harm was done or that the 
harm that was inflicted cannot be remedied. In Crenshaw’s hands, intersec-
tionality is a way of responding to doctrinal invisibility with an insistence 
that law both recognize and redress black women’s particular experiences.

While Crenshaw’s intersection metaphor has circulated as a way of ex-
plicating the analytic’s critical aspirations, Anna Carastathis’s recent work 
calls attention to the second metaphor of “Demarginalizing,” one where 
Crenshaw also elaborated intersectionality’s theoretical and political ur-
gency. Crenshaw writes:

Imagine a basement which contains all people who are disadvantaged 
on the basis of race, sex, class, sexual preference, age and/or physical 
ability. These people are stacked—feet standing on shoulders—with 
those on the bottom being disadvantaged by the full array of factors, 
up to the very top, where the heads of all those disadvantaged by a 
singular factor brush up against the ceiling. Their ceiling is actually 
the floor above which only those who are not disadvantaged in any 
way reside. In efforts to correct some aspects of domination, those 
above the ceiling admit from the basement only those who can say 
that “but for” the ceiling, they too would be in the upper room. A 
hatch is developed through which those placed immediately below 
can crawl. Yet this hatch is generally available only to those who—
due to the singularity of their burden and their otherwise privileged 
position relative to those below—are in the position to crawl through. 
Those who are  multiply- burdened are generally left below unless they 
can somehow pull themselves into the groups that are permitted to 
squeeze through the hatch.31

This second spatial metaphor calls attention to the limits of the juridical. 
Here, Crenshaw reveals that conventional conceptions of discrimination 
that rely on a “but for” logic always leave black women in the proverbial 
basement, with their experiences of harm unaddressed. In this account, 
intersectionality shows that antidiscrimination law is itself a technology 
of discrimination, rather than an actual form of redress, a location that 
reproduces the violence it is supposed to upend.

While Crenshaw is citationally linked to intersectionality, Patricia Hill 
Collins is also tethered to the intellectual and political labor of intersection-
ality theory, especially in the social sciences, where her conception of the 
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“matrix of domination” has become canonized.32 Published at the same time 
as Crenshaw’s twin articles, Collins’s Black Feminist Thought introduced the 
concept of the matrix of domination, which attends to “how . . . intersect-
ing oppressions are actually organized.”33 The “matrix” approach empha-
sizes how racism, sexism, capitalism, and heteronormativity are structurally 
organized and thus is allied with terms like “metalanguage of race” that 
sought to attend to structures of power rather than identity and subjectivity. 
While Collins roots the matrix of domination in a larger project of centering 
black women as knowledge producers, her conception underscores that 
there are “few pure victims or oppressors. Each individual derives varying 
amounts of penalty and privilege from the multiple systems of oppression 
which frame everyone’s lives.”34 In this account, the labor of the matrix of 
domination is to describe the specificities of social location and the vio-
lence that structures of domination inflict, in various ways and in differing 
severity, on everyone.

My intellectual history of intersectionality foregrounds the variety of 
terms black feminists have deployed to capture the complexity of structures 
of domination. Given black feminists’ long- standing investment in theo-
rizing the “interlocking” nature of power, it is worth considering how and 
why intersectionality came to be the preeminent term for theorizing these 
structures. Perhaps it is the term’s irresistible visuality, its ability to be rep-
resented—even if reductively—through the crossroads metaphor that has 
given it a life in and beyond women’s studies, and well beyond its own invest-
ment in remedying forms of juridical violence and exclusion. Unlike Kathy 
Davis, who treats intersectionality’s “success” as fundamentally rooted in its 
“vagueness,” I speculate that it is the term’s capacity to allow its reader to 
imagine its analytic import, to neatly and coherently represent a term that 
aspires to describe complexity, that has given intersectionality its ability to 
migrate across entrenched disciplinary divides and to become “the most 
important contribution women’s studies . . . has made so far.”35

Intersectionality’s Institutional Histories

In this section, I engage in another kind of historicization of intersection-
ality, with a particular focus on what I term the “institutional life” of in-
tersectionality. By institutional life, I am referring both to how intersec-
tionality has become women’s studies’ primary  program- building tool and 
institutional goal and to how intersectionality has been rhetorically and 
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Four Commitments of Crip Technoscience 	
 

Crip technoscience centers the work of disabled people as 

knowers and makers. Crip technoscience privileges disabled people as 

designers and world-builders, as knowing what will work best and 

developing the skills, capacities, and relationships to make something from 

our knowledge. Unlike typical approaches to disability that objectify disabled 

people and situate expertise in medical professionals and non-disabled 

designers or engineers, crip technoscience posits that disabled people are 

active participants in the design of everyday life. Not only do disabled 

people make access in our everyday lives in ways that do not get 

recognized as design, but the lived experience of disability, and the shared 

experience of disability community creates specific expertise and 

knowledge that informs technoscientific practices.  

We call for greater acknowledgement of the lived experiences and 

material design practices of disabled people in the work of technoscientific 

intervention. There is a widespread perception that access technologies are 

made for us by non-disabled experts, but there is little recognition of our 

own practices of remaking the material world. Yet the field of disability 

scholarship grew out of activism against rehabilitative models of medical 

expertise and intervention (UPIAS, 1976), crafting a materialist politics with 

anti-capitalism at its center (Oliver, 1990; Russell, 1998), and continues to 

struggle against “compulsory ablebodiedness” (McRuer, 2006). Crip 

knowing-making forms the basis of political slogans such as Nothing About 

Us Without Us (Charlton, 2000), framing disabled people not just as design 

experts but also as epistemic activists whose politicized ways of knowing 

the material world also situate us to produce the material conditions that 

allow disability to thrive, in addition to remaking how disability is known and 

experienced. Without glorifying do-it-yourself design practices, crip 

technoscience recognizes that disabled peoples’ world-dismantling and 

world-building labors stem from situated experiences of “misfitting” in the 

world (Garland-Thomson, 2011). Crips are not merely formed or acted on 

by the world—we are engaged agents of remaking.  

In centering the expertise of disabled knowers and makers, crip 
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technoscience involves the use of materials and technologies to produce 

forms of access otherwise unavailable (or economically inaccessible) via 

mainstream assistive technology channels. There are many examples of 

disability experience as knowing-making, so many creative and ingenious 

ways of living in the world. For example, historian Bess Williamson (2012a) 

has traced the ways that disabled people in the American postwar period 

documented their work as “tinkerers” in community periodicals, 

retrospective memoirs, and oral histories. They adapted specialized 

medical and assistive equipment, altered their houses, and repurposed 

everyday household tools. Disabled people turned away from medical 

supply companies to hardware stores to alter objects to their own 

advantage, asserting their “presence in a world that largely ignored them” 

(Williamson, 2012a, p. 12). Disabled designers such as Alice Loomer 

(1982), a wheelchair user, described her crip maker practices of 

repurposing household items for wheelchair maintenance or for ad hoc 

assistive technologies as “hanging onto the coattails of science.” Loomer 

argued that her own tinkering and maintenance practices “kept [her] away 

from nursing homes and attendants”: “I made it. So I know how to fix it…I 

may have failed as often as I succeeded, but I have equipment that fits me” 

(p. 30-31). Loomer’s work complicates the typical association of the 

disabled cyborg with a desire for innovation, instead turning to maintenance 

practices as sites for examining the “frictions, limitations, and failures 

inherent to technoscientific design processes” (Hamraie, 2017, p. 107).  

Similarly, in the 1960s, disabled engineer Ralf Hotchkiss hacked his 

wheelchair to plow snow off sidewalks while attending Oberlin College, and 

in the 1980s began the Whirlwind Wheelchair International, when his global 

travels to find better designs for wheelchairs took him to Nicaragua:  

I met these four young fellows sharing one wheelchair, and they had 

already redesigned that wheelchair. They had ridden it so hard that 

it had broken in 20 different places. They had reinforced it, welded it 

all back together, and made it much stronger than it had been. And 

they knew so much about good wheelchair design. It was clear they 

were the people I was looking for to help me, and I could help them 
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as well, so we’ve been working together ever since. (Hotchkiss, 

2011) 

While wheelchair users are not often treated as engineers, the four disabled 

designers had become experts in wheelchair engineering through trial and 

error and ingenuity, an ethos that continues in Whirlwind Wheelchair 

International’s low-cost, open-source wheelchairs, which are intended to be 

maintainable for a lifetime, enabling a broader range of people to access 

them.  

More recently, designer Sara Hendren and anthropologist Caitrin 

Lynch’s (2016) project Engineering at Home has called attention to the ad 

hoc design practices of “Cindy,” a recently disabled woman with several 

amputations. While Cindy “received the best available ‘rehabilitation 

engineering’ technology that money can buy,” she nevertheless “found she 

had little use for it,” opting instead to use tools of her own design (Hendren 

& Lynch, 2016). Hendren and Lynch frame Cindy’s work as “user-initiated 

design,” which can “yield a powerful course correction to the top-down 

modes of manufacturing.” Another disabled designer, Sarah Welner, began 

her career as an obstetric surgeon before focusing on gynecological health 

for disabled people. Recognizing that “conventional examining tables are 

too high and narrow” for disabled women, particularly wheelchair users, 

Welner designed a table with a button-operated “hydraulic lift” and more 

comfortable foot rests (Waldman, 1998). While the engineering and design 

professions have historically excluded women, Welner, Loomer, and 

Cindy’s work are clear examples of the places where crip technoscience 

and feminist design practices meet. Gender and disability expertise diffract 

through one another to question dominant modes of knowing and making. 

Disabled parents have also been agents of crip knowing-making. 

Disabled parents hack baby cribs and change tables, sew bells on children’s 

clothing to enable blind parents to keep track of their children when moving 

through public spaces, and mount car seats on portable luggage carriers to 

enable blind parents who use white canes or have a guide dog to pull their 

child behind them with their free hand (Fritsch, 2017). Wheelchair users 

adapt slings, wraps, and nursing pillows to carry babies and toddlers on 
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their laps. Other parents invent various tools to help feed and bathe their 

children, get them dressed, do their laundry, put on shoes, zip up coats, and 

engage in play. Queer, gender non-conforming, and trans disabled people 

also hack and tinker with reproductive technologies and kin formation to 

become pregnant, gestate, chest feed, and share responsibilities. All these 

forms of knowing-making are shared on social media (such as with the 

Disabled Parenting Project’s website, blog, Twitter feeds, and related video 

projects), through disability community publications and events, and during 

conversations at parks and playgrounds. While disabled people face a 

multitude of barriers to becoming parents, disabled parents hack, tinker, and 

alter our material-discursive world, creating crip communities of knowing 

and making that challenges normative assumptions about parenting as a 

non-expert consumer activity.  

Crip technoscience is committed to access as friction. Emerging 

out of historical fights for disability rights, the terms accessibility and access 

are usually taken to mean disabled inclusion and assimilation into normative 

able-bodied relations and built environments. When viewed as synonymous 

with inclusion and assimilation, access and accessibility are treated as self-

evident goods.6 As Kelly Fritsch explains, however, the etymology of the 

word access reveals two frictional meanings: access as “an opportunity 

enabling contact,” as well as “a kind of attack” (2016, p. 23). Taking access 

as a kind of attack reveals access-making as a site of political friction and 

contestation. While historically central to the fights for disability access, crip 

technoscience is nevertheless committed to pushing beyond liberal and 

assimilation-based approaches to accessibility, which emphasize inclusion 

in mainstream society, to pursue access as friction, particularly paying 

attention to access-making as disabled peoples’ acts of non-compliance 

and protest. For example, before enforceable disability rights laws in the 

United States, disabled people took direct action to create ramps and curb 

cuts, making obvious the inaccessibility of the built environment. Disability 

activists have taken sledgehammers to sidewalks in acts of protest, using 

bags of cement to pour curb cuts, and have used the design of curb cuts 

and ramps (conceived as levers for facilitating participation) as sites of 
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productive friction through which interdependence-based disability politics 

could arise (Hamraie, 2017, p. 99-102).  

The Independent Living movement has also used material 

experimentation to enact crip technoscience and access friction. While the 

movement was critical of rehabilitation as a field of expert knowledge, it did 

not refuse the language or tools of rehabilitation outright. In addition to 

appropriating the term Independent Living to promote a disability politics of 

interdependence, the movement understood technoscience as a site of 

politicized resistance and regularly used hacking and tinkering practices as 

the basis of disability organizing. Many of their methods are captured in 

designers Ray Lifchez and Barbara Winslow’s book Design for Independent 

Living, produced in collaboration with the movement. The book reveals the 

everyday technological hacks that disabled people in Berkeley in the 1960s 

and 1970s developed to thrive in an inaccessible city. Emblematic of the 

movement’s crip technoscience ethos, Lifchez and Winslow offer the 

concept of “non-compliant users,” illustrating this with an image of a 

powerchair user wheeling against traffic on a street without curb cuts (1979, 

p. 153). This technology-enabled movement against the flow of traffic marks 

anti-assimilationist crip mobility: not an attempt to integrate (as in the liberal 

approach to disability rights), but rather to use technology as a friction 

against an inaccessible environment.  

More recently, Toronto resident Luke Anderson was frustrated by the 

lack of wheelchair access he experienced on a daily basis. Trained as a 

structural engineer, Anderson designed a simple portable wooden ramp in 

2011 stenciled with the URL “stopgap.ca” and gifted thirteen of these ramps 

to businesses in his neighborhood. Built as a temporary “stop gap” measure 

to improve accessibility, the ramps are a non-compliant technology; they are 

not intended to be a permanent solution or structure, do not have to follow 

building codes, and do not require a city building permit or variance, all of 

which can be expensive and difficult to obtain. Anderson’s experiment took 

off, leading to the formation of the StopGap Foundation and the Community 

Ramp project, which has now distributed over 1,200 portable wooden ramps 

worldwide (Fritsch, in press).   
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In another contemporary example of access as friction, Collin 

Kennedy, a cancer patient in Winnipeg, Manitoba, protested hospital 

parking prices by filling the pay-slot on a parking meter with spray foam, 

telling the local news that he planned to continue doing so “until changes 

are made” (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation [CBC], 2016). When crip 

time came into friction with the hospital’s parking meter time, Kennedy 

challenged health capitalism: “You should be able to come here, park, get 

your treatment, however long that treatment takes…This is a medical facility 

where people are not going for entertainment. They’re not going for 

productivity and commerce. We’re here because of life and death” (CBC, 

2016). Kennedy’s activism—the use of spray foam to obstruct the parking 

meter—creates frictional access through attacking a technology of capitalist 

time and contests the commercialization of health care. 

Crip technoscience is committed to interdependence as 

political technology. We position the crip politics of interdependence as a 

technoscientific phenomenon, the weaving of relational circuits between 

bodies, environments, and tools to create non-innocent, frictional access. 

Mainstream disability technoscience presumes disability as an individual 

experience of impairment rather than a collective political experience of 

world-building and dismantling. This perception has two primary 

consequences. First, disabled people are perceived as dependent and the 

goal of technoscience becomes to encourage independence. Second, 

disability and technology are both perceived as apolitical and stable 

phenomena, rather than material-discursive entanglements that take shape 

through struggle, negotiation, and creativity. 

The crip analytic of interdependence helps us understand how 

technoscience can simultaneously be entangled with global networks of 

domination and also provide opportunities for kinship and connection. 

Donna Haraway’s (1991) cyborg figure, for instance, has been taken as a 

material metaphor for the entanglement of nature and techno-cultures. This 

figure has shaped the critical concept of technoscience by showing the 

networks of knowledge and material production that comprise global 

capitalism as a force organizing relations between bodies, technologies, 
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and environments. Disability critics of the cyborg figure, however, argue that 

Haraway’s approach to the cyborg takes for granted that disabled people 

easily meld into technological circuits, an assumption shaped by 

imperatives for rehabilitation, cure, independence, and productivity. As 

Alison Kafer (2013) demonstrates, the imagination of disability in feminist 

technoscience is often limited to either eugenicist ideals of a disability-free 

future or to “depoliticized” ideals of the cyborg hybrid body (p. 8-10); 

disability is either a “master trope of human disqualification” (Snyder & 

Mitchell, 2006, p. 125) or a “seamless” integration of body and machine 

(Kafer, 2013, p. 105). Frequently, feminist technoscience conflates “‘cyborg’ 

and ‘physically disabled person’” (p. 105), treating disabled people as “post-

human paragons” (Allan, 2013, p. 11). Even when taken up critically, the 

cyborg figure in feminist technoscience reinforces ideas about disability as 

lack and disqualification (Bailey, 2012). 

 If, as Kafer argues, disabled people have often uneasy or 

“ambivalent relationship[s] to technology” (2013, p. 119), our practices of 

interdependence, access intimacy, and collective access can be 

understood as alternative political technologies: “disabled people,” she 

writes, “[are not] cyborgs…because of our bodies (e.g., our use of 

prosthetics, ventilators, or attendants), but because of our political 

practices” (p. 120). Crip technoscience offers interdependence as a central 

analytic for disability–technology relations, recognizing that in disability 

culture, community, and knower-maker practices, interdependence acts as 

a political technology for materializing better worlds. In alliance with Moya 

Bailey and Whitney Peoples’s call for “black feminist health science 

studies,” crip technoscience is “suspicious of the individualism and siloing 

practices rewarded in the academy and see[s] collaboration and 

interdisciplinary as core” values that ought to guide intellectual and material 

production (Bailey & Peoples, 2017, p. 18). These values extend beyond 

the academy, however. As disability justice activist Mia Mingus (2010a) 

writes, interdependence offers a politics of crip alliance and solidarity: “It is 

truly moving together in an oppressive world towards liberation….It is 

working in coalition and collaboration.” We call for crip technoscience to 
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design for collective access and disability justice.  

We find interdependence as a political technology throughout the 

history of disability activism. For example, in North American disability 

activist histories, the most frequently narrated of these is the story of the 

“504 protest,” which took place in 1977 when disability activists in Berkeley, 

California, occupied the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to 

protest for the enforcement of section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act, 

a law that mandated accessible federal programs, spaces, and services. 

Activists in the Independent Living movement had sought to foster a “cross-

disability consciousness” across mobility-disabled, blind, and Deaf people 

(Zukas, 2000, p. 141). At the protest, they transformed this consciousness 

into a political technology, using ASL to communicate with the outside when 

phone lines were cut off, rigging an air conditioner from other mechanical 

parts in the building, and establishing networks of care (O’Toole, 2000, p. 

47). Similar narratives have been told about the birth of Autistic community 

through organizing made possible by the internet and Autistic-accessible 

conference spaces (Sinclair, 2010) and are currently being written through 

new crip technoscience projects (such as those highlighted in the Critical 

Commentary section of this issue). These and other material practices 

describe a crip technoscientific sensibility wherein disabled 

interdependence also enables what Mingus (2017) calls “access intimacy,” 

a crip relational practice produced when interdependence informs the 

making of access.  

Crip technoscience also plays with the boundaries of trust, 

interdependence, and crip relations. Blind artist Carmen Papalia, for 

instance, stages crip uses of technology in public space. In one practice, 

Papalia uses a twenty-foot white cane on busy streets to create a sense of 

antagonism with other pedestrians, which renders access as a frictioned 

practice; in another, called “Blind Field Shuttle,” Papalia leads groups of 

(sighted) people on walks with their eyes closed. Both practices make use 

of a technology—Papalia’s white cane—to stage social interactions in public 

space that put ideas of independence into question (Papalia, 2013). 

Also drawing on crip political interdependence, Georgina Kleege and 
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Scott Wallin’s (2015) practice of “participatory description” compels narrated 

visual content through group-based methods. Unlike the traditional role of 

audio description “as a detached, neutral act of translation that functions 

only as an enabling accommodation,” participatory description uses 

technoscientific modes, including internet video databases, to “explore the 

aesthetic, ideological, political and ethical underpinnings of this work of 

representation and its described object or event.”  

Participatory audio description has also influenced the emergence of 

new technoscientific tools for accessibility mapping projects. Blind designer 

Josh Miele, for instance, worked with Touch Graphics, Inc. to design tactile 

and audio maps of the Bay Area Rapid Transit system. Other projects use 

mapping for collective access. Unlike mainstream disability technoscience 

“crowdsourcing” projects, which invoke a charity model of disability wherein 

non-disabled people collect data but do not engage in disability culture or 

politics, emerging projects such as Mapping Access are making 

participatory access-making the basis of a kind of technoscientific “access 

intimacy” (Mingus, 2017) through practices such as “critical crowdsourcing” 

of accessibility data (Hamraie, 2018). Rather than simply creating functional 

maps, Mapping Access focuses on mapping as a tool for producing critical 

relations between bodies, environments, and technologies. At collective 

map-a-thons, the project enrolls disabled and non-disabled data collectors 

in the process of interrogating the messiness of access-making in 

institutional conditions and describing these conditions collectively. Critical 

crowdsourcing practices include enrolling large numbers of both disabled 

and non-disabled people to collaborate on surveying and describing 

building accessibility while simultaneously identifying the aspects of the 

Americans with Disabilities Act compliance that fail to consider the lived 

experience of accessibility. Collaborative mapping visualizes the evidence 

of inaccessibility while creating opportunities for collective response. Crip 

cartographic technoscience thus enables more critical design, and 

interrogation of the everyday built environment. 

Our call for crip technoscience theory and practice holds in tension 

Kafer’s crip politics of interdependence with the crip ambivalence toward 
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technology. We follow Kafer by calling on the usefulness of the cyborg (and 

the technoscientific circuits it embodies) not as a disabled figure per se, but 

as a tool for “stag[ing] our own blasphemous interventions in feminist 

theory” (Kafer, 2013, p. 106). Crip technoscience borrows the tools of 

feminist hacking and coding to blaspheme against liberal theories of 

disability rights and rehabilitation imperatives, as well as against the 

technological essentialisms of disability scholarship. While disability 

technoscience is often deployed for unwanted cures or enhancements, we 

contend that it can also be cripped, reclaimed, hacked, and tinkered with to 

create a more accessible world.  

Crip technoscience is committed to disability justice. Crip 

technoscience aligns with the disability justice movement, with its critique 

of mainstream disability rights concepts, and its focus on intersectionality, 

collective liberation, and wholeness. Crip technoscience emphasizes that 

disabled people are not mere consumers of, or objects for, assimilationist 

technologies, but instead have agential, politicized, and transformative 

relationships to technoscience. We note that (as a matter of disability 

justice) disabled people often reject devices that cause pain or lead to 

infections, refuse pharmaceutical drugs with undesirable effects, discard 

technologies produced solely to make non-disabled people more 

comfortable (rather than to make life easier for disabled people), 

problematize expensive tools crafted by the medical and military-industrial 

complex, and instead demand more public, widespread forms of access. 

These critiques and practices align crip technoscience with impurity 

(Shotwell, 2016), embracing the ugly (Mingus, 2011), and staying with the 

trouble (Haraway, 2016). 

While we write from our position as English-speaking, North 

American, settler and immigrant scholars and makers, we commit to crip 

technoscience that centers the leadership of those most impacted, including 

the expertise of black, brown, and Indigenous disabled people. We call for 

a crip technoscience that disrupts the entitlements of whiteness and 

colonialism in designed spaces and highlights access as a frictioned project 

requiring decolonization and racial justice. We imagine disability justice-
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informed crip technoscience as building upon projects such as “Open in 

Case of Emergency,” a 2017 issue of the Asian American Literary Review 

edited by Mimi Khuc, which uses print culture, images, and symbolic 

imaginaries to hack the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM). This 

interactive project draws upon familiar technoscientific objects (such as the 

DSM), as well as poetry, tarot, and hacked science, to work through Asian 

American intergenerational trauma and displacement. We also imagine crip 

technoscience allying with emerging work in feminist of color 

technoscience, such as a recent Catalyst “Lab Meeting” on Black Lives 

Matter and pedagogy that describes possibilities for extending critical ideas 

about race, intersectionality, and the environmental construction of health 

to rehabilitation, immunology, and mental disability (Pollock & Roy, 2017). 

Crip technoscience is not only in alliance with these projects, but takes the 

position that they ought to be central to how we imagine accessible futures.  

In committing to disability justice, crip technoscience explicitly 

engages the tensions that arise out of taking disabled bodies to be whole, 

railing against the ways that we are assumed to be damaged, tragic, or in 

need of cure. To approach disabled bodies by way of wholeness marks the 

importance of collective, relational, and interdependent approaches to 

disability. Following Eli Clare, we crip wholeness to include “that which is 

collapsed, crushed, or shattered” (2017, p. 158), emphasizing that whole 

and broken are not opposites but rather can be held in productive tension. 

Following a disability justice framework, marking disabled people as whole 

is to “value our people as they are, for who they are, and understand that 

people have inherent worth outside of capitalist notions of productivity” 

(Berne & Sins Invalid, 2016, p. 17). Taking up wholeness in this way also 

addresses the complexity of wanting to both accept disabled bodies as they 

are while simultaneously desiring to hack, tweak, and otherwise engage and 

alter our relationships to our bodies and technology. As Clare asks, “How 

can I reconcile my lifelong struggle to love my disabled self exactly as it is 

with my use of medical technology to reshape my gendered and sexed 

body-mind?” (2017, p. 175). Crip technoscience embraces this 

contradiction, making space for critically engaging technological 
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intervention while maintaining that such interventions are not compulsory. 

We find inspiration for crip technoscience and disability justice within 

what Alice Sheppard (2019) calls “cultural-aesthetic technoscience,” 

particularly the ways that disability artistry, performance, and media explore 

the complexities of wholeness, seeking neither to overcome disability nor 

lapsing into a celebration of individual difference in and of itself. For 

example, Sins Invalid, a performance collective led by queer and disabled 

people of color, uses live and video performances, along with publications, 

to convey alternatives to disability rights perspectives centered on 

assimilation. In their performances, which feature people who use assistive 

devices such as canes, power wheelchairs, and crutches, Deaf people, 

amputees, and people with non-apparent disabilities, “normative paradigms 

of ‘normal’ and ‘sexy’ are challenged, offering instead a vision of beauty and 

sexuality inclusive of all individuals and communities” (Sins Invalid, 2018). 

In their publication Skin, Tooth, and Bone (2016), the collective outlines a 

framework for disability justice organizing that draws on performance and 

activist work made possible through technology.  

Similarly, the Canadian disability arts organization Collaborative 

Radically Integrated Performers Society in Edmonton (CRIPSiE, 2018) 

challenges “dominant stories of disability and other forms of oppression, 

through high-quality crip and mad performance art, video art, and public 

education and outreach programs” that “celebrate the generative 

possibilities of ‘disability’ and ‘mental illness,’ in terms of how these 

experiences can offer important alternative perspectives.” In the dance-

based video-art project Other-wise, Danielle Peers and Lindsey Eales 

(2013) explore themes of interdependency, access, and wholeness, 

speaking the movements of their dance as Peers’s and Eales’s bodies move 

toward and away from each other, limbs entangling over and around Peers’s 

wheelchair: “Lifts. Supports. Draws me out and pulls me in. Connects…We 

are the chair…We will not overcome, but we are becoming.” Performative 

uses of technology transform the meaning of functional technology from 

rehabilitative or adaptive to cultural.  

Another site of crip technoscience world-remaking is disability 
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fashion. For example, Chun-Shan Sandie Yi’s Crip Couture project (2017) 

creates wearable art, tailor-made prosthetics, and orthotics to highlight 

difference and disability. Yi works with unconventional materials, including 

skin and hair, to engage the contradictions of disability wholeness. Designer 

James Shutt’s Myostomy project likewise offers lingerie-inspired stoma 

plugs for colostomy bag users, as well as body art products that aestheticize 

the stoma (London, 2012). Like Yi’s work, these interventions transform the 

typical understanding of assistive technology, rendering it as crip fashion, 

art, and culture.  

Crip media production is also a tool for producing new 

representations of disability that challenge disability technoscience 

discourses. For example, disabled artist Sue Austin developed a wheelchair 

that allows her to dive underwater. Documenting these experiences in the 

ocean’s depths, surrounded by blue water and oceanic creatures, Austin 

highlights the joy and freedom of “revisioning the familiar” (2012) by using 

a wheelchair to negotiate unexpected worlds. Appearing in the disability and 

technology documentary Fixed (2014) directed by Regan Brashear, Austin’s 

work offers ways of “seeing, being, and knowing” with disability that affirms 

crip world-remaking (Austin, 2012). 

In the digital age, YouTube and other online services have become 

tools for distributing disability justice content. Autistic activist Mel Baggs’s 

manifesto, “In My Language” (2007) (viewed over 1.5 million times as of this 

writing), uses video and sound to make a strong case for the dignity and 

personhood of Autistic people. In a series of clips, Baggs makes sounds, 

touches objects, and uses their body to move through space. Later, Baggs 

shows the same clips with a computer-generated voiceover explaining that 

moving and feeling are a language. Because “the way [Baggs] naturally 

thinks and responds to things looks and feels so different from standard 

concepts,” “some people do not consider it thought at all, but it is a way of 

thinking in its own right.” Instead, Baggs advocates for the agency and 

power of Autistic people, particularly non-speaking people, who are often 

excluded from mainstream disability narratives.  

While recognizing the inequitable ways in which many people come 
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to disability, crip technoscience claims disabled life as desirable life, as life 

worth living, and as a difference that matters. Disability rights often 

foreground a pride-centered framework without acknowledging the 

relationships between pride and “the violence of social/economic conditions 

of capitalism” (Erevelles, 2011, p. 17). Crip technoscience acknowledges 

that that pride-centric frameworks may make it “difficult to acknowledge the 

overwhelming suffering that results from colonisation, war, famine, and 

poverty” (Meekosha, 2011, p. 677), such that it becomes crucial to reject 

“the ways in which disability is presently employed as a mechanism for 

oppression in the global context” (Jaffee, 2016, p. 118). Within such 

contexts, “positive re-envisionings of disability” are not always politically 

salient (Puar, 2017, p. xix). Building on disability justice, however, crip 

technoscience centers the transformative role of disabled people in both 

technoscientific and activist conditions to both build and dismantle the world 

toward more just social relations, which includes engaging the “specific 

sensibilities and discourses” (Ben-Moshe, 2018) that disability culture offers 

to refute disability “as a vector of social control” or “a weapon of debilitation” 

(Fritsch & McGuire, in press). Following Clare, we ask, “how do we witness, 

name, and resist the injustices that reshape and damage all kinds of body-

minds—plant and animal, organic and inorganic, nonhuman and human—

while not equating disability with injustice?” (2017, p. 56). This question 

acknowledges the messiness of access-making in conditions shaped by 

colonialism, militarism, and injustice, but also asks us to go further and 

locate the conditions and transformative power of crip knowing-making 

under these systems. 

Disabled people use technoscience to survive and alter the very 

systems that produce disability or attempt to render us as broken. Take the 

example of Safwan Harb, a disabled Syrian refugee with two disabled family 

members (British Broadcasting Corporation [BBC], 2016). While living in a 

refugee camp, Harb designed an accessible scooter using found materials, 

which enabled him and other family members to navigate the camp’s 

unpaved streets. Harb’s invention signifies crip knowing-making in spaces 

produced through war and displacement. Mobility, in this context, is not a 
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tool for reinforcing ablenationalism, productivity, or even rights. But Harb’s 

invention is an outcome of a design process enacted through crip 

experience. Crip technoscience recognizes the non-innocent contexts in 

which knowledge and access emerge. In some cases, crip technoscience 

may be an individual knowing and making that reorients the material world. 

In others, it may be collective, politicized work toward interdependence and 

justice. Building on Haraway, we offer crip technoscience as a critical project 

that holds in tension the unjust imperatives of technoscientific innovation 

with the transformative capacities to shape matter and meaning through 

praxis. The point is not to achieve ideological purity outside of mainstream 

disability technoscience, militarism, or capitalism, but to locate and center 

threads of resistance already occurring within and against these systems.  

As technoscience expands beyond Cold War–era emphases on 

militarism to include conditions often deemed innocent or uncontroversial 

(such as sustainability), disabled people are often caught between 

imperatives to save resources and enable access (a conflict most recently 

highlighted by the #StrawBan debate discussed in Alice Wong’s piece in 

this issue). But crip technoscience can offer us a sensibility and set of 

practices for responding to collective problems such as climate change and 

pollution. Not only do disabled people act as experts and designers in 

matters of how to reduce single-use plastics such as straws, but we can 

also draw on our community-generated accessibility and Universal Design 

practices to shape responses to the Anthropocene. For example, recent 

studies estimate that volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) in fragranced 

beauty products and aerosol sprays produce more C02 emissions than cars 

(McDonald et al., 2018). Disabled people with chemical sensitivities or 

injuries have long advocated for fragrance-free spaces to avoid migraines, 

brain fog, and illness, in addition to calling for reduced industrial pollution. 

Activists such as Piepzna-Samarasinha (2018) have not only offered 

education about fragrance accessibility, but also hacked the production of 

fragrance-free products. Following Piepzna-Samarasinha, who describes 

accessibility as an “act of love” (2018, p. 74), crip technoscience imagines 

the hacking of non-harmful resource use as an act of planetary love through 
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which accessibility for marginalized disabled and chemically injured people 

can also mitigate chemical harm toward the atmosphere and oceans. These 

opportunities for hacking and tinkering with pervasive practices such as 

VOC use also show us that crip expertise and ingenuity need not rely on 

disability pride narratives to challenge global conditions harming human and 

non-human life. In drawing on disability justice principles, crip 

technoscience agitates against compulsory ablebodiedness and 

ablenationalism, and mandates for independence and productivity. It works 

on multiple scales—from the most basic everyday hacks to organized 

efforts toward collective access—to materialize accessible futures as those 

in which bodies need not be perceived as productive, legible, articulate, or 

beautiful to be understood as important agents of world remaking.  

 

Conclusion 
 
Crip technoscience spans historical and contemporary design practices, 

political activism, scholarly alliances, global systems, and micro-scale 

resistances. We call for crip technoscience practices that challenge the 

political economy of technology, particularly as it is ensnared within 

injustices perpetrated by imperatives to fix, cure, or eliminate disability.  

Crip technoscience struggles for futures in which disability is 

anticipated and welcomed, and in which all disabled people thrive, 

regardless of their productivity. By endorsing accessible futures, we refuse 

to treat access as an issue of technical compliance or rehabilitation, as a 

simple technological fix, or a checklist. Instead, we define access as 

collective, messy, experimental, frictional, and generative. Accessible 

futures require our interdependence.  

 We center technoscientific activism and critical design practices 

rooted in disability justice, collective access, and collective transformation 

toward more socially just disability relations. We call for activists, scholars, 

and makers to expand possible futures for disabled people. We find crip 

knowing-making in the design and implementation of architectures, 

technologies, and infrastructures. We seek broad recognition for, and 



Jasbir Puar (2011) ‘I would rather be a cyborg than a goddess’ Intersectionality, Assemblage, and 
Affective Politics [section]
 

Cyborgs and Other Companionate Assemblages
The literature on intersectionality has also been enhanced by the 
focus on representational politics, driven by Judith Butler’s Gender 
Trouble and also Gayatri Spivak's Can the Subaltern Speak[12]. Rarely 
have scholars concerned with the impact and development of represen-
tational politics come into dialogue with those convinced of the non-
representational referent of "matter itself"--Donna Haraway, Elizabeth 
Grosz, Elizabeth Wilson, Karan Barad, Patricia Clough, Dianne Currier, 
Vicky Kirby, Miriam Fraser, Luciana Parisi, to name a few. Divested from 
subject formation but for different reasons, these feminist scholars in 
science and technology studies inflected by Deleuzian thought have 
been concerned about bodily matter, claiming its liminality cannot be 
captured by intersectional subject positioning. They proffer instead 
the notion that bodies are unstable assemblages that cannot be seam-
lessly disaggregated into identity formations. Elizabeth Grosz, for 
example, foregrounding its spatial and temporal essentializations, calls 
intersectionality “a gridlock model that fails to account for the mutual
constitution and indeterminacy of embodied configurations of gender, 
sexuality, race, class, and nation.”[13] 

Donna Haraway has been the most influential of this group. In a leading 
text from this literature she famously stated, as the very last line in 
her groundbreaking 1985 essay "A Manifesto for Cyborgs"[14] that she 
would rather be a cyborg than a goddess, favoring the postmodern 
technologized figure of techno-human hybridity—the body as an informa-
tion construct--over the reclamation of a racialized, matriarchal past 
(thus implicitly invoking this binary between intersectionality and 
assemblage). While several theorists have critiqued Haraway's use of 
the trope of woman of color to signify a cyborg par excellence, inclu-
ding Chela Sandoval and Malini Joshar Schueller (who has argued that 
women of color function as a prosthetic to the cyborg myth[15], which 
as I point out earlier, is not unlike how [women of color] WOC function in
relation to intersectionality), there has yet to be a serious interroga-
tion of what these theories on matter and mattering might bring to 
conceptualizations of intersectionality. Indeed Schuellar has argued 
that this focus on matter, driven by science and technology studies, 
produces and is produced by a desire to avoid theorizing race. This is 
most certainly a legitimate complaint, but it also bypasses the issues 
being raised here, namely a critique of linguistic performativity that 
presumes that everything resides within signification. For Haraway, even



though cyborgs are meant to undermine binaries--of humans and animals,
of humans and machines, and of physical and non-physical—a cyborg 
actually inhabits an intersection--of body and technology, as Vicky 
Kirby, Dianne Currier, and others have argued. Dianne Currier writes: “in
the construction of a cyborg, technologies are added to impact upon, 
and at some point intersect with a discrete, non-technological ‘body.’”
“Thus, insofar as the hybrid cyborg is forged in the intermeshing of 
technology with a body, in a process of addition, it leaves largely 
intact those two categories—(human) body and technology—that prece-
ded the conjunction.” “effectively reinscribing the cyborg into the 
binary logic of identity which Haraway hopes to circumvent.” [16]. Hara-
way does not actually approach a human/animal/machine nexus, though 
more recent theorizations of the nature/culture divide, by Luciana 
Parisi for example, demarcate the biophysical, the biocultural, and the 
biodigital.[17] Still, the question of how the body is materialized, rather
than what the body signifies, is the dominant one in this literature.

Assemblage is actually an awkward translation--the original term in 
Deleuze and Guattari's work is not the French word assemblage, but 
actually Agencement, a term which means design, layout, organization, 
arrangement, and relations--the focus being not on content but on 
relations, relations of patterns. For Agencement, as John Phillips 
explains in a recent essay, specific *connections* with other concepts 
is precisely what gives concepts their meaning. As Phillips writes, the 
priority is neither to the state of affairs (essence) nor to statement 
(enunciation) but rather to connection.[18] The French and English defi-
nitions of assemblage lean more to collection, combination, assembling, 
and both are also used as a term signaling collage in avant garde art. 
(So one question which I cannot attend to but that haunts this traver-
sal from French theoretical production to U.S. academic usage is, what 
are the productive effects of this "mis" translation?)

There are thus numerous ways to define what assemblages are, but I am
here more interested in what assemblages do. For my purposes, assem-
blages are interesting because A. They de-privilege the human body as 
a discrete organic thing. As Haraway notes, the body does not end at 
the skin. We leave traces of our DNA everywhere we go, we live with 
other bodies within us, microbes and bacteria, we are enmeshed in for-
ces, affects, energies, we are composites of information. B. Assembla-
ges do not privilege bodies as human, nor as residing within a 
human/animal binary. Along with a de-exceptionalizing of human bodies, 
multiple forms of matter can be bodies—bodies of water, cities, institu-
tions, and so on. Matter is an actor. Following Karen Barad on her the-
ory of performative metaphysics, matter is not a ‘thing’ but a doing. In



particular, Barad challenges dominant notions of performativity that 
operate through an implicit distinction between signification and that 
which is signified, stating that matter does not only materialize through
signification alone. Writes Barad: 

“A performative understanding of discursive practices challenges the 
representationalist belief in the power of words to represent preexis-
ting things. Performativity, properly construed, is not an invitation to 
turn everything (including material bodies) into words; on the contrary, 
performativity is precisely a contestation of the excessive power gran-
ted to language to determine what is real. Hence, in ironic contrast to 
the monism that takes language to be the stuff of reality, performati-
vity is actually a contestation of the unexamined habits of mind that 
grant language and other forms of representation more power in deter-
mining our ontologies than they deserve.”[19]

Barad’s is a posthumanist framing that questions the boundaries bet-
ween human and non-human, matter and discourse, and interrogates the
practices through which these boundaries are constituted, stabilized, 
and destabilized. C. Signification is only one element of many that give 
a substance both meaning and capacity. In his latest book A New Philo-
sophy of Society: Assemblage Theory and Social Complexity, Manual 
DeLanda undertakes the radical move to "make language last."[20] In 
this post, post-structuralist framing, essentialism, which is usually posi-
ted as the opposite of social constructionism, is now placed squarely 
within the realms of signification and language, what Delanda and others
have called "linguistic essentalism." As Karen Barad claims, "language 
has been granted too much power."[21] (The danger of her notion of 
"ontological realism" is that it may well privilege an essentialized truth 
produced through matter.) D. Finally, categories—race, gender, sexua-
lity—are considered events, actions, and encounters, between bodies, 
rather than simply entities and attributes of subjects. Situated along 
a "vertical and horizontal axis", assemblages come into existence within
processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization. In A Thousand
Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari problematize a model that produces a 
constant in order to establish its variations. Instead, they argue, 
assemblages foreground no constant but rather “variation to varia-
tion” and hence the event-ness of identity.[22] DeLanda thus argues 
that race and gender are situated as attributes only within a study of
“the pattern of recurring links, as well as the properties of those 
links.” [23]



Re-reading Intersectionality as Assemblage

One of Kimberle Crenshaw’s foundational examples--that of the traffic 
intersection—actually situates intersectionality as an event. As Crens-
haw writes, “Consider an analogy to traffic in an intersection, coming 
and going in all four directions. Discrimination, like traffic through an 
intersection, may flow in one direction, and it may flow in another. If an 
accident happens in an intersection, it can be caused by cars traveling
from any number of directions and, sometimes, from all of them.” And 
later: “But it is not always easy to reconstruct an accident: Someti-
mes the skid marks and the injuries simply indicate that they occurred 
simultaneously, frustrating efforts to determine which driver caused 
the harm. In these cases the tendency seems to be that no driver is 
held responsible, no treatment is administered, and the involved par-
ties simply get back in their cars and zoom away.” [24].

As Crenshaw indicates in this description, identification is a process; 
identity is an encounter, an event, an accident, in fact. Identities are 
multi-causal, multi-directional, liminal; traces aren’t always self-evident.
In this "becoming of intersectionality," there is emphasis on motion 
rather than gridlock; on how the halting of motion produces the 
demand to locate. The accident itself indicates the entry of the 
standardizing needs to the juridical; is there a crime taking place? How 
does one determine who is at fault? Intersectionality is thus a much 
more porous paradigm than the standardization of method inherent to 
a discipline has allowed it to be; the institutionalization of women's 
studies in the U.S. has led to demands for a subject/s (subject X, in 
fact) and a method. 

Another of Crenshaw's primary concerns is with the structural prejudi-
ces of domestic violence: unequal access to services, representational
and re-presentational biases in the legal system. I want to turn now to 
a moment in Brian Massumi's Parables for the Virtual where he reads 
domestic violence through the "home event-space."[25] For him, the 
event is not defined as a discrete act or series of actions or activi-
ties, but rather the "folding of dimensions of time into each other"[26].
This folding of time into and out of each other is a result of the "con-
version of surface distance into intensity [which] is also the conversion
of the materiality of the body into an event.”[27]. Interested in a pur-
ported increase in domestic violence during Superbowl Sunday, Massumi 
writes:

"The home entry of the game, at its crest of intensity, upsets the fra-
gile equilibrium of the household. The patterns of relations between 
househeld bodies is reproblematized. The game event momentarily inter-



rupts the pattern of extrinsic relations generally obtaining between 
domestic types, as typed by gender. A struggle ensues: a gender 
struggle over clashing codes of sociality, rights to access to portions 
of the home and its contents, and rituals of servitude. The sociohisto-
rical home place converts into an event space. The television suddenly 
stands out from the background of the furnishings, imposing itself as a
catalytic part-subject, arraying domestic bodies around itself accor-
ding to the differential potentials generally attaching to their gender 
type. For a moment, everything is up in the air--and around the TV set, 
and between the living room and the kitchen. In proximity to the TV, 
words and gestures take on unaccustomed intensity. Anything could 
happen. The male body, sensing the potential, transduces the hetero-
geniety of the elements of the situation into a reflex readiness to vio-
lence. The "game" is rigged by the male's already-constituted 
propensity to strike. The typical pattern of relations is re-imposed in 
the unity of movement of hand against face. The strike expresses the 
empirical reality of situation: recontainment by the male-dominated 
power formation of the domestic. The event short-circuits. The event is
recapture. The home event-space is back to the place it was: a contai-
ner of asymmetric relations between terms already constituted accor-
ding to gender. Folding back onto domestication. Coded belong, no 
becoming."[28]

So what do we have here? First, an intensification of the body’s rela-
tion to itself (one definition of affect), produced not only by the sig-
nificance of the game, Superbowl Sunday, but by the bodily force and 
energy given over to this significance (notice difference between signi-
fication and significance). Second, a focus on the patterns of relations
—not the entities themselves, but the patterns within which they are 
arranged with each other. Not Assemblage, but Agencement. Third, hou-
sehold bodies: the television as an actor, an actant (Bruno Latour), as 
matter with force as determining who moves where and how and when. 
The television is an affective conductor: “in proximity to the TV, words
and gestures take on an unaccustomed intensity.” Fourth, “Anything 
could happen.” A becoming. A deterritorialization. Fifth, intersectional 
identity: the male is always already ideologically coded as more prone 
to violence—a closing off of becoming. Finally, the strike: the hand 
against face. Reterritorialization. 

Massumi writes: "The point of bringing up this issue is not to enter the 
debate on whether there is an empirically provable causal link between 
professional sports and violence against women. The outpouring of ver-
bal aggression provoked by the mere suggestion that there was a link 
is enough to establish the theoretical point in question here: that 



what the mass media transmit is not fundamentally image-content but 
event-potential."[29] Thus this reading of Massumi’s is not a textual 
analysis of the possibility that watching violent television produces 
violence, or violent subjects. It is not a theory of spectatorship iden-
tification, but of affective intensification: the meeting of technology 
(good old TV, no need to always privilege the internet), bodies, matter,
molecular movements, energetic transfers. Massumi insinuates that ulti-
mately, the relationship of positionality to affect, feelings, and sensa-
tions is arbitrary. Thus, a politics of affect underscores subject 
positionings that are seemingly irreconcilable. Unlike Crenshaw, the 
focus here is not on whether there is a crime taking place, nor determi-
ning who is at fault, but rather asking what are the affective conditi-
ons necessary for the event-space to unfold. In the most basic of 
feminist terms, we can read Massumi's interest in unraveling the script 
as offering a different way of thinking about the questions what cau-
ses domestic violence and how can we prevent it? 
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The history of the origins of the concept of intersectionality is deeply
embedded in the U.S. context. The intertwined histories of the
American women’s movements and American race relations as well as
the conjunction of several theoretical strands, such as the philosophical
critique of the modern subject, poststructuralism, the critique from
feminists of color, and critical legal studies, have marked the genesis and
the operationalization of the concept of intersectionality in American
feminist studies (Ackerly and McDermott 2011, Dhamoon 2011). This
legacy has given the concept of intersectionality particular analytical
contents, preferred objects of inquiry, and methodologies as well as
specific political aims (McCall 2005). Kimberlé Crenshaw’s initial
formulation of intersectionality exemplifies this U.S. genealogy since it
represents a joint analytical and political effort, embedded in critical
legal studies and black feminist theory, to identify and promote the
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political identity of African-American women or, as she writes, to
“demarginalize” their political interests and to critique single axis
approaches to inequality and discrimination (Crenshaw 1991). By doing
so, the concept of intersectionality not only makes visible the categories
and groups that were marginalized in theory and political practice, but
also articulates a new set of political interests and, to a certain extent,
contributes to construct and to represent intersectional identities.

Other conceptualizations of intersectionality have developed in parallel
and in dialogue with the American concept, stressing, for example, the role
of nationalism (Yuval-Davis 1997) in shaping the “matrix of domination”
(Collins 1990). However, there is still a pressing need to expand and
contextualize intersectionality outside of the American context. The
question is particularly burning in Europe. Indeed, in the past two
decades a distinctive nexus articulating immigration, ethnicity, religion,
and class has been forming in many European countries that can shed
new light on the concept and the politics of intersectionality. The
racialization of Muslim religious identities, which overlaps with the
racialization of migrants and their children, has occurred in part through
a series of public debates on Muslim and immigrant women: veiling,
arranged and forced marriages, and female genital mutilations have been
discussed in the public sphere (Rosenberger and Sauer 2011), often with
policy outcomes detrimental to migrant/Muslim women’s rights and
concrete lives.1

Thus, in the European context there is a need to conceptualize
intersectionality in relation to immigration, nationalism, and Islam (El-
Tayeb 2011). What does this specific configuration bring to the
conceptualization of intersectionality? I address this issue from the
perspective of feminist movements, taking France as a case study.
Indeed, born from conflicts inside American feminism, the concept of
intersectionality continues to carry a critique of feminist theory and
practice. I bring this insight to the analysis of the French women’s
movement and to the bottom-up politics of intersectionality that is
unfolding in France today. One of the key findings that the French
example brings about is the need to think more thoroughly about the
role of religion in theorizing intersectionality. As religion plays an
increasing political role in Europe, we must try to understand the
dynamics that it creates for intersectional groups and for feminist politics.

1. The other most visible occurrence of intersectionality is with sexual orientation with a proliferation
of debates on what has been labeled “homonationalism.”
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Debates about veiling or forced marriage put feminist movements in a
double bind: they offer a unique opportunity to promote women’s rights
in a public sphere often reluctant to relay feminist claims, but they also
might fuel nationalism, anti-immigrant sentiment, and Islamophobia
and ignore the power dynamics shaped by class, citizenship status, and
race existing between non-Muslim or nonmigrant women and Muslim
or migrant women. Feminist organizations in France are all too aware of
this dilemma. In fact, conflicts have been intense within the French
women’s movements on the issue of veiling (Scott 2007). However, in
the end a majority of French women’s rights organizations has sided
with power elites in proposing two bans in order to “protect” Muslim
women — one passed in 2004 prohibiting the wearing of conspicuous
religious signs in public schools, and another passed in 2010 prohibiting
the wearing of face-covering items (i.e., full veils) in the public space.

A majority of French women’s rights organizations have supported
prohibitive measures, while some of them, such as the National
Coordination for Women’s Rights, decided not to take position on this
divisive issue, and finally a small minority vocally opposed the laws.
Thus, how can we explain that French women’s rights organizations
have, for the most part, supported prohibitive measures, which have
paradoxical results — as activists themselves recognize — since, in the
name of improving Muslim girl’s and women’s lives, they may in fact
lead to Muslim schoolgirls being home schooled or in religious schools
rather than in public schools, and since the 2010 ban might encourage
devout Muslim women to stay at home and has also fueled acts of
violence against veiled women in the public space?2

The political positioning of many French women’s rights organizations
in favor of both bans is the result of a lack of intersectional theorization and
politics within the French women’s movements. In recent qualitative
research I conducted and for which I interviewed 19 French women’s
rights organizations, I found that these organizations mainly use two
discursive repertoires to talk about intersectional problems and issues
such as bans on veiling. The most prevalent rationale is what I have

2. Unfortunately, there are no reliable data on the first two phenomena. Whereas official reports insist
on the fact that the 2004 law was a success because for the next school term almost no girl came to a
public school wearing a headscarf, these data do not measure “exit” strategies such as
homeschooling or transfer to private religious schools. With respect to full veiling in public space,
the number of women wearing the full veil before the 2010 ban was already an object of
controversy. The actual practices of these women since the ban was enacted remain unstudied and
unknown. With respect to increasing acts of Islamophobia targeting veiled women in the streets, see
CCIF 2012.
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called a “gender first” repertoire, which subsumes other identities or power
relations under the struggle for gender equality. This universalist repertoire
renders other axes of domination irrelevant for political action except when
they can be understood as adding to gender oppression another layer of
discrimination. Another commonly used repertoire, more familiar to
organizations providing services to women than to advocacy-oriented
ones, acknowledges differences between women due to other social
structures than gender but approaches them only at the individual level.
In other words, typically a veiled woman will be received and counseled
on her own terms when she comes to the organization for help, but the
organization itself will take an official position in favor of the legal ban
on Muslim veiling in public space. This dichotomy between the
acknowledgment of intersectionality in practice and the refusal to make
it relevant to feminist politics reveals the conundrum in which French
women’s organizations find themselves as they wish to be inclusive and
claim to practice sisterhood across differences while at the same time
refusing to adopt an intersectional approach that would recognize
patterns of discrimination and inequality linked to religious identity and
ethnicity in their official political platform.

Hence, French feminist organizations do not ignore that banning veiling
might place some women in difficult situations, but they believe that the
remedy is worth the price to pay because by doing so, they are in fact
helping a majority of women to emancipate, and they are protecting
hard-won universal women’s rights. Hence, the lack of intersectional
reasoning enables them to discard the interests of a minority of Muslim
women in the name of enhancing the interests of the majority of the
women. Such a focus on the interests of the majoritarian group
represented by an organization, at the expense of the interests of sub/
minority groups, is common in activism and not specific to French
women’s rights organizations (Strolovitch 2007). However, in the French
context, the prevalence of this “gender-first” approach is striking. Indeed,
even organizations that identify as representing women from migrant
backgrounds tend to adopt a similar positioning, some of them being at
the forefront of the mobilization in favor of the 2010 ban.

How can we account for such a profound misrecognition of
intersectional issues in the French context? I want to propose two
hypotheses that shed light on the politics of intersectionality in France
and, more broadly, to illustrate how the politics of intersectionality must
always be contextualized if we want this concept to bring about the full
extent of its analytical power.
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The first hypothesis looks at the politics of intersectionality from the
bottom-up and is concerned with the feminist project of emancipation as
it has been inherited from the Second Wave feminist struggles and its
relationship with religion. In the American context, the intersectionality
of gender and race often posed the difficult problem of which political
priorities women’s organizations should adopt if they wanted to enact
solidarity across the race divide (for concrete examples, see Smith 1995
and Cole 2008). However, what is at play in the contemporary European
context is different and goes beyond the hierarchy of political priorities.
Indeed, one of the salient features of intersectional politics in this
context is the religious dimension, which has been intertwined with
ethnicity, race, and immigration. This religious dimension challenges
deep aspects of the feminist project inherited from the Second Wave,
especially in the French context in which the struggle for abortion,
which marked the 1970s, was associated with a struggle against an
oppressive Catholic Church. Hence, intersectional issues in the French
context not only call into question the political priorities that women’s
organizations should adopt (for example, over immigration policies,
antidiscrimination, employment policies, and so on), but more
importantly, it also challenges crucial features of the mainstream
feminist emancipatory project.

During the debates over the Islamic veil, French feminists have been
struggling to impose what they believe should be the standard of an
emancipated subject, and for the majority of them this subject cannot
hold a strong religious faith, let alone cover herself for religious reasons
(Lépinard 2011). Although many French feminists recognize that
Muslim religious identity has been racialized and that Muslim women
may face discrimination, this acknowledgement very rarely takes
precedence over the idea that religion is oppressive to women and that,
therefore, a central objective of the feminist struggle is to free women
from religious oppression and belief. Hence, the religious dimension
that characterizes intersectionality in the French and European context
poses specific challenges for women’s rights organizations that still have
their roots in the Second Wave. Taking into account religion in
intersectionality theory brings with it the question, What kind of
emancipation should feminist organizations seek? Feminist notions of
emancipation are deeply rooted in liberalism and secularism (Mahmood
2005); however, the unfolding of intersectional politics in Europe presses
us to think about how these notions are also exclusionary.
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The second hypothesis looks from the top down at the dominant
categories promoted by state institutions regarding racial identity and
religion. Here, the French case shows that dominant narratives about
citizenship and secularism in France, which stress color blindness, forms
of cultural assimilation, and, more recently, a neutrality of the public
space that is equated with the absence of minority religious signs from
the public sphere, contribute to shape how women’s rights organizations
understand intersectionality and, therefore, their political positioning.
Indeed, as comparative work has also shown (Rosenberger and Sauer
2011), national narratives about citizenship and inclusion are important
factors shaping how public debates and legislation on Muslim veiling
unfold in Europe. French women’s rights organizations are no exception
to this finding. On the contrary, they relay dominant norms about
secularism and race blindness in their discourses and practices. For
example, whereas class is generally considered as a structure of
domination that should be taken into account, therefore opening the
door to a recognition of the intersection between gender and class, this is
generally not the case with racial or religious identity. Only very few
organizations propose alternative narratives or a more critical analysis of
the political consequences that these hegemonic discourses have for
already marginalized groups of women such as migrant or Muslim women.

As the French case shows, other dimensions than race contribute to the
dynamics of intersectionality, especially in Europe. Hence, for many
feminist organizations that traditionally identify as secular and have
embraced the legacy from the Second Wave, the religious dimension of
intersectional struggles in France and Europe poses specific challenges
to acknowledging, and theorizing, intersectionality. This in turn means
that intersectional groups’ interests and identities are marginalized, not
only on the mainstream political agenda, but also in feminist struggles.
This last point is not new to American scholars of intersectionality;
however, it encourages us to look more in depth at the role of religion, a
dimension less explored by intersectionality scholars than race or
sexuality, in the contemporary political dynamics in Europe and beyond,
and to think critically about the relationship between feminism,
liberalism, and secularism.

Éléonore Lépinard is Associate Professor of Gender Studies at the Université
de Lausanne, Switzerland: eleonore.lepinard@unil.ch
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Martha Nussbaum (2008), The social contract 

Martha Nussbaum interview Part 1: The Social Contract
How much of your personal liberty would you be prepared to give up in 
exchange for drains that work and trains that run on time? The idea of 
the social contract has been with us for many centuries now. It embodies
the idea that society is a trade-off between liberties and benefits. This 
week, we discuss the contract and its shortcomings with one of the 
greatest moral and political philosophers of the age, Martha C. Nuss-
baum.

Alan Saunders: Hello and welcome to The Philosopher's Zone. I'm Alan 
Saunders.

This week a conversation with one of the foremost moral and legal 
philosophers of the age, Martha C. Nussbaum, distinguished Service Pro-
fessor of Law and Ethics at the University of Chicago.

She's written on an amazingly wide variety of topics, but today I want to 
concentrate on one of her most recent books, Frontiers of Justice. This 
began life as the Tanner Lectures in Human Values delivered at the Aus-
tralian National University in 2002. The problem it addresses is how we can
extend our theories of social justice beyond national boundaries and also
to creatures who have normally been excluded from such considerations, 
disabled humans and members of other species.

This book is dedicated to the memory of John Rawls, whose Theory of 
Justice published in 1971, was a major new account of liberal theory and 
of what's known as the social contract.

But before we come to Martha Nussbaum, let's look at one of John Rawls' 
original contributions to contract theory, and that's what called 'the veil
of ignorance'. Now 'the veil of ignorance' turns up as a party game, 
played by the solid and comfortably middle-class cast of the English 
writer, Margaret Drabble's novel, The Witch of Exmoor, published in 1998. 
Here's what they make of it.

MUSIC

Reader: This weekend was set up as a family conclave, but David and 
Nathan agree that they cannot spend all their time playing Unhappy Fami-
lies. They've already spent much of the weekend talking about the prob-
lem; in the pool, on the tennis court, walking in the shrubbery, chopping 
parsley. And now it's their turn, at least for a brief respite, to talk 
about something else.



The Palmers tacitly agree. They're refreshed by the claret and the roast 
potatoes. They're willing to play David's game, which he says is called 'The
Veil of Ignorance'. He's tried to explain it to them in simple terms, but 
some of them are not very quick, or perhaps they're too quick by half, 
for they keep interrupting him and going off at tangents and having ideas
of their own.

'No, it's not a question of imagining a Utopia', he repeats, 'it's more a 
question of unimagining everything that you are, and then working out the
kind of society which you would be willing to accept if you didn't in 
advance know your own place in it. If you knew you would have no special 
privileges or bargaining powers. All you have to imagine is that in the orig-
inal position of choice, you don't know who you are or where you stand. 
You don't know if you're rich or poor, able or disabled, clever or mentally 
sub-normal, plain or beautiful, male or female, black or white, strong or 
weak. You don't know if you're an optimist or a pessimist, a risk-taker or a
traditionalist, fertile or infertile, straight or gay.

Nor do you know if the society itself is going to be rich or poor, pre-
industrial, technologically developed, rapidly developing, booming or 
declining. You can't expect to be yourself, nor can you expect society 
to be anything you recognise. Your eyes are veiled by 'the veil of igno-
rance'. And from this position you have to examine the first principles of 
justice, and decide what they are. If you cling to any trace of your 
existing self, you'll find yourself constructing a theory of justice and 
society that favours you'.

'Let me get this straight', says Patsy who's been trying to concentrate 
through distractions about bread provision. (Could they really finish off 
yet another loaf? She was damned if she was going to bake at midnight, 
and she has a busy day on Sunday). 'Tell me again, David, you mean you've 
got to construct a society in which I would be willing to take my place as 
the poorest of the poor and the lowest of the low?'

'Well', says David, 'it's not the whole of society you have to construct, 
it's more the principles on which it's founded.'

'I can't see the difference', murmurs Emily.

'You could decide', continues David, 'that a small contingent of the very 
poor are necessary for the proper functioning of society, and that it 
would just be bad luck, a sort of social sacrifice if you ended up as one 
of them. It would be quite hard to argue, I think, that a numerically over-
whelming mass of the very poor can constitute a just society, but it cer-
tainly has been argued -'



'Not to say practiced', murmurs Emily.

'What I want to know is this', says Rosemary. 'If it were all worked out 
according to David's rules, the universal principles of justice and all 
that, would anyone dare to press the button and make it happen?'

'Of course one wouldn't dare', says Daniel Palmer. 'It would mean giving up 
all this' - he gestures widely, and with a lifted eyebrow perhaps of disso-
ciation, at his lawns, his Aga, his wife, his dissenting children, his deliques-
cent Brie, his three empty bottles - 'I like all this. I've worked hard for 
this. Years of my life have gone into this, years of Patsy's life have gone 
into it. I want to see the bay tree reach six foot, slow growth. You know,
slow growth. Why should I press a button and risk losing all of this?'

MUSIC

Alan Saunders: 'The Veil of Ignorance' in the work of Margaret Drabble, 
and to talk about her new take on these ideas, here's Martha Nussbaum.

Martha Nussbaum: The idea of the state of nature was a very powerful 
idea when it was originated by Locke and other thinkers in the 17th cen-
tury because it was an idea of taking away all the artificial advantages 
that people derive from rank, from wealth, from social status, and just 
thinking what principles they would contract among themselves if they 
were simply stripped of all those advantages. Now the downside is that in
order to get this fiction going, Locke and the others assume that people
are roughly equal, not only morally equal, but roughly equal in physical 
and intellectual capacity. And so he says, 'Look, even though there are 
differences, the weakest one could always kill the strongest by stealth. 
That was said already by Hobbes, and Rawls, although his main emphasis is 
on the moral equality of persons, buys into that feature of the classical
social contract. He stipulates that we're talking about a contract among 
people who are all roughly equal in physical and mental actual ability, and
he himself said very explicitly that for this reason his theory has great 
difficulty dealing with the case of justice for people with disabilities, jus-
tice to non-human animals and for a related reason, justice across 
national boundaries, because the different nations of the world, who are 
imagined as similar to persons, are tremendously unequal in their physical 
capacities.

Alan Saunders: To return to the state of nature, we're talking about a 
hypothetical state in which people are living before the establishment of
human societies, but they want to gain the benefits that come from co-
operative activity; defence, defending the weak against the strong, and 
presumably, also building, engineering and transport and so on. And in 



order to do this, they form a social contract, they take out a social 
contract, they surrender some of their individual liberty in exchange for 
the gains that come from acting in concert, acting together as a soci-
ety.

Martha Nussbaum: Yes, that's very nicely put. I'm smiling here because I 
think it's so nice to be on a program where somebody could say that with
such elegance.

Yes, that's exactly it. So the idea is that Rawls takes this picture over 
and of course making it explicit that this is just a thought experiment, 
he's not supposed to be real history, and he too, imagines people taking 
up a position in which they're going to make a contract to co-operate 
together. The thing that he added was that people, in order to make this
contract a really fair one, they have to not know certain things about 
themselves and their position in the resulting society. They don't know 
their family rank, they don't know their wealth, they don't know their 
social status, and very importantly, they don't know their race or their 
sex.

Now the reason he did that is that then they can't jigger things in such a
way that the resulting society is unfair and gives them a special set of 
opportunities that people in an otherwise place don't have. So there's a 
moral element in Rawls' version of the social contract that's not so 
clearly present in some of the earlier versions. But he still assumes that 
they're roughly equal in physical and intellectual power, and therefore 
the whole question of justice for people with very severe disabilities, he 
explicitly says has to be left till later after the basic principles of soci-
ety are already designed, then we'll figure out how to take care of those
people who can't really participate in the making of the contract.

Alan Saunders: Now it's interesting you talk about the people who are 
participating in the making of the contract, but you make the point, 
don't you, that the social contract tradition conflates two questions 
that are in principle, distinct. One question, By whom are society's basic 
principles designed? And the other one, For whom are society's basic 
principles designed? Two separate questions which tend to be treated as
though they were one question in the social contract tradition.

Martha Nussbaum: Yes, that's exactly right. They're making a deal for 
the best life they can live together as they themselves, the makers of 
the contract. Now of course that does not prevent them from later tak-
ing thought for their children and other dependents, but it's very clear 
that they're thinking, 'This is a contract by us and for us'. So of course 
you could imagine having a contract that was by a group, but immediately



from the very start, they're thinking that the citizens of the resulting 
state include other people, who for one reason or another couldn't be 
represented in that contract, because they can't speak, because 
they're not human and various other things we might imagine. So this tra-
dition does conflate those two things, whereas what I want to say in the 
end is that my own view, according to which it's the job of political plan-
ning to foster for all a set of basic capabilities to lead a flourishing life, 
this view does not make that conflation. It says Well, let's give an 
account of whose capability should be promoted, but then, of course, 
it's the ones who reason and speak who will do the planning, but it 
doesn't mean they're planning only for themselves.

Alan Saunders: Turning to those who are excluded in Rawls' theory, the 
people beyond our borders, people with disabilities, members of non-
human species, what unites these cases is the fact that they all involve 
an asymmetry of power and capacity, don't they, between the creatures 
whose entitlements we're concerned with, and some dominant group?

Martha Nussbaum: Yes, and they involve an asymmetry that's large 
enough that we can't say their co-operation will be to mutual advantage 
of all. So the idea of mutual advantage, was, as you said very nicely at 
the heart of the classical social contract tradition, so people are think-
ing, We're going to get together, because it's to the advantage of all of 
us to have some rules governing our lives.

But when we think about people with very severe cognitive impairments 
for example, not at all clear that a contract that includes them as fully 
equal citizens, therefore with equal claims to health care, education, 
even to participation in the political process, is going to be to the 
mutual advantage of everyone, if we think of advantage in the way the 
tradition does, namely a narrowly economic way. And of course we could 
say the human advantages of virtue, compassion, love and so on that we 
get from treating people with disabilities equally, and I think that's a 
very, very important thing to say. But the social contract tradition 
thinks of advantage much more narrowly in terms of economic efficiency, 
and even Rawls does. So we have to say that this puts great limits on 
what the contract is going to say even about these people that are not 
present in the very beginning of the contract.

Alan Saunders: Now as Martha Nussbaum's told us, the approach to 
social theory so strongly argued for by John Rawls, emits three kinds of 
creature: humans with disabilities, humans in countries other than our 
own, and non-human animals.



To take account of them, Martha Nussbaum urges an approach that 
focuses on capabilities. What does that mean?

Martha Nussbaum: OK, well this is an approach that started out in a dis-
sident part of economics that was very worried about the fact that 
development was understood just in terms of economic growth, not in 
terms of what the development process does for real people. And so the 
claim made by Amartya Sen, who won the Nobel Prize for Economics in 1998 
for this week, and his associates, was that development is a human 
process, and what it's about is expanding the opportunity set of real 
people. So that the right question to ask is, What are they actually able 
to do and to be? And so the answer to that question is, their capabili-
ties, what they're capable of, what their opportunities and options are.'

Now what I've done is to take that basic idea and use it as the building 
block of a theory of justice. So I've said it's not enough to compare the 
opportunities that the people have in one society with what they have in
another. We also want to say that a minimally decent society will give to 
all of its citizens, a certain threshold level of ten central capabilities. 
And then I go on to spell them out in a very general form, and I think of 
them as a kind of set of constitutional entitlements that whether 
there's a written constitution or not, we could understand to be funda-
mental to the idea of minimal social justice in society.

Alan Saunders: I won't ask you to go through the full list, but perhaps 
you could give us a couple of examples just to give us some idea of the 
sort of thing you're talking about.

Martha Nussbaum: Sure. Well health is one very important example; being
able to have access to good health care and then of course that has to
be further specified. We have to say what the threshold is. Education is 
another very important one, having access to a suitable education and 
then I argue that each country should set the threshold in its own way 
but that something like free compulsory primary and secondary education
is crucial. But also some more intangible things, like being able to play 
and have access to recreational facilities.

My work started out with thinking about women in developing countries, 
and one of the things most lacking in their lives is leisure, and the oppor-
tunity to play. And so I wanted to say that whatever the labour condi-
tions are that a society sets up, they have to make sure its citizens do 
have access to recreational time and recreational activities. And then, 
emotional health. That's rarely mentioned, even my collaborator Amartya 
Sen doesn't mention it so much, but I think you know, there's a tremen-
dous amount that the politics of a country can do to promote not just 



physical health but emotional health. For example, women who live in coun-
tries that don't have adequate laws against domestic violence, that 
don't have adequate police who take women's complaints of rape seri-
ously and so on, those women are living in a state of fear and this crip-
ples the rest of their activities. So that's the kind of thing I mean about
emotional health, I mean there's of course a lot that the family has to do
with that, but I think also the State and the legal process has a great 
deal to do with something as intangible as emotional health.

Alan Saunders: All of this means doesn't it, that whereas contract the-
ory envisages us as individuals who come out of the state of nature for 
our mutual advantage. You see us as essentially social and political 
beings from the start, from the get-go?

Martha Nussbaum: That's right. And it's right and it's important because 
I think we really can't talk about mutual advantage in the individualistic 
way that the social contract condition does. If we want to have a pic-
ture of society that really does fully include people with disabilities and 
that does justice to relationships with people in distant nations. So yes, 
I think of the idea of co-operation as involving the idea of promoting a 
rich network of human relationships that is seen as valuable in their own 
right.

But there is one thing that I think is very right about the social contract
tradition. Namely, the emphasis on the idea that each person has these 
entitlements. That each person is to be treated as an end and none as a
mere means to the ends of others. So I don't want to have, and don't 
have the kind of coummitarian view that says Oh, let's promote a glorious
situation for families, or groups, even though we know that such groups 
often subordinate individual members. So I want to look inside the house-
hold and say 'Are women getting food there?' I don't want to just say 'On,
let's promote a lovely situation for households.' So in that way, my 
approach is individualistic, because it wants justice to be done to each 
and every one, but then what it is for justice to be done involves very 
much thinking about relationship, mutual concern, mutual compassion, and 
so on.

Alan Saunders: You say that in contrast with your capabilities approach,
John Rawls' approach is purely procedural. What do you mean by that?

Martha Nussbaum: OK. What Rawls says is there are two ways that we 
can think of the theory of justice. One way is to think of what a just 
outcome would be, and then tailor the procedure so you'd get that out-
come, and he uses the example of dividing a pie and he says, 'Well you 
might think that equal shares is the right outcome' and then you figure 



out what the procedure is of getting to that outcome. Maybe we'll hand 
the knife around to each person in the group, or however we think that 
will promote the right cutting of that pie.' But his approach, by con-
trast, he says is a pure procedural approach because it doesn't say what
the fair outcome would be, but instead it imagines a fair procedure, let's 
say everyone has an equal turn at cutting the pie, and then whatever 
falls out from that procedure, will be by definition, fair.

So that's a big difference between Rawls' approach and mine, and I don't 
necessarily say that a procedural approach is a bad approach, I just want
people to notice this, because it makes it very difficult to compare 
Rawls' approach with mine. Mine is much closer in a funny way, to utilitari-
anism, I mean not because I am a utilitarian and in fact I'm profoundly crit-
ical of utilitarianism in a way similar to the way Rawls is. I mean namely 
saying it doesn't care enough about how the lowest and least well off 
are doing. But in one way I am closer to them, because I'm thinking about 
consequences, and I'm thinking That's what really matters, is where we 
actually get to.

Alan Saunders: And your rather cheeky counter example against the 
Rawlsean procedural approach is the pasta machine. Tell us how that fig-
ures in your thinking.

Martha Nussbaum: Well I want to say that the Rawlsean approach just 
says Well let's figure out what a good-looking pasta machine would be, and
let's just define good pasta is whatever it is that comes out from that 
good-looking machine, and of course in real life you never do that, you 
design the machine in order to get the result that you independently 
think is a good pasta. So of course that's just an illustration, it doesn't 
tell us anything is profoundly wrong with Rawls' view, but that shows you 
what I've got in mind.

Alan Saunders: But for you, to change the foodstuff, for you the proof 
of the pudding is always in the eating, even though the pudding may have
been made with the best ingredients and strictly in accordance with the 
recipe.

Martha Nussbaum: Yes. I mean this is really what constitutional law is all 
about. And that of course is where I'm coming from. That is, we've got to 
think do people really have those entitlements, or are they mere words 
on paper. So what is the society really giving to each and every inhabi-
tant? And so yes, if we find that the procedure looks very nice but the 
resulting society looks pretty bad, then we wouldn't be happy.



Now of course Rawls says this too, and his own theory is very complex. 
He does think that once you've designed the procedure, you've got to go
back and check it against what it produces, and in the end the whole 
process that involves consulting our moral intuitions and trying to get 
the view that fits them best overall, is very complicated in Rawls' view. It
takes many, many years, and you go through all the different theories 
and look at their procedures and their outcomes and so on. So in the 
end, I think his view is not so much of a pure procedural view as he ini-
tially says and therefore it's closer to my view. But at least that is the 
way he describes it initially.

Alan Saunders: Martha Nussbaum. Details of her and of her book, one of 
many, Frontiers of Justice - Disability, Nationality, Species Membership on
our website.

The show is produced by Kyla Slaven, with technical production by Charlie 
McKune. Claudia Taranto read from Margaret Drabble, and I'm Alan Saun-
ders.

And next week on The Philosopher's Zone, we look at how Martha Nuss-
baum's theories deal with the excluded, particularly the non-human 
excluded.
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all along, latent beneath the easier and more familiar tale of charismatic messiahs acting all alone.
And they have much to teach us.

In this context, it is no surprise that those struggling to believe in something in the face of despair
have turned to the work of educator and organizer Mariame Kaba. Many (myself included) came to
her �rst through Prison Culture, the blog she has published since 2010 that explores the many
arms of the carceral state and how we might dismantle our current systems of punishment. Others
may know her from Project NIA, the organization she founded that uses participatory community
justice to �ght youth incarceration. Or one of the many other projects she has founded, co-founded
or co-led: campaigns to free Marissa Alexander and Bresha Meadows, the Chicago Freedom
School, the Chicago Community Bond Fund, We Charge Genocide, and Reparations Now, which
secured reparations for victims of police violence in Chicago.

What unites these e�orts, other than the fact that they have literally saved people’s lives, is that
each of Kaba’s many projects o�ers teachable, replicable, participatory models for liberation.
Always, she invites us to walk with her in struggle and solidarity, shining a light on the many ways
that average people can make a more just world. And always, she takes the bold way, choosing
imagination where others might choose compromise. 

I spoke with Kaba about her family history, what it means to be an organizer, and the work she’s
most proud of.

***

Eve L. Ewing: Talk to me about coming of age in New York in the ’80s. Your father was also an
organizer?

Mariame Kaba: My dad had been involved in Guinea during the independence struggle. Guinea
was the �rst among the French West African countries to seek independence, and that led to a lot
of retribution by the French, sacking our libraries before they le�, doing all sorts of stu�.

My father was then sent [to the US] by Sékou Touré, who became the �rst president of the country.
They grew up together, and they were friends and comrades in the struggle together. They were all
coming up on socialism and Marxism. [Touré sent them] to study di�erent things so that they
could basically, a�er the revolution, come back to build the country. My father was going to be a
kind of Finance Minister; that was the notion. 

[But] he started hearing rumors about what was going on post-revolution, which was that Sékou
was consolidating power, and he was arresting some of the people who didn’t struggle, and locking
them up in a prison called Camp Boiro. Camp Boiro became an infamous prison in West Africa
known for the disappearing of thousands, and one of those people that he imprisoned and
disappeared is my uncle. When that happened, my father was like, “This is not what we signed up
for, and we were not �ghting for this consolidation of power and eliminating our comrades who
became their enemies because they dissent on one thing.” 

He decided not to go back. So, Sékou’s pissed and tells the US to send my father back, to extradite
him. The UN heard what was going on, and they gave him a blue passport, a UN passport, which
meant that he could renounce his Guinea citizenship in order to be able to escape having to go
back, because Sékou came to the US in a big pompous a�air and came speci�cally to get my dad to
go back. My father never talked about his life, never talked about this period because of such
heartbreak.

Eve L. Ewing: Because Sékou was his friend.
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Mariame Kaba: They fought together, and he loved him, and they loved each other. It also led to
my family moving to the Ivory Coast, a large part; my grandparents, everybody, having to leave
because of the political turmoil. My father never got to go back to Guinea again until 1986, and
that was because Sékou died in ’84. He’d been told that if he set foot in Guinea he’d be arrested. 

My father was always avidly interested in politics, and I grew up in a house full of books. That
became my political education. And, listening to my father’s conversations about political
struggles around the world; about socialism and its failings, about revolution and what people
really mean by “revolution,” and what people don’t understand about what revolutions really do.

He always told me, “You have a responsibility to live in this world. Your responsibility is not just to
yourself. You are connected to everyone.” He drilled this into us, to my siblings, “You have each
other only. So, if you don’t get along, you fucking work that shit out because we’re not going to be
here all the time, and we’re not going to be here forever. You have each other.” So we are close,
close, close my siblings. 

But then the second thing he said was, “You are interconnected to everyone, because the world
doesn’t work without everyone.” You may think that you’re alone, but you’re never actually alone.
This was really important because at a very young age that made me understand the importance of
collectivity, and that we can’t do anything alone that’s worth it. Everything worthwhile is done
with other people. So that became the soundtrack in my head.

My mother was in a di�erent league altogether. She was not political in the same way, but she’s
incredibly religious and very focused on charity in the sense of mutual aid. My friends were
homeless—at the time we lived in the Lower East Side—and I recalled later on how strange it was
that my mother just let people stay in our house. But she wasn’t going to let those kids stay outside
when it was winter. 

Eve L. Ewing: I see both of those things as such clear strands in your work. On the one hand,
organizing collectively and building structures for freedom and resistance and resilience. And on
the other hand, the theme of mutual aid. I wonder as well whether the anti-colonial framework,
and global Pan-Africanist framework within which your father was working, in�uences the way
you think about politics now.

Mariame Kaba: Always. Always. It made me an internationalist. I can’t imagine my organizing not
being international, and not having an eye toward other people beyond the borders that I live in,
and also questioning the idea of borders.

Eve L. Ewing: Do you think most US-based black organizers right now have that same
internationalist awareness that folks had, say, in the ’60s where they were very much seeing anti-
colonial struggles in Africa and Asia as being intrinsically related to black freedom struggles?

Mariame Kaba: I think it’s always been the case that some people were like that. In the ’60s, not all
black revolutionaries or black organizers took that to the heart. I don’t know if Fannie Lou Hamer
had a deep sense beyond Mississippi and the US borders. I know she fought like hell for
everybody’s freedom, but I’ve never read her talking about that. 

And in this [historical] moment it’s the same way. There are people who are incredibly focused on
international struggles—people who are very prominent in the movement for Black Lives who go
to South Africa and learn, talk to people in Brazil. They don’t happen to be the people that are
elevated so they’re not getting big glossy magazine covers, but they’re the ones actually holding the
infrastructure of some of these organizations together. 
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Eve L. Ewing: I would venture to say, with my own comparatively short memory, that the
languages of repair, reparation, of certainly restorative justice, and also of abolition, are moving
through discourse in a di�erent way than they have been.

Mariame Kaba: Absolutely.

Eve L. Ewing: These are ideas that folks like you have been working on literally since before I was
born, that are now being taken up. But what is being potentially misunderstood? Where do we
need a course correction in our conversations there?

Mariame Kaba: That’s a really di�cult question. Because I’m so uninterested in narratives. That
word that gets used o�en. Narrative-building. People that want to be all about narrative-shi�ing,
narrative-building. 

I believe that when we are in relationship with each other, we in�uence each other. What matters
to me, as the unit of interest, is relationships. 

The second thing that matters to me as a unit of impact is harm. I want to �gure out how to
transform harm in every possible context because I have been harmed, and I have harmed other
people. My political commitments are to developing stronger relationships with people, and to
transforming harm. All those other things that you mentioned, the ideas only matter to me to the
extent that they impact both those [commitments]. It is deeply o�ensive and hurtful to me that we
have prisons because they break relationships and people. That’s how I feel about prisons—they
are inherently made for isolation. 

When they talk about repair and restorative justice, it’s all about relationships, and relationships in
the context of harm. So, when people talk about these things as though they are just abstract ideas,
or things that are just theory-building without connection to actual people’s lives, I can’t recognize
it.

Eve L. Ewing: I think that makes perfect sense because it also is the consequence of what happens
when people are learning about concepts primarily through—

Mariame Kaba: Reading.

Eve L. Ewing: Right. Like, “I read this interesting article,” as opposed to, “I believe in this.” Most
black people in Chicago that I know who don’t believe in policing, it’s not because they read a
great article that used debate and rhetoric to convince them, but because of their lived empirical
experience. 

Mariame Kaba: Angela Davis says this perfectly; she’s like, knowledge is built through struggle. It
isn’t just built through somebody theorizing an idea. But through the struggle of it together, we
come up with new concepts and ideas: that’s the best thinking. 

Eve L. Ewing: Do you think it’s okay for folks to have di�erent lanes? Where they’re like, “I’m just
trying to organize for Philly right now,” for example. Or do you think that all organizers would
bene�t from more international experience?

Mariame Kaba: That’s a great question. I think we would all bene�t from it, just in our political
education, but I think it’s okay to have your own lane. 

There’s been this struggle over the last few years of people talking about, “I’m just an activist and I
just do things on my own. I don’t have anybody who is a base for me, and nobody holds me
accountable.” And that’s not sustainable, and that’s also not organizing. That’s activism, and
activism has its place and is important to do. Most organizers are activists also, but most activists
are not organizers, and so we just have to be clear about what we’re trying to achieve.
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But I do believe lanes are super important, and not all of us care about the same thing. That’s also
okay. The same passion you feel about saving the whales, somebody else feels about saving pencils.
It’s not a judgment; it’s just the fact that we have di�erent interests. 

Eve L. Ewing: Let’s talk more about organizing and activism because I think that that is a really
important distinction. I do not identify as an activist. I am very frequently identi�ed as an activist,
which I �nd very puzzling. What do you see as the di�erence between those things?

Mariame Kaba: I think that people who are activists are folks who are taking action on particular
issues that really move them in some speci�c way, but activism only demands that you personally
take on the issue. That means signing petitions. Being on a board of a particular organization
that’s doing good in the world.

That way, activist is super broad, and that’s why people call people activists. Your individual
action, for example, of writing, can be a form of activism in the sense that it wants to educate
people and get them to take action in their own way. You are in that way potentially being activist
in your orientation, at least, if not in identity. 

Organizers, however, can’t exist solo. Because who the hell are you organizing? You can’t just
decide to wake up one morning and be like, “I’m just going to do this shit.” If you’re organizing,
other people are counting on you, but more importantly, your actions are accountable to somebody
else. 

Organizing is both science and art. It is thinking through a vision, a strategy, and then �guring out
who your targets are, always being concerned about power, always being concerned about how
you’re going to actually build power in order to be able to push your issues, in order to be able to
get the target to actually move in the way that you want to. 

I have been an organizer for a big part of my life in the sense that I’ve been involved with other
people in campaigns to move various things. But sometimes I’m just an activist.

But [in that case] I have no accountability to anybody, and that’s kind of dangerous. Because there
are a lot of people doing a lot of shit that nobody can call them on.

Eve L. Ewing: Who is failed when that happens? 

Mariame Kaba: I think that the people who are most directly impacted by the things people are
doing are failed. Because they should have a say, and be part of the shaping of that thing that is
about them. That’s critically important. But I also think that you yourself are failed if what you’re
trying to do is do a hard large-scale thing and you don’t have any people.

Eve L. Ewing: Or you’re just trying to do it by yourself. 

Mariame Kaba: It’s like, why?! You’re going to burn out. It’s not humanly possible for you to just
be your Lone Ranger self out there in the world. Ella Baker’s question, “Who are your people?”
when she would meet you is so important. Who are you accountable to in this world? Because that
will tell me a lot about who you are. 

And how much hubris must we have to think that us individual persons are going to have all the
answers for generations worth of harm built by multi-millions of people? It’s like, I’m on a 500-
year clock right now. I’m right here knowing that we’ve got a hell of a long time before we’re going
to see the end. Right now, all we’re doing is building the conditions that will allow the thing to
happen.
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Auto-translated from: Tumult (2013), Archipel: Affinité, organisation informelle et projets 
insurrectionnels https://lelaboratoireanarchiste.noblogs.org/files/2016/07/Archipel.pdf [section]

The "others".
But so far we have mainly talked about organisational forms between 
anarchists. Undoubtedly, many revolts provide valuable suggestions 
that show parallels with what we have just said. Just think, for exam-
ple, of the revolts in the metropolises in recent years. Many rebels or-
ganise themselves into small, agile groups. Or think of the uprisings on 
the other side of the Mediterranean. There was no need for a strong 
organisation or any representation of the exploited, to unleash these 
uprisings, their backbone was indeed the multiple and informal forms of 
self-organisation. Of course, we did not express ourselves here on the 
"content" of these revolts, but without rather anti-authoritarian organ-
isational forms, it would just be totally unthinkable that they would go 
in a liberating and libertarian direction.  It is time to bid farewell, once 
and for all, to political reflexes, even more so in these times when re-
volts do not (or no longer) respond to political prerogatives. Insurrec-
tions and revolts must not be led, neither by the authoritarian nor by 
the anarchists.  They do not need to be organised in some large forma-
tion. Nevertheless, our contribution to such events, truly social phe-
nomena, cannot remain simply spontaneous, if it aspires to be a qualita-
tive contribution -- it requires a certain organisation and protrusion. 
But the exploited and the excluded do not need anarchists to revolt 
or rebel. We can only be an additional element, welcome or not, a quali-
tative presence. But it is no less important if we want to make insur-
rectional ruptures in an anarchist sense. 

If the exploited and the excluded are perfectly capable of revolting 
without the anarchists and without their help, this does not mean that 
we are ready to give up looking for points and terrains where we can 
fight together with them. These points and terrains are not "natural" 
or "automatic" consequences of historical conditions. The meeting be-
tween groups that share affinities, like the informal organisation of an-
archists and the exploited who are ready to struggle, is best done in 
the struggle itself, or at least in a proposal of struggle. The need to 
disseminate and approach anarchist ideas is undeniable and at no time 
should they be hidden, relegated to the background or camouflaged in 
the name of any strategy, but in a project of insurrectional struggle it
is not a question of converting a maximum of the exploited and ex-
cluded to our ideas, but rather of making possible experiences of 
struggle with the anarchist and insurrectional methodology (attack, 
self-organization and permanent conflictuality). Depending on the hy-
potheses and projects, it is indeed necessary to reflect on the organi-



sational forms that this encounter between anarchists and those who 
want to struggle on a radical basis can take. These organisational 
forms can certainly not be exclusively anarchist constellations, since 
other rebels participate in them. They are therefore not supports to 
"promote" anarchism, but aim to give form and substance to the insur-
rectional struggle.

In some texts, written on the basis of a series of experiments, we 
speak of "basic nuclei" formed in the framework of a specific project of
struggle, of organisational forms based on the three fundamental char-
acteristics of insurrectionary methodology. The anarchists take part in
them, but with others. In a sense, they are essentially points of refer-
ence (not of anarchism, but of the ongoing struggle). They function a 
bit like the lungs of the insurrectional struggle. When this struggle is 
intense, they count a lot of people and shrink when the temperature 
drops. The denomination of such organisational forms is of course of 
little or no importance. It is a question of considering, within the 
framework of certain struggle projects, whether such organisational 
forms are imaginable and necessary. It should also be stressed that it 
is not a question of collectives, committees, neighbourhood assemblies,
etc., formed in advance, which generally aim to last and whose composi-
tion is rarely anti-political and autonomous (given the presence of insti-
tutional elements). The "basic nuclei" are formed within the project of 
struggle and have only one concrete goal: to attack and destroy an 
aspect of domination. They are therefore not para-trade union organi-
sations defending the interests of a social group (committees of the 
unemployed, assemblies of students, etc.), but organisational opportu-
nities oriented towards attack. Experiences of self-organisation and 
attack obviously do not guarantee that in the next struggle, the ex-
ploited will no longer welcome or tolerate institutional elements. But 
without these experiences, this kind of reaction is almost unthinkable. 

To sum up, in our opinion, it is not a question, therefore, of setting up 
organisations to "attract the masses" or to organise them, but of de-
veloping and putting into practice concrete proposals for struggle. 
Within these proposals of struggle of an insurrectional nature, it is 
therefore necessary to reflect on the organisational forms considered 
necessary and adequate to carry out the proposal of attack. It should
also be stressed that these organisational forms do not necessarily im-
ply structures with meetings, meeting places, etc., but that they can 
perhaps also arise directly in the street, in the moments of struggle. 
In some places, it may for example be easier to create 'reference 
points' or 'base nuclei' with others exploited by interrupting the rou-
tine, erecting a barricade in the street, ... rather than waiting for ev-



eryone to come to a meeting to talk about the possibility of a barri-
cade. These aspects cannot be left completely to chance and spon-
taneity. A projectuality makes it possible to think about it and to eval-
uate the different possibilities and their relevance. 

In short
If the question is no longer how to organise people for the struggle, it
becomes how to organise the struggle. We think that archipelagos of 
affinity groups, independent of each other, which can join together ac-
cording to shared perspectives and concrete projects of struggle, are
the best way of offensive action. This conception offers the greatest 
possible autonomy and the widest possible field of action... Within the 
framework of insurgent projects, it is necessary and possible to find 
ways of organising informally that will allow anarchists and other rebels 
to meet, forms of organisation that are not intended to perpetuate 
themselves, but are oriented towards a specific, insurgent goal. 
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The global warming surge urgently raises the need for a collective un-
derstanding of the situation in the sense of a power to think and act

"In a hundred or two hundred years the world, being criss-crossed by 
railways, steamboats, being covered with factories, factories, will re-
lease trillions of cubic metres of carbonic acid and carbon monoxide, 
and as the forests will have been destroyed, these hundreds of tril-
lions of carbonic acid and carbon monoxide may well disturb the har-
mony of the world a little". [1]

Global warming is accelerating, glaciers are melting, permafrost is melt-
ing, water levels are rising, extreme weather conditions and cyclones 
are intensifying, desertification is intensifying, the oceans are acidify-
ing and species are becoming more and more extinct... Despite the cli-
mate-scepticism of a section of the scientific community, largely paid 
by industry to sow doubt [2], one thing is certain: we are experiencing 
a real change in the way the Earth and its inhabitants live. The thermo-
dynamic and biological equilibrium of the planet is in part irreversibly 
transformed [3].

The situation calls for a real fork in the road of living in the world. At 
least for all those who want to protect the possibility of keeping a fu-
ture that is not that of the barbarity that already manifests itself 
and will all the more so in a devastated environment. Never before has 
a situation posed with such urgency the need for collective intelli-
gence in the sense of a power to think and act. Never before has a 
situation raised with such acuity the question of collectives and ways 
of living in the world that are and will be able to produce this intelli-
gence.

A world in common
For the heirs of Western modernity, the global ecological disaster is 
making a brutal return to Earth: the world is closed and its resources 
finite. There are no more wild frontiers to conquer: our expeditions 
into space will not save us, or perhaps the few billionaires who will have
known in time to invest in the headlong rush. The world is definitely a 
large ecosystem where different local ecosystems interact. Interde-



pendent links bind the living - and among them humans, bacteria and in-
organic matter.

In contrast to the western modernity that has set out to distinguish 
between culture and nature, we are re-experiencing the reciprocal in-
terweaving of the world of man and nature. However, this return of the
experience of nature's meteorological weather to the history of 
mankind occurs dramatically in the form of a succession of cataclysms 
[4].

The earth-ship sinks. And it sinks for everyone, even if some more than 
others will be able to afford lifebuoys, like those rich survivalists, 
leaders of Silicon Valley or major digital investors, who buy land on high
ground or artificial islands in anticipation of rising sea levels.

But it is not said that their ultimate buoys will survive the acidity of 
the oceans, nor the forms that life will take in this time after the end.
Against these individualistic solutions, it becomes obvious that a non-
barbarian response to the catastrophe must take into account all the 
collectives with which we coexist on the only world we have.

The possibilities of collective intelligence
But how can we think collectively in these times of the end? How can 
we respond to the intrusion of ecological disaster into human politics 
when "beings" such as radioactive contaminants produce effects whose 
duration seems to render the ordinary time of collective and political 
action inoperative?

The scale of the situation is staggering. In fact, our contemporaries 
are experiencing a form of cold panic in the face of the enormity of 
the event (the real possibility of the end of the world) and its causes 
(man being elevated to the status of a geological force). "We are pow-
erless before our almighty power" says De Castro.[5] Except for some 
who surf precisely on both collective impotence and the delirium of 
almighty power.

Indeed, a small group of humans speculate on disaster in order to suc-
ceed in placing themselves and their authoritarian solutions above oth-
ers. Made up of engineers, scientists and businessmen - stakeholders in
the conditions by which the climate crisis has come about - they are 
working towards the constitution, in the near future, of a form of 
geopower.

Their project is nothing less than a complete mastery of the "earth's 
metabolism" based on a set of sophisticated technical processes such 



as the regulation of global warming through geo-engineering. For exam-
ple, they promote the dispersion of sulphur in the atmosphere to lower
the global temperature. In addition to the major health effects of such
a project, as well as the risks of climate disruption, it implies that sul-
phur would have to continue to be spread or else the temperature 
would rise rapidly and probably above the initial levels.

An irreversible commitment, therefore, which is in line with the 
Promethean projects of modernity: total control of natural cycles by 
almighty man. Finally, some men, in this case a handful of stewards, are 
already projecting themselves into the controls of the "Earth system" 
with the human species as their subject [6].

This dystopia under construction is made possible, among other things, 
by a certain way of telling the story of the anthropocene, the 
umpteenth actualisation of the epic of man whose exceptional destiny 
was to stand out from a nature that it was his duty to dominate. This 
new great narrative, which opens with hunter-gatherers, and which 
reached its climax during the great acceleration of the industrial revo-
lution, retraces the history of a human species, irresponsible and 
whose awareness of the harmful consequences of its activity would 
have been awakened by science.

Here the responsibility for the advent of the disaster, or even the 
guilt, would be shared homogeneously by the whole human species. Func-
tioning in the manner of a Christian narrative, the promise of salvation 
would be made possible and driven by what this discourse makes possi-
ble: a class of new experts for the anthropocene, or anthopocenolo-
gist.

This narrative singularly omits the socio-environmental inequalities in 
the advent of the disaster [7]. No consideration is given to such simple
facts as the ecological footprint of an average North American is 32 
times greater than that of an average Ethiopian; 1% of the world's 
wealth is held by the poorest half (43.6% of the population) of humanity
against 99% for the richest (1% of the population) [8].

This great narrative, those who produce it and their delusions of total 
climate control have echoed the plans for world domination of the Cold
War era. And like the atomic weapons that dot the globe, they are a 
serious threat to the possibilities of thinking collectively about the 
conditions for a real transformation of the way the world is lived.

Against this intelligence of knowing how to profit from the situation, 
what would be the conditions of possibility of intelligences about the 
situation that are not that of speculating on disaster. How to involve 



enlarged collectives that are not those by whose hands the disaster 
happened, how not to reproduce its logic?

How did we get here?
In order to demonstrate the idea of a guilt that is homogeneously 
shared by the human race, we need alternative narratives that answer 
the question: how did we get here?

This is what certain currents in the history of science are working on 
by highlighting the oppositions and resistances that have been present
at every stage of proto-capitalism and industrial capitalism and which 
had to be circumvented, repressed, delegitimized and integrated into 
the ways of governing industrial risk and its social and health effects.

In the nineteenth century, real world conflicts were played out that 
brought ontologies and ways of living in the world into conflict and in 
which strategies were implemented to delegitimise traditional knowledge
and epistemologies [9]. Similarly, the acceleration phase following the 
Second World War, wrongly called by some "the glorious thirty", was in-
terspersed with resistance to the construction of new infrastructures
and criticism of their pollution [10].

10] We need these stories because they allow us to draw from these 
struggles tools, practices and relationships with the world, in an up-
dated form, which are so many alternatives to the pursuit of the logic 
of the disaster. What, for example, would be a medicine that would 
once again pay attention to the way in which environments act on bod-
ies and that would hold together the imperative of good health for 
bodies and the environments in which they evolve?

Stories of alternative futures
Equally important are the scenarios we develop for possible futures 
other than that of the geocrats, for example. Here it is necessary to 
distinguish between the narratives that reconduce this relationship to 
the future of the moderns, the offspring of the linear time of 
progress, which serves as a moral alibi for a de-responsibility as to the
consequences of our actions; and those that propose to relearn how 
to pay attention to what comes and what comes.

Reintroducing attention to the consequences of our decisions, nurtur-
ing a form of responsibility that is attentive to the relations between 
present and future generations, building a sense of temporal commu-
nity, this is what the proposal of a pragmatic political ecology implies. 



It is a proposal that commits us to make the collectives of the future 
part of our powers to think and act. The way in which future genera-
tions have been invited into the debate on nuclear waste to prevent it
from being closed too easily in the name of the authority of science 
and its experts, may be an avenue for thinking with our descendants 
[11].

But the invocation of future generations is often restricted to the hu-
man world. How, then, can we develop futures that put an end to what 
Whitehead called the bifurcation between nature and humanity? Or in 
other words, how to put an end to alienation, in the etymological sense
of separation (from the Latin alii: the other), to the feeling of ab-
sence, absence of this "other" constructed by modernity, the non-hu-
man, but also absence of those beings who are increasingly lacking in 
numbers (insects, birds, glaciers...)?

The narrative fabulation is a way of trying to respond to the call of 
these absentees.

"How can we give the future the conditions for a possible world, for its
maintenance, or even its restoration, to nourish the awareness of a co-
evolution, the will to increase intertwining with other species in a living 
world that is breaking up?

The proposal shares affinities with pragmatist political ecology, but fol-
lows Haraway's lead - "we need new narratives" [13] and at the same 
time attempts to answer Stengers' question: how can we think on the 
brink? [14]

Camille is one of the children in this attempt. There are many ways to 
tell the story of Camille, a child of compost born several generations 
ago. Here is one [15]: our descendant Camille belongs to a kinship, mis-
translated as a network of kinship that links human families and sym-
bionts, in the case of Camille's kinship, that of the monarch butterfly. 
More than a relationship, the humans of this kinship have a responsibil-
ity towards their symbiote. This responsibility is experienced intimately
by humans through the implantation of the symbiont's DNA and through 
an awareness of the symbiotic life form from an early age.

This is the stratagem imagined by fabulators to make us sensitive again
to the nature that composes us and that we compose in return. In-
deed, the disappearance of the symbiote would then be experienced 
brutally as a profound psychic and physical absence.

This feeling of intimate responsibility obliges the members of this kin-
ship to try to maintain the living conditions and biodiversity necessary 
for the monarchs. The monarch is a butterfly that migrates thousands 



of kilometres each year, over several generations of butterflies, and 
whose habitat is now endangered by pesticides, GMOs and the fragmen-
tation of the territory.

In this hopeful future, the members of Camille's kinship have spread out
along the western and eastern coasts of the Pacific, in order to pre-
serve places to rest and recharge their batteries along the way, and 
in particular to preserve the toxic milkweed, the Monarch's host plant.

This exercise in narrative fabulation draws on the threads of present - 
and fragile - experiences to nourish the imagination of futures where 
the possible still exists despite the complex conditions they inherit. 
The story is based on the experience of Yellowstone Park in California, 
where the reintroduction of the wolf has had a redeployment effect on
biodiversity. This experience allows Camille's ancestors to imagine pock-
ets of territories (mines, abandoned quarries) where communities have 
learned to regenerate local ecosystems. And in return, these tales of 
futures that are not just the reign of barbarism, tell us the experi-
ences of the present that we want to take care of to open up possi-
bilities for the future.

A policy of presence
We who inherit modernity are only just beginning to realise that our 
destiny and that of the Earth's other ecological communities are inex-
tricably linked. Responding to the catastrophe (ecological, cultural, so-
cial, political) to which Western modernity has committed us requires us
to think from the multiple and complex relationships that bind us to 
the non-human, and even to think with the non-human.

How can we take into account the points of view of non-human collec-
tives? First of all, this requires us to change our viewpoint and no 
longer see the non-human in the form of means, or only in terms of its 
usefulness, but to recognise its ends. What does it change when a hu-
man person engages in a relationship, no longer with an object, but with
an extra-human person? Can anthropomorphism thwart the anthropocen-
trism that characterises the relationship between modern people and 
non-human beings? For example, when scientists begin to treat animals 
as people, begin to ask questions of interest to them, and allow them-
selves to be changed by the relationship, the possibility of bringing 
different points of view together and participating in the construction
of a common world may be created [16].

How can the need for a politics of presence in the sense of a politics 
in which non-humans are present also be taken seriously? There is per-



haps something to be drawn from the perspectivist proposals, i.e. from
the (re)knowledge of the existence of the political in the non-human. It
then becomes possible to interact with non-human collectives in forms 
that correspond to their own politics. The way we look at the wolf, for 
example, has metamorphosed with the re-cognition that animals draw up
conventions and negotiate among themselves, especially concerningth-
eir territory. On the basis of this re-cognition, some people try to in-
tegrate the symbols of the wolf and its physico-chemical markings into 
the development of cohabitation within a shared territory [17].

How, finally, can we think about the dependence of human beings on the
biodiversity made possible by the Earth's other ecological communities?
This means recognising that there are non-human, or extra-human, pow-
ers to act, with their own know-how, intelligence and time for action, 
which respond in their own way to damage of anthropogenic origin. For 
example, forests transformed our living conditions long before the time
of human action began, and continue, with difficulty, to create the 
conditions necessary for life.

"Trees are probably the best equipped in terms of bodies, metabolisms 
and know-how to deal with the specific types of problems we face as a 
result of global warming and the explosion of CO2 in the atmosphere" 
[18].

But how can these powers be brought together in a political strategy 
against the destructive power of certain forms of human activity? The 
network for forestry alternatives in France is an example of an at-
tempt to develop a common strategy between humans and the restora-
tive power of forest societies - this "fabric of communication, informa-
tion exchange and molecular mutual aid" [19].

This network brings together ecologists, trainers, researchers, ac-
tivists, nature lovers, foresters and, of course, forests. Their objec-
tive is to build up a network of information, practices and struggles 
over French forests, but also to buy back forests in order to remove 
them from the market and give them the opportunity to deploy their 
power of care.

This type of experience, that of an alliance between human and forest 
intelligence, and of an arrangement between the short time of human 
action and the long time of forest action, is one of the paths that can
inspire us to rethink our reciprocal interweaving with the world.

Writing alternative narratives of the past, creating futures that are 
open to the possible and sensitive to the co-habitation and co-evolu-
tion of species and other interdependent entities, entering politics 



with non-humans without anthropocentrism, experimenting with alliances 
with non-human intelligences, this article aimed to propose these few 
avenues to be questioned, with which to dialogue, from which to draw 
inspiration, in order to attempt complex and non-barbarian responses 
to the current catastrophe.
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Conclusion
The Point, However, Is to Change It

Philosophy students reading Karl Marx are either intrigued or irritated 
 by the eleventh thesis on Ludwig Feuerbach: “The philosophers have 

only interpreted the world, in various ways. The point, however, is to change 
it” (Marx 1975, 423). Of course, changing the world necessarily involves in-
terpreting it; adequate ontological work, manifest in the form of purpose-
fully and ethically transforming the material situation of what the world is, 
requires excellent epistemic work. In the kind of world we’re in now, a world 
of unimaginable complexity and difficulty, excellent epistemic work is hard 
to come by— it is hard to know everything that matters, and hard to have a 
solid method for that knowing. I have speculated in this book that the expe-
rience of being overwhelmed by any attempt to understand the knottiness 
and tangle of entanglement is partially responsible for what I have called a 
purity politics of despair. This approach begins to interpret the world, dis-
covers that there is no easy solution to suffering and implication, and stops 
at making the more manageable agential cut of personal purity practices. In 
the introduction, I affirmed John Holloway’s reformulation of Marx’s elev-
enth thesis— “We live in an unjust society and we wish it were not so”— and 
his impulse to always hold the descriptive (despair) and prescriptive (hope) 
parts of that phrase together (Holloway 2010, 7). For those of us who believe 
that the world deserves more than interpretation, description, and despair, 
politics based on purity will remain unlivable.

Purity is never possible in the world, and it is only unevenly possible in 
concept. And yet the focus on knowing more or better— the epistemic nar-
rowly conceived— expresses a response to purity’s impossibility. This matters 
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politically for those of us who want to change the world. In activist spaces 
over the last ten years, I have seen an upswing in what I would characterize 
as a commitment to staying at the level of the epistemic as a response to the 
complexity and impurity of the world: conspiracy theories. Years ago visit-
ing childhood friends in Manhattan, I was shocked (and a little embarrassed 
by association— my very smart friend was with me, and I worried what she’d 
think) to discover that one of them was a 9/11 “truther”; he believed that  
the World Trade towers had been brought down by prelaid charges, that  
the whole thing was connected to the Illuminati in some way, and other 
things along these lines. On the way home, talking through the conversa-
tion, my friend said that the thing that struck her about the conversation was 
that— aside from some of the material issues about airline fuel and collaps-
ing buildings— she agreed with a lot of what he’d said; taking an anticapital-
ist view of the situation of the world leads one to think that there is a small 
group of people causing enormous immiseration for profit, linked together 
in troubling ways, whose actions are obfuscated even as they are enabled by 
governmental and extragovernmental policies and practices.

One key difference between a conspiracy theorist and an activist, for lack 
of a better word, is that the conspiracy theorist holds that the best defense is 
more and better knowledge (read my website, listen to my explanation, in- 
vestigate what you know) and the activist holds that the best defense is cre-
ating another world. An anti- oppression approach might start on the level  
of the epistemic, but it always leads toward action in the world, to specula-
tive ontological commitments to different futures. The point is to change the 
world, this world, and so the point is complicated, compromised, and impos-
sible to conceptualize, let alone achieve alone. People doing movement work 
usually get lots of things wrong, which might not be such a problem— if the 
purpose of the work isn’t to be right. Instead, our purpose is to contingently 
make it be that something that deserves a future has one. Almost all the  
people I know who are doing activist work, effective or not, are trying to 
move beyond the epistemic and into the ontic— we are attempting to prefig-
ure something.

At the same time, I have been struck by a shift on the left away from what 
could be characterized as righteous politics— collective work toward a future 
prefigured in present practice. This is a shift toward a self- righteous poli- 
tics startlingly in line with conspiracy theories; what matters is whether  
you, individually, have the correct language, analysis, and critique. I’m not 
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disparaging posting things on the Internet, but posting things on the Inter-
net should be understood as closer to the “interpreting the world” end of the 
spectrum than it is to the “change the world” end. Of course, recalling Karen 
Barad, to interpret the world is to change the world— the “privileging of 
epistemological issues over ontological ones in the constructivist literature” 
notwithstanding (Barad, 41). Responding to entanglement and its impuri- 
ties will benefit from her conception of the entanglement of knowing and 
being— “Knowing is a direct material engagement, a practice of intra- acting 
with the world as part of the world in its dynamic material configuring, its 
ongoing articulation” (379). In this account, interpreting the world and chang-
ing it are inseparable— ontoepistemological— and thus they are matters for 
ethics and for politics.

Global warming and climate change have underlain much of my thinking 
in this book, perhaps in the sense that Timothy Morton articulates in terms 
of its nature as a “hyperobject”— sticky, viscous, relational, impossible to  
not think about, impossible to fully understand, not here but nowhere but 
here. Hyperobjects are “massively distributed in time and space relative to 
humans” (Morton 2013, 10). Global warming is one such hyperobject. As 
Morton writes,

The enormity of very large finitude hollows out my decisions from the inside. 
Now every time I so much as change a confounded light bulb, I have to think 
about global warming. It is the end of the world, because I can see past the lip 
of the horizon of human worlding. . . . It is helpful to think of global warming 
as something like an ultra slow motion nuclear bomb. The incremental effects 
are almost invisible, until an island disappears underwater. (91)

I am sympathetic to key parts of Morton’s account of hyperobjects— they are 
another way to think about the difficulty of orienting ourselves toward consti-
tutive entanglement and living always after the impossibility of separation and 
purity. That confounded light bulb, in Morton’s slightly old- fashioned cranky 
phrase, mixes, muddles, interrupts— the Latin is that that which confounds, 
confuses. In statistics, confounding happens when we cannot eliminate mul-
tiple explanations for the relationships we observe between phenomena. 
And yet, I look for more than the conception of hyperobjects, particularly  
if it is meant to invoke some form of response from us, and for some way  
to delineate appropriate different responses to global warming, on the one 
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hand, and a nuclear bomb, on the other. Perhaps for this reason, I return to 
Anna Tsing’s conception of living in disturbance regimes, in blasted land-
scapes that still can be spaces for hope.

A pair of short stories, both written by Hiromi Kawakami and published 
in the collection March Was Made of Yarn: Reflections on the Japanese Earth-
quake, Tsunami, and Nuclear Meltdown, have helped me think about living 
in blasted landscapes. The first version, from 1993, is “Kami- sama,” trans-
lated as “God Bless You.” The “god” in this story is not a Christian god— 
Kami are more multiple and often more ground- level gods, as Kawakami 
narrates in her discussion of the story. She writes:

Many such gods existed in ancient Japan. There were gods who presided over 
all aspects of greater nature: gods of the mountains, of the ocean and the rivers, 
of the wind and the rain. There were gods connected to daily life as well: gods 
of the rice fields, of human habitation, of the hearth, the toilet, and the well. 
Gods who punished, animal gods. There were demons, too, and giants, gob-
lins, and tree spirits that ranged across Japan, from the archipelago all the way 
down to Okinawa. (Kawakami 2012, 44)

“God Bless You” is a story about an ordinary day; the narrator receives (and 
accepts) an invitation to go for a walk from the bear who has moved into 
apartment 305, just down the hall. The walk to a nearby river is ordinary, 
and the bear is really a bear; people tease him on the way to the river, he 
catches fish in very bear- ish fashion. At the end of the story, we see that 
proximity and intimacy can be negotiated in this slightly strange world; the 
bear asks the narrator for a hug. The narrator tells us:

“Would you mind if we hugged?” he finally asked. “Where I come from, that’s 
what we do when we say goodbye to someone we feel close to. If you don’t like 
the idea, of course, then we don’t have to.”

I consented. The bear took a step forward, spread his arms wide, and 
embraced my shoulders. Then he pressed his cheek against mine. I could smell 
the odor of bear. He moved his other cheek to mine and squeezed me firmly 
again. His body was cooler than I had expected. (53)

The only reference to the kami of the title of the story is a mention of a bear 
god— the bear who lives next door is not framed or understood as a kami, 
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but just an ordinary, very polite, and old- fashioned bear, who lives next door 
and maybe goes on a walk with one. This bear practices consent politics in 
negotiating physical contact. The narrator says: “I tried picturing what the 
bear god looked like, but it was beyond my imagination” (ibid.). The original 
version of the story raises questions about how we ought to think about 
anthropomorphizing animals and what it is to get on with them, as neigh-
bors or gods.

The revised version of the story, “God Bless You, 2011,” is exactly the same 
as the original except that it invites another unpicturable kami into the 
frame: the god of uranium. In her postscript to the revision of the story, 
Kawakami asks, “If the god of uranium really exists, then what must he be 
thinking? Were this a fairy tale of old, what would happen when humans 
break the laws of nature and turn gods into minions?” (Kawakami 2012, 47). 
At every point in the story, the ordinary activities of going for a walk, catch-
ing fish, coming home are suffused with the nuclear imaginary— the reader 
experiences every move the narrator makes in relation to their possible radi-
ation exposure levels. When the bear asks for a hug, for example, the lan-
guage is almost identical to the original:

“Would you mind if we hugged?” he finally asked. “Where I come from, that’s 
what we do when we say goodbye to someone we feel close to. If you don’t like 
the idea, of course, then we don’t have to.”

I consented. The fact that bears don’t take baths meant that there would 
probably be more radiation on his body. But it had been my decision from the 
start to remain in this part of the country, so I could hardly be squeamish.

The bear took a step forward, spread his arms wide, and embraced my 
shoulders. Then he pressed his cheek against mine. I could smell the odor of 
bear. He moved his other cheek to mine and squeezed me firmly again. His 
body was cooler than I had expected. (43)

What does is mean to hug the bear? This is not the ordinary question for 
thinking about our relations with megafauna others; the story is generative 
for its everyday, speculative fiction avoidance of the dynamic that Jake Met-
calf identifies as intimacy without proximity— our normal relation with bears 
as companion species (Metcalf 2008). The story refuses also the kind of com-
plex questions raised by a book like the classic novel Bear, in which a librar-
ian cataloguing a collection on an island in northern Ontario has a sexual 
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relationship with a chained bear. The intimacy and proximity of “God Bless 
You,” the original story, stages certain questions about purity— who is a per-
son versus who is a human person, about animal odors, and about the kind of 
respect for bodily boundaries implied in asking for active consent for a hug.

The revised story still stages these questions, but it adds the boundary- 
crossing, bodily entanglement of radiation exposure. The narrator purpose-
fully does not wear protective clothing, though they do measure and record 
their exposure in daily microsieverts, shower carefully, and it is not clear if 
they will eat the cesium- laden bottom feeding salted fish the bear caught  
at the river. Hardly being squeamish is not a practice of letting down all pro-
tective practices. Rather, I read the 2011 version of the story, written after the 
actual earthquake, tsunami, and reactor meltdown but referencing a more 
general “incident,” as an instruction in co- implication. The bodily and social 
relations we are forced to have in virtue of living in one place and not another 
are woven together with differential attention to the effects of those places— 
Becquerel or microsieverts potentially producing burns, cancer, or exhaus-
tion. Kawakami writes about reworking her story:

I had no intention of standing in the pulpit and preaching against the dangers 
of nuclear power. Rather, my purpose was to express my amazement at how 
our daily lives can go on uneventfully day after day and then suddenly be so 
dramatically changed by external events. The experience left me with a quiet 
anger that still has not subsided. Yet, in the end, this anger is directed at noth-
ing other than myself. Who built today’s Japan if not me— and others like  
me? Even as we bear this anger, we carry on our mundane lives. Stubbornly,  
we refuse to give up, to say the hell with it. For when all is said and done, it  
is always a joy to be alive, however daunting the circumstances. (Kawakami 
2012, 47– 48)

This quiet anger at myself and others like me, carrying on our mundane but 
affected lives, this refusal to give up even in daunting circumstances, this joy, 
delimits a way to live in the midst of the blasted world. In chapter 4, I dis-
cussed what we might understand as the story of the Fukushima meltdown 
as part of thinking about what Gabrielle Hecht calls “nuclearity,” the process 
by which we come to identify certain things as nuclear, asking what ethical 
response we might make to our complicity in nuclear disaster and other 
complex and distributed harms.
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To live in an unjust world and wish it were not so is to formulate an 
impulse to respond. These paired short stories offer a model for response  
to something to which it is impossible to adequately respond. The last sen-
tences of Morton’s book are: “In a strange way, every object is a hyperobject. 
But we can only think this thought in light of the ecological emergency 
inside of which we have now woken up. Heidegger said that only a god  
can save us now. As we find ourselves waking up within a series of gigantic 
objects, we realize that he forgot to add: We just don’t know what sort of  
god” (Morton 2013, 138). Kawakami’s stories and reflections offer the possi-
bility of the kami as the right sort of god for us— ordinary, local, powerful, 
and with whom we can stand in nonidentical and nongenetic relation. This 
god is multiple, not all- powerful, not vengeful, but not all- loving either;  
they are not going to save us, but if we stand in the right kind of relation we 
might help with some collective and contingent salvation. Elizabeth Povinelli 
reaches for a form of ethical impulse not “dependent on a certain kind of 
event and eventfulness,” but instead in response to mundane, and suffusive, 
suffering. She asks, “How does one construct an ethics in relation to this kind 
of dispersed suffering?” (Povinelli 2011, 4). Povinelli is “interested in forms 
of suffering and dying, enduring and expiring, that are ordinary, chronic, and 
cruddy rather than catastrophic, crisis- laden, and sublime” (13). The com-
bined ethical and political response I have advocated for in this book refuses 
the purity politics involved in the catastrophic, crisis- laden sublime— that 
which signals a before and an after harm, and longs for a return to the state 
before. Instead, starting from Haraway’s sense of response, and her com-
mitment to a contingent real world, we might stay with the trouble of the 
ordinary. Haraway writes: “I experience becoming worldly as a process of 
nurturing attachment sites and sticky knots that emerge from the mundane 
and the ordinary” (Haraway 2008, 296). It may be that the scale and the  
possibility for response engendered in this space of the ordinary is very dif-
ferent than hyperobjects allow; neither is graspable or pure, but one might 
allow the kind of joy in daunting circumstances that allow us to work on 
changing the world.

Global warming is ordinary, chronic, and cruddy— it is more like the radi-
ation emitted in the regular course of a reactor’s life changing the bodies of 
the leaf bugs that Cornelia Hesse- Honegger draws than it is like the experi-
ence of a nuclear bomb. But it is also catastrophic, world- shaping, and hard 
to respond to in its entirety. As I have argued in thinking about distributed 
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ethicality, opening freedom to others will always be a matter of ordinary 
activity in a world that is emergent in the sense of unfolding, unexpectable, 
nonlinear results. Global warming is one paradigm case for recognizing  
our entanglement, becoming overwhelmed, and defaulting to the kind of 
politics of despair that can result from recognizing that individual purity  
or actions aiming toward it are not going to solve the collective, complex 
problems in which we are differentially complicit. When we attempt to turn 
toward thinking about what’s happening to the climate and the world, pretty 
quickly things get either very depressing or very confusing.

There are a lot of people responding to global warming, with pessimism 
and with hope, in daunting circumstances. Popular- science writer David 
Roberts offers this observation on forming social movements around climate:

Maybe climate is so abstract and nonlinear, spread over such huge geographi-
cal and temporal distances, that the intellectual and emotional work required 
to fully apprehend it is simply out of reach for most ordinary people, living 
lives in the present, surrounded by people and problems that affect them 
directly. Maybe there just isn’t enough to climate, enough emotional calories, 
to sustain a broad social movement focused directly on it. (Roberts 2015)

He suggests instead that everyone should have a “Climate Thing,” a “close-  
by proxy through which they can express their climate concern in a way that 
has local effects and tangible rewards.” This is a useful conception of the 
ways we can make of ourselves an attachment site, a sticky knot, for con- 
necting to other people doing work they care about through work we care 
about. But staying with our own Climate Thing has limited output in setting 
specifically political goals. One of my favorite interventions in this tendency 
is a pamphlet called “Organizing Cools the Planet” (Kahn Russell and Moore 
2011). This pamphlet begins from an antiracist environmental- justice model 
of climate justice, centrally recognizing that people experience more of the 
harm of global warming if they are living in poverty, or in nations that have 
been colonized— as they write, “climate change certainly doesn’t affect every-
body equally” (11). Kahn Russell and Moore offer the imperative to “find your 
frontline.” They say, “Figure out the material and systemic impact that cli-
mate change has on [you] and [your] community, name it, and get organized 
around it. Maybe that’s where [you] should take action— and maybe not. 
Everyone has a frontline, but not all frontlines are equally strategic” (14). 
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And setting and evaluating what will count as strategic, aligning our front-
line with collectively determined other frontlines, is political work based on 
explicit solidarity negotiation. Kahn Russell and Moore offer a quote widely 
attributed to Murri theorist and artist Lilla Watson, coming out of her work 
with other Aboriginal activists in the 1970s: “If you have come to help me, 
then you are wasting your time. But if you have come because your libera-
tion is bound up with mine, then let us work together” (15). Solidarity work 
in this vein calls on us to lay out practical, concrete methods for assessing 
and practicing long- haul organizing toward climate justice.

Solidarity and collective strategic work open the space for the kind of dis-
tributed ethicality that I discussed in chapter 4, and call for an explicit con-
ception of what it means to imagine a future and organize toward it. Turning 
toward politics involves turning purity aside— the differential implication 
and harm of global warming as an object for action means that individual 
action will never be sufficient to address what needs to be addressed. But 
this is the case for everything I’ve engaged in this book— the ongoing pres-
ent and past of colonialism as a site for resistance, remembering the work 
and lives of activists of the past as we work in the present, crafting ways  
to respond to the changes pesticides and herbicides effect on bodies in the 
world, understanding ethical decisions resulting from our embodied being 
as distributed and political, and engaging speculative futures that can enact 
open normativities.

Against Purity has been against, but in its againstness I hope it has been 
clear that it is very much for— for optimism of the will in these profoundly 
pessimistic times, for collective determination of how to get on together, for 
staying with the trouble we’re in. Aiming at individual purity can produce  
a seemingly satisfying self- righteousness in the scant moments we achieve  
it, but since it is ultimately impossible, aiming for purity will always dis-
appoint. Orienting ourselves toward flourishing, toward the contingent pro-
liferation of ways of being we cannot predict, toward surprise, opens us to 
the possibility that the world can go on. And sometimes this possibility is 
more challenging than the idea that the world is over. In the interviews I 
have been doing recently to gather some of the history of AIDS activism in 
the Canadian context, I have spoken to many people who have been living 
with AIDS for longer than twenty years. Many of them say that it was sur-
prisingly hard to live after the arrival of antiretroviral drugs— both materi-
ally, since many of them had spent all of their savings, but also in more 
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ephemeral ways encountered in suddenly having to project themselves into 
a less- bounded future. Frodo and Samwise might not expect to walk out  
of Mordor, and yet through trying anyhow they have a chance to make it 
through. To be against purity is to start from an understanding of our impli-
cation in this compromised world, to recognize the quite vast injustices in- 
forming our everyday lives, and from that understanding to act on our wish 
that it were not so. I believe that this orientation is at the heart of prefigura-
tive, loving, social movement practices whose point is not only to interpret 
the world, but to change it. We cannot predict what might emerge from indi-
vidual and collective practices of staying with the trouble, except that it holds 
the possibility of another world, still imperfect and impure, and another one 
after that. The possibility of other worlds, hospitable to hosting many worlds, 
might be beyond our capacity to imagine. Still, such a possibility can only 
arise because of our imperfect attempts to make it so.
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If anything defines the modern era, as McKenzie Wark has already argued in 
this volume, it is the belief that the future will be different from the past. 
Modernity entails a forward-looking and unidirectional temporality, 
predicated on the differentiation of time into two separate moments: that 
which has been and that which will be. The notion of “the future” as object of 
economical and emotional investment is a function of its linear representation 
of time. But this articulation of difference hinges on, and intersects with, 
another articulation of difference: racial difference.

The naturalization of progressive time, via notions of biological and, 
by extension, cultural evolution is entwined with imperialism, colonialism, 
and globalization. From the Renaissance onward, culture, traditionally seen 
as static or blighted, became increasingly chronologically coded: a unilinear 
panorama within which different cultures could be measured against one 
another according to a single metric of civilizational “progress,” and whose 
status could be accumulated as evolutionary capital. This preoccupation with 
linearity and forward-moving processes turned temporality into a biopolitical 
and, by extension, necropolitical instrument. Aligned in a classificatory 
schema that moves from most primitive to most civilized, different 
populations came to acquire a different chronological ranking, separating 
ostensibly “advanced” societies from “underdeveloped” ones. 

Chronotechnics

Temporality is not simply a thing measured by calendars and 
clocks, it is an emotional or affective structure. Straight time, or what 
Elizabeth Freeman calls “chrononormativity”—maturation, marriage, 
reproduction, inheritance—is tied to the notion of “the good life,” and the 
imperatives of upward mobility, employment opportunity, and dura-ble 
intimacy, which bind personal agency to the political economy. Con-versely, 
chrononormativity has a punitive relation to minorities and the marginal. As 
Damien M. Sojoyner sustains, “Time’s structural effect on Black people 
dissolves and is reconfigured as Black people’s lack of de-sire, will, or 
internal fortitude to change their circumstances in the present moment.”20 Black 
Americans are more likely to do time than to invest in immortality, unlike the 
affluent transhumanists. Poverty and precarious-ness also take a toll on one ’s 
grasp of temporality—who can plan ahead when the dearth of forms of 
assistance and relief, the uncertainty of pros-pects, institutional and social 
pressures, precariousness and isolation, all seem to conspire to nullify the 
possibility of a rational or efficacious re-sponse to existential crisis? 

Out of sync with the progressive temporality of economic growth, 
national identity, upward mobility, and heteronormative reproduction, the 
experience of marginal or minority groups makes manifest the “profound 
connection between differential temporalities and differential justices.”21 
These differential temporalites are defined primarily by adjournment or by 
temporal lags: “To be black in the United States meant that one had to wait for 
nearly everything.” Hence, as Michael Hanchard sustains, “the 
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struggle for black civil rights can be conceived of as a movement to reduce 
waiting” or eliminate “the differentials of human time.”22 

Race, technology, and time are also imbricated in the multiple nar-
ratives of familiarization and defamiliarization through which emotional 
investments are managed, micromanaged, and mismanaged, and through 
which the relation between affects and abstractions is produced and repro-
duced. Wendy Chun proposed describing race itself as a form of technol-
ogy, a machine that operates the interface between the visible (skin color) 
and the invisible or barely visible (cultural disposition, temporal status). 
The racial machine is not, strictly speaking, a technical apparatus; it is a 
semantic network, whose function is to foreclose, inhibit, preclude from 
enunciation, and force into the domain of the unthought, counterhege-
monic renderings of history, chronology, and experience. 

It is difficult to mourn lives one cannot imagine to be worth living, 
moreover when geographical and chronological distances are conflated. 
The nonurban and non-white never die in the “here and now”; they die as 
they lived: somewhere in the past—hence the lack of urgency in stopping 
US military drone killings, or the outsourcing of environmental hazards 
to the poorest and most vulnerable nations.23 

Rather than express disenchantment with the declining valence 
of futurity, what I find worth exploring is how temporality functions as 
a proxy for whiteness and empire. In other words, the questions I would 
like to pose are: Can one argue for a non-reactionary form of political and 
social “chance” while divesting from forward-looking time perspectives? 
Can “utopia” point to a time not of these times—and, by extension, to a 
world not of this world—rather than to a form of futurism or futurology? 
How to rearticulate the relation between the temporal and the technological 
while departing from the racial trappings of modernity? How to  theorize 
truancy or fugitivity rather than future-oriented ontology? How to  account 
for those who exist in different, subversive relations to chrononormative 
hegemony? Or for the great many lives left unscripted by officially sanc-
tioned narratives and their multiple, disjunctive experiences of time? 

Counter-futurisms

Afrofuturism, arguably the most important aesthetic movement 
of the postmodern era, has always been charged with a dual task: first, to 
decolonize technology by decoupling it from narratives of white moder-
nity that “positioned Africa […] at the furthest remove from the terminus 
of history,” and second, to subvert the Malthusian or apocalyptic ethos of 
Western temporality.24 
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The term Afrofuturism, a portmanteau of “Afro” (as in “of  Africa”) 
and “futurism,” is usually attributed to Mark Dery from an interview 
with Samuel Delany, Greg Tate, and Tricia Rose in a 1993 issue of South 
 Atlantic Quarterly.25 But the previous year Mark Sinker had already de-
scribed the specificity of black science fiction in his seminal article “Loving 
the Alien: In Advance of the Landing,” published in British experimen-
tal music magazine the Wire. In contradistinction to white eschatology, 

“the central fact in Black Science Fiction,” Sinker argued, “is an acknowl-
edgment that Apocalypse already happened.” Departing from vulgar 
Hegelianisms, Afrofuturism turns the Malthusian timeline on its head: the 
slave-ships “landed long ago” and “already laid waste [to] whole  societies, 
abducted and genetically altered swathes of citizenry, imposed without 
surcease their values.”26 For those who, after being abducted, survived 
the traumatic transatlantic voyage in the hulls of the slave ships to be sold 
to work on plantations, mines, or the construction industry, “Armaged-
don [has] been in effect.”27 

Rather than enabling a civilizing project, modernity instituted 
a de-civilizing void, whose dark trajectory began with the Middle Pas-
sage and slowly seeped into every corner and crevice of the colonial em-
pires. Within the vortex of colonial trade, “Africa and America—and so 
by extension Europe and Asia—are already in their various ways Alien 
 Nations.”28 There is no redemptive dimension, temporal or otherwise, to 
a world that, to paraphrase Richard Wright, contains “no spiritual sus-
tenance, had created no culture which could hold and claim [one ’s] alle-
giance and faith.”29

Because the experience of the enslaved as the subject who is forced 
to share the fate of the object bankrupts the very notion of “human-
ity,”30 the ideation of survival inevitably takes on a nonhuman form: the 
 Detroit-based electronic music duo Drexciya fictionalized an underwater 
world—the Black Atlantis—populated by the descendants of the pregnant 
women routinely thrown overboard by slavers, midway across the ocean. 
Their unborn babies, known as Drexciyans, somehow develop the ability 
to breathe liquid oxygen and thrive in the deep seas.

The boundary between science fiction and social reality, as Donna 
Haraway noted, is observer dependent.31 Science fiction became the cen-
tral literary vehicle for the articulation of the Afrofuturist imaginary be-
cause its very conventions as a genre focus on the experience of being “at 
odds with the apparatus of power in society […] of cultural dislocation, 
alienation and estrangement.”32 Alien abduction—to be secretly kid-
napped by nonhuman beings in possession of superior technology for the 
purpose of intrusive medical examinations, usually of a sexual nature, and 
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with a focus on the reproductive system—is a cipher for the accumulation 
and reproduction of bodies as units of labor power. Kodwo Eshun, a cru-
cial theorist of Afrofuturism, highlights Toni Morrison’s argument, from 
a 1991 interview with Paul Gilroy, that the enslaved Africans, who “ex-
perienced capture, theft, abduction, mutilation, and slavery were the first 
moderns [because] they underwent real conditions of existential home-
lessness, alienation, dislocation, and dehumanization that philosophers 
like Nietzsche would later define as quintessentially modern.”33 Sun Ra, 
the experimental composer credited as the father of Afrofuturism, used 
to say he came from Saturn.

In his science-fiction film Space Is the Place (1972–74), Sun Ra 
wagers the future of the black race on a game of cards he plays against a 
character called the Overseer. Revisiting this scene for her lecture perfor-
mance Afrogalactica: A Brief History of the Future, the Franco-Canadian 
artist Kapani Kiwanga points to the symbolic confrontation between two 
incommensurable worldviews: the Overseer draws a card with a picture 
of a luxury vehicle, the “foremost symbol of material gain in twentieth- 
century America.” In response Sun Ra holds up a card featuring a flying 
saucer, with the word “judgment” underneath. Whereas for the pimp-like 
Overseer, salvation can only be attained via inclusion in the marketplace 
(hence urging black people to rise from their community rather than with 
it), Sun Ra aims to resettle black life on a different planet—on a place not 
of this world—via the sonic transportation medium. The flying saucer, 
in Kiwanga’s view, is the space-age iteration of a recurring motif in the 
Afro-American imaginary, the “celestial chariot,” which she traces back 
to the spiritual “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,” written by Wallace Willis 
circa 1862, which describes an angel-sent ship “coming for to carry me 
home.” The ever-present image of evasion or escape acquires here a two-
fold dimension, conjuring at once the Underground Railroad (a network 
of secret routes used by African Americans to escape the slave states of 
the South) and the transcendental realm of sonic sanctuary, a soundscape 
able to comfort and assuage hurt, fear, and hunger.

The Last Angel of History (1995), by the Black Audio Film Collective’s  
John Akomfrah, opens with a story about the 1930s bluesman  Robert 
Johnson, who was said to have sold his soul to the devil at a crossroads in 
the Deep South. In return for his soul, Johnson was given the secret of a 
black technology now known as the blues—the same technology that later 
begat jazz, soul, R&B, rap, and, by extension, Sun Ra, Lee “Scratch” Perry, 
Public Enemy, Jimi Hendrix, George Clinton, Afrika Bambaataa, Ishmael 
Reed, and Earth, Wind & Fire. Two hundred years into the future, a data 
thief is charged with the task of refinding the crossroads and  collecting 
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the techno-fossils buried there. Put together, these elements yield a code, 
the key to an Afrofuture. But the data thief only has one clue: the phrase 

“mothership connection.” Syncretism, sampling, and assemblage emerge 
here as the fundamental operations for constituting and reconstituting the 
terms of an orphaned collective life, burdened by centuries of abuse. But 
these operations also “unravel any linear model of the future,” creating a 
modality of time which is “plastic, stretchable and prophetic,”34 and most 
importantly, forked into futurism and fugitivity. 

Flight and fugitivity, as H. L. T. Quan sustains, are the sites of black 
radical praxis, a form of ungovernability from below. The term Afro-
futurism is something of a misnomer, which forces the genre into a kinship 
with Italian Futurism, and by extension fascism. Though certain elements 
of Afrofuturism, as they have been sublated into pop culture, acquired 
a technophilic dimension (for example, the Marvel Studios film Black 
 Panther) or tend to orient themselves toward mythological history (an-
cient Egypt, the Ethiopian Empire, Dogon cosmology) or fetishize under- 
examined idioms of Afro-American history (like the moniker Black Star, 
after the Black Star Line, the shipping company incorporated by  Marcus 
Garvey in order to facilitate the repatriation of black Americans back to 
Africa with the aim of establishing an ethno-nation, a project that mirrors 
the fascist impulse toward racial segregation). Afrofuturism remains, for 
the most part, a counter-futurist chronopolitical intervention, a form of 
temporal rather than spatial fugitivity that wholly departs from the future 
qua totalizing dimension. 

Conclusion

In 2003, Fredric Jameson famously said that it’s easier to imagine  
the end of the world than to imagine the end of capitalism.35 As Lauren 
Berlant has argued, the same attachments that help reproduce what is 
damaging in the world are at the same time those that hold the world to-
gether as coherent representation. Capitalism is not just a form of political 
economy, it’s an affective structure, a way of ordering daily life. Giving 
up one ’s attachments, however cruel or toxic, would mean giving up the 
world and one ’s position in it. This is the reason, I believe, why it remains 
so difficult to willfully refuse to orient oneself toward the future, even 
as increasing numbers of people fall out of the social, characterized as a 
bad investment or not worth investing in because there is no future to ex-
tract—from lives or labor-time. In his book The Parasite (1980),  Michel 
Serres replaces the term “exchange value” with “abuse value,” describ-
ing all modalities of exchange as forms of exploitation. Parasitism, Serres 
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 argues, is the true model for the “complete, irrevocable consumption” that 
only works in one direction: “One feeds on another and gives nothing in 
return.”36 This irreversibility mirrors the linearity of modern temporal-
ity. Without the parasite there is no arrow of time, no asymmetry, no pro-
gressive history.  

Instead of thinking about the future as a place one must find a way 
into, I find it helpful to think of the future as an entity with whom we en-
tered a parasitic relation. To exit this relation would entail rendering our-
selves unavailable for investments in temporality qua transcendence. To 
quote Evan Calder Williams in the guise of a conclusion, if by future we 
mean simply “that sensation of coming unstuck” in and from the “forms 
that bind lives, materials, and systems, in variably punitive ways, to a 
mode of time designed around the continuity of the present,”37 fugitiv-
ity or truancy—as figures of thought—may offer an exit strategy, a route 
toward non-futurology.
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Formal and Informal Structures

Contrary to what we would like to be-
lieve, there is no such thing as a
‘structureless’ group. Any group of peo-
ple of whatever nature coming to-
gether for any length of time, for any
purpose, will inevitably structure it-
self in some fashion. The structure
may be flexible, it may vary over time,
it may evenly or unevenly distribute
tasks, power and resources over the
members of the group. But it will be
formed regardless of the abilities, per-
sonalities and intentions of the people
involved. The very fact that we are
individuals with different talents, pre-
disposition’s and backgrounds makes
this inevitable. Only if we refused to
relate or interact on any basis what-
soever could we approximate
‘structurelessness’ and that is not the
nature of a human group.

This means that to strive for a
‘structureless’ group is as useful and
as deceptive, as to aim at an ‘objective’
news story, ‘value-free’ social science
or a ‘free’ economy. A ‘laissez-faire’
group is about as realistic as a ‘laissez-
faire’ society; the idea becomes a
smokescreen for the strong or the
lucky to establish unquestioned he-
gemony over others. This hegemony
can easily be established because the
idea of ‘structurelessness’ does not pre-
vent the formation of informal struc-
tures, but only formal ones. Similarly,
‘laissez-faire’ philosophy did not pre-
vent the economically powerful from
establishing control over wages, prices
and distribution of goods; it only pre-

vented the government from doing
so. Thus ‘structurelessness’ becomes
a way of masking power, and within
the women’s movement it is usually
most strongly advocated by those
who are the most powerful (whether
they are conscious of their power or
not). The rules of how decisions are
made are known only to a few and
awareness of power is curtailed by
those who know the rules, as long as
the structure of the group is informal.
Those who do not know the rules and
are not chosen for initiation must re-
main in confusion, or suffer from
paranoid delusions that something is
happening of which they are not quite
aware.

For everyone to have the opportunity
to be involved in a given group and to
participate in its activities the struc-
ture must be explicit, not implicit. The
rules of decision-making must be open
and available to everyone, and this can
only happen if they are formalised.
This is not to say that normalisation
of a group structure will destroy the
informal structure. It usually doesn’t.
But it does hinder the informal struc-
ture from having predominant control
and makes available some means of
attacking it. ‘Structurelessness’ is or-
ganisationally impossible. We cannot
decide whether to have a structured
or structureless group; only whether
or not to have a formally structured
one. Therefore, the word will not be
used any longer except to refer to the
idea which it represents.  Unstruc-
tured  will refer to those groups which

have not been deliberately structured
in a particular manner.  Structured
will refer to those which have. A struc-
tured group always has a  formal
structure, and may also have an in-
formal one. An unstructured group al-
ways has an  informal , or covert,
structure. It is this informal structure,
particularly in unstructured groups,
which forms the basis for elites.

The Nature of Elitism

‘Elitist’ is probably the most abused
word in the women’s liberation move-
ment. It is used as frequently, and for
the same reasons, as ‘pinko’ was in the
’50s. It is never used correctly. Within
the movement it commonly refers to
individuals though the personal char-
acteristics and activities of those to
whom it is directed may differ widely.
An individual, as an individual, can
never be an ‘elite’ because the only
proper application of the term ‘elite’ is
to groups. Any individual, regardless

‘The Tyranny of
Structurelessness’

by Jo FreemanThe ‘The Tyranny of Structurelessness’ of first published in 1970 to ad-
dress the need for organisation in the US women’s liberation movement
as it sought to move from criticising society to changing society.  As such
the examples used are specific to that movement but anyone who has
been involved in a ‘Structureless’ group will be able to draw parallels
with their own experiences.  Often the most frustrating thing about pro-
gressive struggles is that each generation must repeat the mistakes of
the pervious struggles.  Learning from the history of these struggles can
save us having to make their mistakes ourselves.  [AF, 2000]
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of how well-known that person is, can
never be an elite.

Correctly, an elite refers to a small
group of people who have power over
a larger group of which they are part,
usually without direct responsibility to
that larger group, and often without
their knowledge or consent. A person
becomes an elitist by being part of, or
advocating, the rule by such a small
group, whether or not that individual
is well-known or not known at all.
Notoriety is not a definition of an elit-
ist. The most insidious elites are usu-
ally run by people not known to the
larger public at all. Intelligent elitists
are usually smart enough not to allow
themselves to become well- known.
When they become known, they are
watched, and the mask over their
power is no longer firmly lodged.

Because elites are informal does not
mean they are invisible. At any small
group meeting anyone with a sharp
eye and an acute ear can tell who is
influencing whom. The member of a
friendship group will relate more to
each other than to other people. They
listen more attentively and interrupt
less. They repeat each other’s points
and give in amiably. The ‘outs’ they
tend to ignore or grapple with. The
‘outs’ approval is not necessary for
making a decision; however it is nec-
essary for the ‘outs’ to stay on good
terms with the ‘ins’. Of course, the
lines are not as sharp as I have drawn
them. They are nuances of interaction,
not pre-written scripts. But they are
discernible, and they do have their ef-
fect. Once one knows with whom it is
important to check before a decision
is made, and whose approval is the
stamp of acceptance, one knows who
is running things.

Elites are not conspiracies. Seldom
does a small group of people get to-
gether and try to take over a larger
group for its own ends. Elites are noth-
ing more and nothing less than a group
of friends who also happen to partici-
pate in the same political activities.
They would probably maintain their
friendship whether or not they were
involved in political activities; they
would probably be involved in politi-
cal activities whether or not they
maintained their friendships. It is the
coincidence of these two phenomena
which creates elites in any groups and
makes them so difficult to break.

These friendship groups function as
networks of communication outside
any regular channels for such commu-
nication that may have been set up by
a group. If no channels are set up, they
function as the only networks of com-

munication. Because people are
friends, usually sharing the same val-
ues and orientations, because they talk
to each other socially and consult with
each other when common decisions
have to be made, the people involved
in these networks have more power in
the group than those who don’t. And
it is a rare group that does not estab-
lish some informal networks of com-
munication through the friends that
are made in it.

Some groups, depending on their size,
may have more than one such infor-
mal communication network. Net-
works may even overlap. When only
one such network exists, it is the elite
of an otherwise unstructured group,
whether the participants in it want to
be elitists or not. If it is the only such
network in a structured group it may
or may not be an elite depending on
its composition and the nature of the

formal structure. If there are two or
more such networks of friends, they
may compete for power within the
group thus forming factions, or one
may deliberately opt out of the com-
petition leaving the other as the elite.
In a structured group, two or more
such friendship networks usually com-
pete with each other for formal power.
This is often the healthiest situation.
The other members are in a position
to arbitrate between the two competi-
tors for power and thus are able to
make demands of the group to whom
they give their temporary allegiance.

Since movement groups have made no
concrete decisions about who shall ex-
ercise power within them, many dif-
ferent criteria are used around the
country. As the movement has
changed through time, marriage has

become a less universal criterion for
effective participation, although all in-
formal elites still establish standards
by which only women who possess cer-
tain material or personal characteris-
tics may join. The standards fre-
quently include: middle-class back-
ground (despite all the rhetoric about
relating to the working-class), being
married, not being married but living
with someone, being or pretending to
be a lesbian, being between the age of
20 and 30, being college-educated or
at least having some college back-
ground, being ‘hip’, not being too ‘hip’,
holding a certain political line or iden-
tification as a ‘radical’, having certain
‘feminine’ personality characteristics
such as being ‘nice’, dressing right
(whether in the traditional style or the
anti-traditional style), etc. There are
also some characteristics which will
almost always tag one as a ‘deviant’
who should not be related to. They in-
clude: being too old, working full-time
(particularly if one is actively commit-
ted to a ‘career’), not being ‘nice’, and
being avowedly single (i.e. neither het-
erosexual nor homosexual).

Other criteria could be included, but
they all have common themes. The
characteristic prerequisite for partici-
pating in all the informal elites of the
movement, and thus for exercising
power, concern one’s background, per-
sonality or allocation of time. They do
not include one’s competence, dedica-
tion to feminism, talents or potential
contribution to the movement. The
former are the criteria one usually
uses in determining one’s friends. The
latter are what any movement or or-
ganisation has to use if it is going to
be politically effective.

Although this dissection of the proc-
ess of elite formation within small
groups has been critical in its perspec-
tives, it is not made in the belief that
these informal structures are inevita-
bly bad - merely that they are inevita-
ble. All groups create informal struc-
tures as a result of the interaction pat-
terns among the members. Such infor-
mal structures can do very useful
things. But only unstructured groups
are totally governed by them. When
informal elites are combined with a
myth of ‘structurelessness’, there can
be no attempt to put limits on the use
of power. It becomes capricious.

This has two potentially negative con-
sequences of which we should be
aware. The first is that the informal
structure of decision-making will be
like a sorority: one in which people lis-
ten to others because they like them,
not because they say significant
things. As long as the movement does



not do significant things this does not
much matter. But if its development
is not to be arrested at this prelimi-
nary stage, it will have to alter this
trend. The second is that informal
structures have no obligation to be re-
sponsible to the group at large. Their
power was not given to them; it can-
not be taken away. Their influence is
not based on what they do for the
group; therefore they cannot be di-
rectly influenced by the group. This
does not necessarily make informal
structures irresponsible. Those who
are concerned with maintaining their
influence will usually try to be respon-
sible. The group simply cannot com-
pel such responsibility; it is depend-
ent on the interests of the elite.

The ‘Star’ System

The ‘idea’ of ‘structurelessness’ has
created the ‘star’ system. We live in a
society which expects political groups
to make decisions and to select people
to articulate those decisions to the
public at large. The press and the pub-
lic do not know how to listen seriously
to individual women as women; they
want to know how the group feels.
Only three techniques have ever been
developed for establishing mass group
opinion: the vote or referendum, the
public opinion survey questionnaire
and the selection of group
spokespeople at an appropriate meet-
ing. The women’s liberation movement
has used none of these to communi-
cate with the public. Neither the move-
ment as a whole nor most of the mul-
titudinous groups within it have estab-
lished a means of explaining their po-
sition on various issues. But the pub-
lic is conditioned to look for
spokespeople.

While it has consciously not chosen
spokespeople, the movement has
thrown up many women who have
caught the public eye for varying rea-
sons. These women represent no par-
ticular group or established opinion;
they know this and usually say so. But
because there are no official
spokespeople nor any decision-making
body the press can interview when it
wants to know the movement’s posi-
tion on a subject, these women are
perceived as the spokespeople. Thus,
whether they want to or not, whether
the movement likes it or not, women
of public note are put in the role of
spokespeople by default.

This is one source of the tie that is of-
ten felt towards the women who are
labelled ‘stars’. Because they were not
selected by the women in the move-
ment to represent the movement’s
views, they are resented when the

press presumes they speak for the
movement. Thus the backlash of the
‘star’ system, in effect, encourages the
very kind of individual non responsi-
bility that the movement condemns.
By purging a sister as a ‘star’, the
movement loses whatever control it
may have had over the person, who be-
comes free to commit all of the indi-
vidualistic sins of which she had been
accused.

Political Impotence

Unstructured groups may be very ef-
fective in getting women to talk about
their lives; they aren’t very good for
getting things done. Unless their mode
of operation changes, groups flounder
at the point where people tire of ‘just
talking’ and want to do something
more. Because the larger movement in
most cities is as unstructured as indi-
vidual rap groups, it is not much more
effective than the separate groups at
specific tasks. The informal structure
is rarely together enough or in touch
enough with the people to be able to
operate effectively. So the movement
generates much emotion and few re-
sults. Unfortunately, the consequences
of all this motion are not as innocuous
as the results, and their victim is the
movement itself.

Some groups have turned themselves
into local action projects, if they do not
involve too many people, and work on
a small scale. But this form restricts
movement activity to the local level.
Also, to function well the groups must
usually pare themselves down to that
informal group of friends who were
running things in the first place. This
excludes many women from participat-
ing. As long as the only way women
can participate in the movement is
through membership of a small group,
the non-gregarious are at a distinct
disadvantage. As long as friendship
groups are the main means of organi-
sational activity, elitism becomes in-
stitutionalised.

For those groups which cannot find a
local project to devote themselves to,
the mere act of staying together be-
comes the reason for their staying to-
gether. When a group has no specific
task (and consciousness-raising is a
task), the people in it turn their ener-
gies to controlling others in the group.
This is not done so much out of a mali-
cious desire to manipulate others
(though sometimes it is) as out of lack
of anything better to do with their tal-
ents. Able people with time on their
hands and a need to justify their com-
ing together put their efforts into per-
sonal control, and spend their time
criticising the personalities of the

other members in the group. Infight-
ing and personal power games rule the
day. When a group is involved in a
task, people learn to get along with
others as they are and to subsume dis-
likes for the sake of the larger goals.
There are limits placed on the compul-
sion to remould every person into our
image of what they should be.

The end of consciousness-raising
leaves people with no place to go and
the lack of structure leaves them with
no way of getting there. The women
in the movement either turn in on
themselves and their sisters or seek
other alternatives of action. There are
few alternatives available. Some
women just ‘do their own thing’. This
can lead to a great deal of individual
creativity, much of which is useful for
the movement, but it is not a viable
alternative for most women and cer-
tainly does not foster a spirit of co-op-
erative group effort. Other women
drift out of the movement entirely be-
cause they don’t want to develop an
individual project and have found no
way of discovering, joining or starting
group projects that interest them.

Many turn to other political organisa-
tions to give them the kind of struc-
tured, effective activity that they have
not been able to find in the women’s
movement. Thus, those political or-
ganisations which view women’s lib-
eration as only one issue among many
find the women’s liberation movement
a vast recruiting ground for new mem-
bers. There is no need for such organi-
sations to ‘infiltrate’ (though this is not
precluded). The desire for meaningful
political activity generated by women
by becoming part of the women’s lib-
eration movement is sufficient to make
them eager to join other organisations.
The movement itself provides no out-
lets for their new ideas and energies.

Those women who join other political
organisations while remaining within
the women’s liberation movement, or
who join women’s liberation while re-
maining in other political organisa-
tions, in turn become the framework
for new informal structures. These
friendship networks are based upon
their common non-feminist politics
rather than the characteristics dis-
cussed earlier; however, the network
operates in much the same way. Be-
cause these women share common val-
ues, ideas and political orientations,
they too become informal, unplanned,
unselected, unresponsible elites -
whether they intend to be so or not.

These new informal elites are often
perceived as threats by the old infor-
mal elites previously developed within



different movement groups. This is a
correct perception. Such politically ori-
entated networks are rarely willing to
be merely ‘sororities’ as many of the
old ones were, and want to proselytise
their political as well as their feminist
ideas. This is only natural, but its im-
plications for women’s liberation have
never been adequately discussed. The
old elites are rarely willing to bring
such differences of opinion out into the
open because it would involve expos-
ing the nature of the informal struc-
ture of the group. Many of these infor-
mal elites have been hiding under the
banner of ‘anti-elitism’ and
‘structurelessness’. To counter effec-
tively the competition from another
informal structure, they would have
to become ‘public’ and this possibility
is fraught with many dangerous im-
plications. Thus, to maintain its own
power, it is easier to rationalise the
exclusion of the members of the other
informal structure by such means as
‘red-baiting’, ‘lesbian-baiting’ or
‘straight-baiting’. The only other alter-
native is formally to structure the
group in such a way that the original
power is institutionalised. This is not
always possible. If the informal elites
have been well structured and have ex-
ercised a fair amount of power in the
past, such a task is feasible. These
groups have a history of being some-
what politically effective in the past,
as the tightness of the informal struc-
ture has proven an adequate substi-
tute for a formal structure. Becoming
structured does not alter their opera-
tion much, though the institutionali-
sation of the power structure does not
open it to formal challenge. It is those
groups which are in greatest need of
structure that are often least capable
of creating it. Their informal struc-
tures have not been too well formed
and adherence to the ideology of
‘structurelessness’ makes them reluc-
tant to change tactics. The more un-
structured a group it is, the more lack-
ing it is in informal structures; the
more it adheres to an ideology of
‘structurelessness’, the more vulner-
able it is to being taken over by a group
of political comrades.

Since the movement at large is just as
unstructured as most of its constitu-
ent groups, it is similarly susceptible
to indirect influence. But the phenom-
enon manifests itself differently. On a
local level most groups can operate au-
tonomously, but only the groups that
can organise a national activity are na-
tionally organised groups. Thus, it is
often the structured feminist organi-
sations that provide national direc-
tions for feminist activities, and this
direction is determined by the priori-

ties of these organisations. Such
groups as National Organisation of
Women and Women’s Equality Action
League and some Left women’s cau-
cuses are simply the only organisa-
tions capable of mounting a national
campaign. The multitude of unstruc-
tured women’s liberation groups can
choose to support or not support the
national campaigns, but are incapable
of mounting their own. Thus their
members become the troops under the
leadership of the structured organisa-
tions. They don’t even have a way of
deciding what the priorities are.

The more unstructured a movement
is, the less control it has over the di-
rections in which it develops and the
political actions in which it engages.
This does not mean that its ideas do
not spread. Given a certain amount of
interest by the media and the appro-
priateness of social conditions, the
ideas will still be diffused widely. But
diffusion of ideas does not mean they
are implemented; it only means they
are talked about. Insofar as they can
be applied individually they may be
acted upon; insofar as they require co-
ordinated political power to be imple-
mented, they will not be.

As long as the women’s liberation
movement stays dedicated to a form
of organisation which stresses small,
inactive discussion groups among
friends, the worst problems of
unstructuredness will not be felt. But
this style of organisation has its lim-
its; it is politically inefficacious, exclu-
sive and discriminatory against those
women who are not or cannot be tied
into the friendship networks. Those
who do not fit into what already ex-
ists because of class, race, occupation,
parental or marital status, or person-
ality will inevitably be discouraged
from trying to participate. Those who
do not fit in will develop vested inter-
ests in maintaining things as they are.

The informal groups’ vested interests
will be sustained by the informal struc-
tures that exist, and the movement
will have no way of determining who
shall exercise power within it. If the
movement continues deliberately not
to select who shall exercise power, it
does not thereby abolish power. All it
does is abdicate the right to demand
that those who do exercise power and
influence be responsible for it. If the
movement continues to keep power as
diffuse as possible because it knows it
cannot demand responsibility from
those who have it, it does prevent any
group or person from totally dominat-
ing. But it simultaneously ensures
that the movement is as ineffective as
possible. Some middle ground between

domination and ineffectiveness can
and must be found.

These problems are coming to a head
at this time because the nature of the
movement is necessarily changing.
Consciousness-raising, as the main
function of the women’s liberation
movement, is becoming obsolete. Due
to the intense press publicity of the last
two years and the numerous
overground books and articles now
being circulated, women’s liberation
has become a household word. Its is-
sues are discussed and informal rap
groups are formed by people who have
no explicit connection with any move-
ment group. Purely educational work
is no longer such an overwhelming
need. The movement must go on to
other tasks. It now needs to establish
its priorities, articulate its goals and
pursue its objectives in a co-ordinated
way. To do this it must be organised
locally, regionally and nationally.

Principles of Democratic Struc-
turing

Once the movement no longer clings
tenaciously to the ideology of
‘structurelessness’, it will be free to de-
velop those forms of organisation best
suited to its healthy functioning. This
does not mean that we should go to
the other extreme and blindly imitate
the traditional forms of organisation.
But neither should we blindly reject
them all . Some traditional techniques
will prove useful, albeit not perfect;
some will give us insights into what
we should not do to obtain certain ends
with minimal costs to the individuals
in the movement. Mostly, we will have
to experiment with different kinds of
structuring and develop a variety of
techniques to use for different situa-
tions. The ‘lot system’ is one such idea
which has emerged from the move-
ment. It is not applicable to all situa-
tions, but it is useful, in some. Other
ideas for structuring are needed. But
before we can proceed to experiment
intelligently, we must accept the idea
that there is nothing inherently bad
about structure itself - only its exces-
sive use.

While engaging in this trial-and-error
process, there are some principles we
can keep in mind that are essential to
democratic structuring and are politi-
cally effective also:

1  Delegation  of specific authority to
specific individuals for specific tasks
by democratic procedures. Letting peo-
ple assume jobs or tasks by default
only means they are not dependably
done. If people are selected to do a
task, preferably after expressing an in-
terest or willingness to do it, they have



made a commitment which cannot eas-
ily be ignored.

2 Requiring all those to whom author-
ity has been delegated to be  respon-
sible  to all those who selected them.
This is how the group has control over
people in positions of authority. Indi-
viduals may exercise power, but it is
the group that has the ultimate say
over how the power is exercised.

3  Distribution  of authority among
as many people as is reasonably pos-
sible. This prevents monopoly of power
and requires those in positions of au-
thority to consult with many others in
the process of exercising it. It also gives
many people an opportunity to have
responsibility for specific tasks and
thereby to learn specific skills.

4  Rotation  of tasks among individu-
als. Responsibilities which are held too
long by one person, formally or infor-
mally, come to be seen as that person’s
‘property’ and are not easily relin-
quished or controlled by the group.
Conversely, if tasks are rotated too fre-
quently the individual does not have

Printing history for this text

‘The Tyranny of Structurelessness’, by Jo Free-
man, was first printed by the women’s liberation
movement, USA, in 1970. It was reprinted in
Berkeley Journal of Sociology in 1970 and later
issued as a pamphlet by Agitprop in 1972. It was
again issued as a pamphlet by the Leeds wom-
en’s group of the Organisation of Revolutionary
Anarchists (ORA) and then re- printed by the
Kingston group of the Anarchist Workers’ Asso-
ciation (AWA). It was later Published jointly by
Dark Star Press and Rebel Press in 1984 in a pam-
phlet called ‘Untying the Knot - Feminism, An-
archism & Organisation’, with the printing done
by Algate Press [84b Whitechapel High St, Lon-
don E1].  Around 1996 this text was placed on
the web at http://www.tigerden.com/~berios/tos.txt .
This edition is based on a that text with US spell-
ings switched to British ones.
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time to learn her job well and acquire
a sense of satisfaction of doing a good
job.

5  Allocation  of tasks along rational
criteria. Selecting someone for a posi-
tion because they are liked by the
group, or giving them hard work be-
cause they are disliked, serves neither
the group nor the person in the long
run. Ability, interest and responsibil-
ity have got to be the major concerns
in such selection. People should be
given an opportunity to learn skills
they do not have, but this is best done
through some sort of ‘apprenticeship’
programme rather than the ‘sink or
swim’ method. Having a responsibil-
ity one can’t handle well is demoralis-
ing. Conversely, being blackballed
from what one can do well does not
encourage one to develop one’s skills.
Women have been punished for being
competent throughout most of human
history - the movement does not need
to repeat this process.

ORIGINAL INTRODUCTION

During the years in which the women’s liberation movement has been taking
shape, a great emphasis has been placed on what are called leaderless,
structureless groups as the main form of the movement. The source of this idea
was a natural reaction against the overstructured society in which most of us
found ourselves, the inevitable control this gave others over our lives, and the
continual elitism of the Left and similar groups among those who were suppos-
edly fighting this over-structuredness.

The idea of ‘structurelessness’, however, has moved from a healthy counter to
these tendencies to becoming a goddess in its own right. The idea is as little ex-
amined as the term is much used, but it has become an intrinsic and unques-
tioned part of women’s liberation ideology. For the early development of the move-
ment this did not much matter. It early defined its main method as conscious-
ness-raising, and the ‘structureless rap group’ was an excellent means to this
end. Its looseness and informality encouraged participation in discussion and the
often supportive atmosphere elicited personal insight. If nothing more concrete
than personal insight ever resulted from these groups, that did not much matter,
because their purpose did not really extend beyond this.

The basic problems didn’t appear until individual rap groups exhausted the vir-
tues of consciousness-raising and decided they wanted to do some- thing more
specific. At this point they usually floundered because most groups were unwill-
ing to change their structure when they changed their task. Women had thor-
oughly accepted the idea of ‘structurelessness’ without realising the limitations
of its uses. People would try to use the ‘structureless’ group and the informal
conference for purposes for which they were unsuitable out of a blind belief that
no other means could possibly be anything but oppressive.

If the movement is to move beyond these elementary stages of development, it
will have to disabuse itself of some of its prejudices about organisation and struc-
ture. There is nothing inherently bad about either of these. They can be and often
are misused, but to reject them out of hand because they are misused is to deny
ourselves the necessary tools to further development. We need to understand
why ‘structurelessness’ does not work
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6  Diffusion of information  to eve-
ryone as frequently as possible. Infor-
mation is power. Access to information
enhances one’s power. When an infor-
mal network spreads new ideas and
information among themselves outside
the group, they are already engaged
in the process of forming an opinion -
without the group participating. The
more one knows about how things
work, the more politically effective one
can be.

7  Equal access to resources  needed
by the group. This is not always per-
fectly possible, but should be striven
for. A member who maintains a mo-
nopoly over a needed resource (like a
printing press or a darkroom owned
by a husband) can unduly influence
the use of that resource. Skills and
information are also resources. Mem-
bers’ skills and information can be
equally available only when members
are willing to teach what they know
to others.

When these principles are applied,
they ensure that whatever structures
are developed by different movement
groups will be controlled by and be
responsible to the group. The group of
people in positions of authority will be
diffuse, flexible, open and temporary.
They will not be in such an easy posi-
tion to institutionalise their power
because ultimate decisions will be
made by the group at large. The group
will have the power to determine who
shall exercise authority within it.

Jo Freeman.



Tunde Adefioye (2018) A Critical Ten Point Plan to Creating Professional Sectors that Reflect Society

In the past year, many have written articles highlighting the pain that 
individuals of color and other individuals that are relegated to the 
margins of society experience. A broad spectrum from erasure, microag-
gression, to psychological difficulties.

What a letter by Fannie Sosa a Latinx artist about the whiteness and 
“uncritical inclusivity” of Impulstanz in Vienna alludes to [1]and as 
MeWe360 in the UK highlights in the Black Arts funding trap, is that 
Europe has a problem[2]. Whether it is the halls of Denmark, the festivals
of Belgium or streets of Edinburgh, urgent and collective action needs to
be taken. As Paul Gilroy suggests we need to take sober actions to 
remove ourselves from the stupor of postcolonial melancholia. It is also 
tiring to see the continual denial of the role of racism as a way of prop-
ping up the fantasy of white innocence in many structures. This speech is
a call not only for allies and accomplices in Porto but also to start 
making transnational alliances that will benefit the cultural (and other 
professional ) sectors so these institutions better reflect the differen-
ces in society. Here is a quick run down of the points. Now a more in 
depth look:

1. Ask how can my instution be decolonized? For those who are misun-
derstood, decolonization is not only something white folks need to 
do to redress their histories. As Frantz Fanon puts it “ Decoloniza-
tion never goes unnoticed, for it focuses on and fundamentally 
alters being, and transforms the spectator crushed to a nonessen-
tial state into a privileged actor, captured in a virtually grandiose 
fashion by the spotlight of History. It infuses a new rhythm, specific
to a new generation of men, with a new language and a new humanity.
Decolonization is truly the creation of new men. For another take on
that new rhthym I would like to play a bit of Mick Jenkin’s Black 
Sheep. bell hooks tells us “Looking and looking back, black women 
involve ourselves in a process whereby we see our history as 
counter-memory, using it as a way to know the present and invent 
the future” . Institutions need to make sure that more individuals 
that mirror the current society are included in policy making proces-
ses, programming , hiring decisions, and help in writing a more inclu-
sive mission and vision statement. Do not be content with hiring one
or two magic negroes or unicorns and think that makes you the bea-
con of diversity. Who sits on your board of directors? It is impor-
tant so change that too. As Matt Fenton suggest, make sure if you 
have a white cis male director, he gets the right mix of people 
around him. People that represent newcomers, trans people, indivi-



duals with disabilities, communities of color and or religious minority 
groups. Pay all artists on an equal pay-scale. 

2. If you are 60+ a white cis-male, start thinking of an exit plan. No, 
don’t feel discriminated. It would be discrimination if a committee 
gave the advise to step down for someone younger. Just heed that 
advise and mentor mentor mentor. Think of how you can mentor a 
person that does not identify, gender like you or think like you? 
Preferably start 5 years in advance. And allow your support from 
the background to speak for itself. If you don’t know how to do 
this, call upon the wisdom of Harry Belafonte: he found it more 
important not to be in the spotlight of the Women’s March in Was-
hington, but his money and advise played a supporting role. Yes, you
can! Bob Dylan said it best, “times they are a changing”. There are 
many individuals waiting in the wings, especially “womxn” (of color), 
who are already showing that they can defy and blaze a new cultural
path. : We need more individuals in the arts who are willing to share 
their expertise and experience and then step aside to allow a new 
generation to sharpen their own tools to fight the fights that need 
to be fought and as an extension create the society that they see
fit. 

3. Funding bodies need to make sure that resources are better redis-
tributed? Not only large institutions should be getting funding for 
new projects. Institutions like the Flemish Royal Theater in Brussels,
Kammerspiele in Munich, Royal Court Theater in London and De Singel 
in Antwerp need to find new backdoor ways to give some of their 
budgets to smaller organizations. This, in order to make sure innova-
tion is stimulated. In other words, smaller orgs that are doing cultu-
ral work that better serve those at the margins of our society also
need to be better funded. Speaking of subsidies, whose idea was it 
to streamline and encourage fusion anyways? There is a hole in the 
logic, because one needs to see the cultural landscape as an eco-
system. Without the prairie mouse in the plains of Yellowstone, we 
cannot get the beautiful spring flowers that create the color palet-
tes on the prairies of the park, nor do we get the grizzly bears. 
This type of insistence on the “bigger is better” organization is a 
counterintuitive process. In a speech given in 1968 at Bard College 
on power and violence, Hannah Arendt proclaimed “…As things stand 
today, when we see how the super powers are bogged down under 
the monstrous weigh of their own bigness. It looks as though the 
new example will have a chance to rise…in a small well defined sector
in a mass society of the large powers…bigness itself is afflicted with
vulnerability. While no one can say with any assurance, where and 



when the breaking point will be reached. We can observe, almost to 
the point of measuring it, how strength and resiliency are insidiously
seeping from our institutions, drop by drop…” 

4. For predominantly white institutions that serve predominantly white 
audiences, what are you doing to make sure more individuals of color
occupy your spaces on their own terms not one that you pre-deter-
mine for them or one that feels comfortable for you? Larger institu-
tions, have to strive harder to open themselves to the city and 
its’ residents. Finding ways to be more accommodating to local com-
munities by for example opening on Sundays and in the Summer can 
be an essential way of allowing others to utilize often empty spaces
for community building purposes. For those starting out at as new 
artistic directors of let say Young Vic, here’s looking at you Kwame 
Kwei-Armah. Take a page from Shermin Langhoff’s playbook at Maxim 
Gorki Theater in Germany. The NY Times reported that she “swept 
into her new role in 2013, replacing every actor but one in the the-
ater’s ensemble and transforming it into the most diverse company 
in the city. About half of the current 18-member company is of Tur-
kish or Afro-German background, while a number of the members have
Eastern European immigrant roots.”[3] Let's stop pretending that it
is only the tax money of the fortunate few that help keep our 
lights on. We aren't in the US where the Ford Foundation, Carnegie 
Foundation can dictate or justify our pretense. Some might be des-
cended from royal blood -- you know what I'm referring to if you 
know how Henry got the rubber for the tires that created the 
wealth which created that foundation in the first place -- but we do
not have the royal wealth without the general population that 
funds us through their hard earned tax money. 

5. How are you broadening your canon? What other type of works are 
you including in your programming that is different from the repe-
toire? We should think more clearly about the construction of langu-
age and how it is used to shape our social/communal and 
professional lives. No such thing as NEUTRAL language! These langua-
ges allow for us to define ourselves and how we position in the 
world. It also allows for us to create new meaning in our respective 
societies, in essence trumping old meaning which too often our atta-
ched to problematic histories. As prof. Gloria Wekker in White Inno-
cence writes “An unacknowledged reservoir of knowledge and 
affects based on four hundred years of Dutch imperial rule plays a 
vital but unacknowledged part in dominant meaning-making process, 
including the making of the self, taking place in Dutch society.” As 
cultural practitioners we are a critical part of that meaning-making 



process. We thus owe it to ourselves and the communities we serve 
to move away from white innocence and dig deeper into what our pri-
viliges allow us access to and use those changes to create more 
space for different cannons in our cultural practices. While also 
allowing others to defy their own meaning. Recently the New York 
Times reported that in Denmark for example the first statue of a 
Black womxn was revealed on a square that formely housed a sugar 
warehouse. La Vaughn Belle one of the artist involved said “Who we 
are as a society is largely about who we remember ourselves to be. 
This project is about challenging Denmark’s collective memory and 
changing it.” … At my institution, the Royal Flemish theater, KVS for
short, we are making theater like Malcolm X by the Flemish South 
African Junior Mthobeni, or Not My Paradise by Flemish-Iranian Sachli 
Gholamalizad, which broadens our collective canons and redefines 
how we see ourselves. Further, In England you have Eclipse Theater 
which focuses on ensuring that more productions with individuals of 
color are being created and programed such as this piece Black Men
Walking. To use another gratious musical example, I would like to 
bless you all with some Queen Bee track... You Welcome 

6. Stop navel-gazing! Conceive of and establish new leadership models 
within your organizations and institutions. What would the cultural 
landscape look like if the general assemblies of the Occupy Wall 
Street movement would be implemented -- where an inclusive form of 
direct democracy takes place and all who want to participate can 
do so. Or for that matter taking lessons from the approaches of 
the Arab Spring or the diffused leadership model of Black Lives Mat-
ter. It is BLM that intrigues me the most because their platform 
seems to have offered the most radical and longstanding solution. 
Instead of having one individual leader that acts as a figurehead for
the whole movement, there are a series of individuals that repre-
sents different communities nationwide. These individuals can differ 
in terms of politics and even how they identify but they are all uni-
ted around the focus of saving and improving the quality of Black 
lives. When duty calls, these individuals from the different communi-
ties around the US and in other cities around the world then use 
social media to mobilize their local communities into a large critical 
mass that is as an extension seen by the outside world and traditi-
onal media as “one” movement. Whereas in the past you had one lea-
der that would attempt to speak for a whole movement, i.e. Martin 
Luther King, now you have one powerful movement that does not 
evolve around one leader. This not only creates longevity for the 
movement but it creates a diversity in the movement itself. Allowing



it to be active on different fronts but still bound by the one mis-
sion of for example, saving Black lives. As the platform statement 
on the BLM website states: “…We believe in elevating the experien-
ces and leadership of the most marginalized Black people, including 
but not limited to those who are women, queer, trans, femmes, gen-
der nonconforming, Muslim, formerly and currently incarcerated, cash
poor and working class, disabled, undocumented, and immigrant …We 
recognize that not all of our collective needs and visions can be 
translated into policy, but we understand that policy change is one 
of many tactics necessary to move us towards the world we envi-
sion…” I am left to wonder what type of arts and cultural landscape
we would have if we did not have a landscape or institution that 
revolved around patriarchy more specifically, white patriarchy. What 
would inclusion look like in the art and cultural landscape if we 
opted for a diffused leadership model that respected and honored 
the voices and potential of different communities, in order to have 
institutions that truly represent as well as reflect the desires of 
various groups. We need to think more deeply about how we can 
change power structures and allow for leadership to be less patriar-
chal and more diffused to not only represent but to truly reflect 
different cross-sections of society. Allow other individuals and 
organizations that do not reflect your values to take over the cura-
tion of a project, season or even a few years.  

7. Cultural institutions, like governments too often practice a type of
appropriation that is endemic of parasites in the human gut. One of 
the most insidious cases of this is when the US government in 1975 
under Gerald Ford appropriated the breakfast program from the 
Black Panthers and made it their own[4]. This after the FBI helped to
violently kill off many of the Panther’s leaders. In many ways this 
type of non-symbiotic relationship happens within the cultural lands-
cape. For example, by working with smaller organizations without 
giving the smaller organizations credit for the work they have done. 
This is especially prevalent through the stealing of intellectual pro-
perty. More specifically larger organizations organize a meeting with 
a smaller one, under the premise of a potential collaboration or to 
"get to know each other". By the end of the meeting, the smaller 
organization has divulged all their network names and some of their 
methods. The smaller organization asks for a follow up meeting but in
return they only get the sounds of crickets in the night. When in 
fact they should either get a solid cooperation and acknowledge-
ment or at least a consultation fee for the information they have 
divulged. Or even worse, a small organization creates a concept, 



let’s call it an “urban bib” and a library in a city, let’s say Antwerp 
hijacks the idea without the appropriate acknowledgement. Further-
more, the bigger organization can use that information to fatten up 
their subsidy application for their next round of provincial or fede-
ral subsidies. 

8. How do you measure quality? Are you thinking about and initiating 
other ways to measure quality of productions and projects that 
come to your festival and cultural institution? About what groups 
you privilege over the other. The trans woman activist and author 
Janet Mock says it best, “these glaring disparities, about how 
those with the most access…set the agenda, contribute to the ske-
wed media portrait, and overwhelmingly fail at funneling resources to
those most marginalized. My awakening pushed me to be more vocal 
about these issues, prompting uncomfortable but necessary conver-
sations about the movement privileging middle- and upper-class cis 
gay and lesbians…”. Last week it was announced that Kendrick Lamar
made history by being the first hip hop artist to be awarded the 
prestiguous Pultizer Prize. To put this win in perspective the prize 
has only been given once to a jazz composition. This is a prize that 
has been around since 1917. Regina Carter, one of the jury members 
that voted for Kendrick Lamar said, “I just felt like what he had to 
say and how he would say it…might mean something completely diffe-
rent for someone else that’s listening to it. I felt like it was his 
experience as a black man in America—and a lot of peoples’ story, 
not just his story—and just trying to figure stuff out. It’s so poe-
tic. I felt like if you took his lyrics and put them in a book, it would 
be great literature.” For another musical intermezzo, I would like to 
play DNA from the Pultizer Prize winning album Damn. 

9. Form transnational alliances with institutions that have a completely
different approach than yours. What will a (photo) Youth Speaks 
(San francisco) teach you about how to work with young people who 
are new inhabitants of a city? What will an institution like the 
(photo) Audre Lorde Project teach you about perceiving culture 
from the perspective of a trans person? 

10.What are you doing within your institution and festivals to make 
sure the “work floor” is a safe space that does not harbor the fes-
tering culture of transphobia, sexism, racism, ableism, ageism, 
homophobia, fatphobia and hatefulness in general (as the Afro-Punk 
music festival sums it up)? If we are no longer ok with men like 
Woody Allen, Jappe Claes, Bill Cosby, Max Stafford-Clark defining how
we perceive the world we know or imagining the world that is possi-
ble then we need to do more to risk our livelihood to enrich the 



options in terms of who tells the stories of our now and our collec-
tive futures. Hell, even if we are not solely ok with having "men" like 
me in positions that define the scope of ourselves then we need to 
take more path breaking steps to change this dynamic. It has come 
to my attention that diversity is more than just Color. Thanks to 
the individual representing a group that is overly represented in 
the culture scene for pointing this out to me, now leave! Your parti-
cipatory projects are not enough to satiate the imaginations of 
many who now reside in Flanders and Europe in general and certainly 
not enough for those future generations that are not going to wait 
anymore to take the reigns of the policy making positions you and I 
currently occupy. When we are less focused on conserving and fear 
losing our own idea of what arts and culture should look like it is 
only then that we can truly aspire to attain what our collective 
arts and cultural landscape should be. Which is to truly reflect the 
communities that surround many cultural centers and bastions of 
culture in cities around Belgium and Europe at large. 
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Simon Yuill (2007), All problems of notation will be solved by the masses [section]

Schooltime Compositions
This power over systems was not limited to the Demiurge or intergalac-
tic jazz master. During the same period in which the Scratch Orchestra 
was re-inventing music from the ground up, a group of children at Muz-
zey Junior High School in the US were experimenting with their own 
improvised notation systems. These children were not writing music 
however, but teaching themselves to program computers. They were 
part of the first LOGO Lab, a project initiated by Seymour Papert, a 
researcher from the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. LOGO was a 
simple programming language that directed an entity called a ‘turtle'. 
The turtle could either be an on-screen virtual character or a small 
robot that was instructed to move around their terrain (screen or 
floorspace) and that could draw a trail on its path. LOGO Lab students 
developed their own programs in which the turtles would act out dra-
wings or spatial exercises. In so far as LOGO expresses a series of 
potential actions out of which a drawing emerges it is analogous to the
notations of the Scratch Orchestra, which often did not express sound
directly but rather actions from which sound could arise. As Cardew 
wrote in his notes to Treatise: ‘Notation is a way of making people 
move.'

Like the Scratch Orchestra, the LOGO Labs grew out of a conscious 
pedagogical interest in developing forms of collective, self-directed 
practical research. These were realised through semi-structured ‘impro-
visational' activities and used self-developed notational systems as a 
means of constructing, communicating and reflecting upon these activi-
ties. As the constitution makes clear, the Scratch Orchestra was a 
conscious exploration of what notation could be and how that related 
to attempts to establish another understanding of what the practice 
of music itself might be. This developed out of the pedagogic context 
of the Morley College classes, and, in a perhaps self-mocking gesture, 
the Orchestra's Nature Study Notes and Cardew's earlier Schooltime 
Compositions scores deliberately took the form of school exercise 
books.

Papert believed that programming was a skill that should be available 
to everyone not as a ‘technology' - a mechanism for manufacture 
abstracted from human labour - but as a means of conceptual explora-
tion. There are political parallels between the two projects. Papert's 
approach to computing was influenced by his previous involvement in 
radical left-wing politics - in the 1950s he had been involved in the 
group running Socialist Review in London. The LOGO Lab concept combi-



ned insights from Jean Piaget's and Lev Vygotsky's psychological stu-
dies of child development with the non-schooling principles of Ivan Illich.
It advocated an approach in which, ‘the child programs the computer 
rather than the computer being used to program the child.' Papert also
argued that the design of a programming language could reflect a parti-
cular political and ethical position. He criticised BASIC, another langu-
age originally designed for teaching programming, as demonstrating how 
a conservative social system appropriates and tries to neutralise a 
potentially revolutionary instrument.

Although the Scratch Orchestra did not develop out of a defined politi-
cal program, it nevertheless acted as a context for the development 
of a politicised arts practice, informed by both Marxist and anarchist 
tendencies. It was through the Scratch Orchestra that Cardew was to 
acquire a profound political awareness, applying an explicit Maoist per-
spective to his own practice, and leading to his involvement in founding
the Revolutionary Communist Party of Great Britain (Marxist-Leninist). 
Echoing Papert's criticisms of BASIC, Cardew similarly criticised the 
institutionalised conservatism of much music notation, demanding 
instead that ‘all problems of notation will be solved by the masses.' 
For both Papert and Cardew, pedagogy was a two way street. The lab 
and the orchestra broke down distinctions between pupil and tutor, 
and placed learning in the context of self-directed production. In 
these ways they were forms of distributive practice.

Training in Contingency
An element of the contingent was essential to this form of radical 
pedagogy. In Papert's eyes, one of the strengths of programming as a 
tool for learning was the attitude to error that it encouraged. Encoun-
tering error, in the form of bugs, was an inevitable and necessary part 
of programming, especially that particular practice of programming 
developed at MIT's AI Labs known as ‘hacking'. Papert pointed out that 
in conventional education errors had a purely negative connotation. 
When a student makes a mistake they are discredited for it, losing 
marks or being punished, thereby inculcating a fear of error, leading to
an unwillingness to stray from conventional boundaries and take risks. 
For the hacker, conversely, what mattered is not whether or not a 
mistake is made but rather how creatively it can be responded to. As 
with the Arkestra, embracing error is a productive possibility. The 
embracing of error is reflected in documents such as HAKMEM. Short for
‘hack memo', this was a collection of code snippets and programming 
ideas distributed among the hackers within the AI Labs - contributors 
include Richard Stallman, James Gosling and Marvin Minsky. Many of the 
entries utilise possibilities discovered through bugs and inconsistencies



within the PDP computers that the AI Lab worked on. Other entries sug-
gest ways that a particular algorithm might be played with, encouraging
people to mess around with it in what can only be described as a form 
of aesthetic code play. HAKMEM can be seen as the AI Lab's equivalent 
of the Scratchbooks exchanged between Scratch Orchestra members. 
Within the LOGO Labs, code was written and exchanged between stu-
dents in a similar manner. Rather than planning out programs in 
advance, pupils would ‘improvise' with their code, responding to the 
how the turtle performed and modifying their programs accordingly. 
LOGO learning thereby operated through a similar feedback loop of 
coding-performing that livecoders such as Alex McLean identify as the 
basis of their practice and which builds upon the principle of the read-
eval-print-loop.

Computers and programming languages present highly constrained envi-
ronments that limit the possible varieties of interpretation that a par-
ticular notation may be subject to. The interpretation of notation by a
human may be far less constrained. For Cardew this was a major concern
in the development of new forms of notation, for it presented both a 
danger and an opportunity. The opportunity was that notations need 
not only encode existing patterns or defined systems of sound, but 
could also be proposals and provocations to create new ones. The 
danger lay in the fact that a trained musician, when confronted with an
unfamiliar notation system, rather than responding to it directly, might
fall back on their personal predispositions and ingrained habits. The 
performance may simply become the regurgitation of old clichés and 
formulas like that of the amateur jazz musician described by Adorno, 
unable to stray from the existing models to which he has adapted and 
subordinated himself. The trained musician approached a performance 
with a predefined system of producing sound against which the new 
notation was interpreted. What was novel in the new notation may sim-
ply be responded to as ‘error' or noise within that system and there-
fore avoided. New notations required performers with a similar attitude 
to that of the hacker and LOGO Lab student, one who could respond 
creatively to the unknown and unexpected. The performer, therefore, 
could not rehearse such music but rather ‘trained' for it like a martial 
art, developing ways of acting upon contingency. This similarly develo-
ped through a feedback loop of coding-performance that formed the 
basis of Scratch Music practice.

Through such feedback loops notation incorporates the experience of 
the contingent into future practice. What was the unexpected ‘error' 
of the past becomes preparation for unknown future possibilities. In 
absorbing this a notation records the historical development of a prac-



tice, capturing different versions of how things could be done, and 
enabling comparison, analysis and synthesis. In both the LOGO Labs and 
Scratch Orchestra, this process of versioning was consciously engaged 
in, with the evolving knowledge, intentions and standards of the practi-
tioner community acting as a form of version control identifying those 
practices which are most current and those which are conflicting or 
tangential.

Black Notated Music
How a notation comes to be defined and how it is distributed are inhe-
rently political issues. This distribution extends beyond the publication
of music scores and software code, in the form addressed by Scratch 
Orchestra's use of copyleft mechanisms. As Ornette Coleman recalls, 
the very visibility of notation within the production process, how it is 
revealed and concealed, both depends on and expresses particular 
relations of power:

I once heard Eubie Blake say that when he was playing in black bands 
for white audiences, during the time when segregation was strong, that
the musicians had to go on stage without any written music. The musi-
cians would be backstage, look at the music, then leave the music 
there and go out and play it. He was saying that they had a more 
saleable appeal if they pretended to not know what they were doing. 
The white audience felt safer.

The denial of notation described in this episode is a denial of the black
musician's self-legitimation. If the use of a notation can help register 
the development of a practice, its history and self-reflection, then the
denial of notation is a denial of this history and, therefore, a denial of
the practitioner's basis for legitimation. It is from this perspective 
that Coleman distances his own practice from the idea of improvisation,
for this form of ‘virtuosity' became the basis of a denial of legitima-
tion. The ‘free playing' that he and other black jazz musicians promoted
in the 1960s was not simply free in the sense of a break from conventi-
onal musical structure, but also free in breaking away from the condi-
tion of being ‘improvisers in a compulsory situation.' This led to the 
development of new performance venues, many situated directly within 
black communities, and of the conscious articulation of practice as a 
form of research. Lester Bowie of the Art Ensemble of Chicago adopted
a scientist's white lab coat on stage to announce the performance 
itself as a site of radical experiment. Sun Ra encouraged his Arkestra 
by declaring: ‘You're not musicians, you're tone scientists'. Ra develo-
ped this concept further through the creation in 1967 of Ihnfinity Inc, a
research corporation intended to own and operate all kinds of 



research laboratories, studios, electronic equipment, electrochemical 
communicational devices of our own design and creativity ...

In St. Louis the Black Artists' Group set up a Training Centre to create 
a discussion forum for the local community that, alongside performan-
ces, rehearsals, and workshops, hosted regular meetings and debates 
about local issues. For Anthony Braxton the relation of notation to 
legitimation became the basis of research that has been the focus of 
his work ever since, the development of what he calls ‘Black Notated 
Music'. ‘Black Notated Music' goes beyond the simple description of 
sounds on a page and engages with the extended role of sound at a 
socially structuring level: ‘notation can be viewed as a factor for esta-
blishing the reality platform of the music.'

While on the surface these may appear to mirror the pedagogic basis of
projects like the Scratch Orchestra and LOGO Labs, they developed 
from an entirely different trajectory. Although the pedagogics of Car-
dew and Papert, on the one hand, aimed at breaking down established 
social structures determining the acquisition of music and programming 
skills, pedagogy was also the basis upon which they integrated their 
work back into existing institutional frameworks. In this way this way 
their practice was legitimated in institutional terms. In particular tea-
ching legitimated their ‘non-commercial' status. A similar case could be 
made for Free Software's dependence on academia, and suggests a 
potential conflict of interests within artist-run workshops, or at least 
highlights the tensions under which self-valorising labour is forced to 
‘pay the rent'. For black musicians in the USA of the 1960s, for whom 
even basic access to education was an issue, such avenues were not 
available. The appropriation of ‘white' lab coats and research culture 
was not a way of seeking institutional acceptance, but rather questio-
ned their very use as legitimising mechanisms. Eventually the Scratch 
Orchestra was to become aware of its own dependence on such exter-
nal forms of legitimisation and the ‘compulsory situation' within which it 
operated.

Instrumentalising the Collective
In 1972 tensions began to emerge within the Scratch Orchestra. It was 
felt by some that the group was operating in a way that contradicted 
its aims, and a ‘discontents file' was set up in which people could 
address these grievances. In response, Cardew, Keith Rowe and John Til-
bury established a Scratch Orchestra Ideological Group applying a prac-
tice of Maoist self-criticism among the Orchestra members. While a 
process of self-criticism within the Orchestra may have been beneficial,
this vanguardist approach merely exacerbated the situation. Many felt 



that it was the imposition of one self-appointed elite exerting its 
authority over the Orchestra as a whole, and that the Ideological 
Group's dismissal of certain initiatives from other members did not pro-
perly recognise their own political basis. Rather than finding a new cla-
rity of purpose, the Orchestra fell apart. As one member, Eddie 
Prevost, was later to comment, the fundamental contradiction confron-
ting the Orchestra was perhaps its dependency upon its own constitu-
tion, the paradoxical aim of ‘legislating for noncomformity'. Another 
member, Michael Chant, observed that the constitution was itself a 
‘score'. The Orchestra was then the product of this score, a score 
that carried the name of only one author: Cornelius Cardew. From this 
perspective the setting up of the Scratch Ideological Group might be 
seen as an attempt to reassert authorship over Cardew's ‘composi-
tion', echoing the concern of his earlier writings that ‘the score must 
govern the music'. This may be a classic example of an ideological van-
guard acquiring and instrumentalising the collective for its own ends, or
the rebirth of the author in a group attempting to move beyond such 
notions of singular authorship. In refusing to succumb to such ideologi-
cal and authorial acquisition, a necessary restructuring of the ‘compo-
sition' of the Orchestra was taking place. The inherently distributive 
quality of the Orchestra empowered forms of self-actualisation that 
rendered the need for a single coherent group unnecessary. Many mem-
bers later engaged in activities that extended the radical praxis 
developed within the Orchestra. The break-up, therefore, represented 
not the failure of its members, but rather the breaking of the limit 
between the formal structure of the score/constitution and the peo-
ple who were the ‘substance' of the Orchestra. In words that Adorno 
used to describe an error of notation in one of Schoenberg's serial 
compositions, this represented

[...] the breakthrough of the substance to be structured, the point 
where it encounters the structuring process and but for which the lat-
ter could not be legitimated.

Legislating for Nonconformity
There are parallels with Free Software's current reliance on copyleft 
and the GPL which can also be seen as a way of ‘legislating for noncom-
formity'. The GPL may ‘reverse' the normal restrictions created by con-
ventional copyright, but it nevertheless depends upon their basic legal
framework, and therefore upon a legalised notion of freedom that is 
realised through property ownership. Hence the attraction of copyleft 
for right-libertarians such as Eric Raymond. Indeed it may be argued 
that copyleft, as it is currently realised, rather than embodying a form
of ‘production in common' actually exemplifies something closer to 



Robert Nozick's ‘just transaction'. The problem with copyleft in its cur-
rent form, and the notions of ‘remix' and legalised ‘appropriation' cul-
ture that have been developed from it, are that they merely present 
an alternative within proprietary, acquisitive production (capitalism) 
rather than an alternative to that. This is echoed in the active promo-
tion of Jeffersonian ‘liberty' among advocates of Open Source and Cre-
ative Commons such as Raymond and Lawrence Lessig. To place an 
emphasis upon copyleft as an end in itself, and upon the GPL as the 
defining document of Free Software, is therefore potentially contrary 
to the aims of Free Software. This is borne out in a comment from 
Stallman:

Free software is a matter of freedom. From our point of view, preci-
sely which legal mechanism is used to deny software users their free-
dom is just an implementation detail. Whether it is done with copyright,
with contracts, or in some other way, it is wrong to deny the public 
the freedoms necessary to form a community and cooperate. This is 
why it is inaccurate to understand the Free Software Movement as 
specifically a matter of opposition to copyright on software. It is both
more and less than that.

It is significant that this was given in response to Robert T. Long's pro-
motion of copyleft as appropriate to the values of a right-libertarian 
free market. It is perhaps best therefore to view the GPL and copyleft
as tactics affording certain leverage in current circumstances. The pro-
liferation of ‘open' licences in recent years might be more a sign of the
accommodation of resistant practices to an order of legitimation that 
they might best avoid, for under current law there is no magic licensing
scheme that will bring an end to proprietary production.
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Section 1

Why do I need a code of conduct?
A code of conduct is a document that establishes expectations for

behavior for your project’s participants. Adopting, and enforcing, a code
of conduct can help create a positive social atmosphere for your

community.

Codes of conduct help protect not just your participants, but yourself. If you maintain a project,
you may find that unproductive attitudes from other participants can make you feel drained or
unhappy about your work over time.

A code of conduct empowers you to facilitate healthy, constructive community behavior. Being
proactive reduces the likelihood that you, or others, will become fatigued with your project, and
helps you take action when someone does something you don’t agree with.

Facilitate healthy and constructive community behavior by adopting and
enforcing a code of conduct.

https://github.com/github/opensource.guide#readme
https://github.com/github/opensource.guide/blob/HEAD/CONTRIBUTING.md
https://opensource.guide/


Section 2

Establishing a code of conduct
Try to establish a code of conduct as early as possible: ideally, when

you first create your project.

In addition to communicating your expectations, a code of conduct describes the following:

Where the code of conduct takes effect (only on issues and pull requests, or community
activities like events?)

Whom the code of conduct applies to (community members and maintainers, but what
about sponsors?)

What happens if someone violates the code of conduct

How someone can report violations

Wherever you can, use prior art. The Contributor Covenant is a drop-in code of conduct that is
used by over 40,000 open source projects, including Kubernetes, Rails, and Swift.

The Django Code of Conduct and the Citizen Code of Conduct are also two good code of
conduct examples.

Place a CODE_OF_CONDUCT file in your project’s root directory, and make it visible to your
community by linking it from your CONTRIBUTING or README file.

Section 3

Deciding how you’ll enforce your code of conduct

A code of conduct that isn’t (or can’t be) enforced is worse than no code of conduct at all:
it sends the message that the values in the code of conduct aren’t actually important or

respected in your community.

— Ada Initiative

You should explain how your code of conduct will be enforced before a violation occurs.
There are several reasons to do so:

It demonstrates that you are serious about taking action when it’s needed.

Your community will feel more reassured that complaints actually get reviewed.

You’ll reassure your community that the review process is fair and transparent, should they
ever find themselves investigated for a violation.

https://contributor-covenant.org/
https://www.djangoproject.com/conduct/
http://citizencodeofconduct.org/
https://adainitiative.org/2014/02/18/howto-design-a-code-of-conduct-for-your-community/


You should give people a private way (such as an email address) to report a code of conduct
violation and explain who receives that report. It could be a maintainer, a group of maintainers,
or a code of conduct working group.

Don’t forget that someone might want to report a violation about a person who receives those
reports. In this case, give them an option to report violations to someone else. For example,
@ctb and @mr-c explain on their project, khmer:

Instances of abusive, harassing, or otherwise unacceptable behavior may be reported by
emailing khmer-project@idyll.org which only goes to C. Titus Brown and Michael R.
Crusoe. To report an issue involving either of them please email Judi Brown Clarke, Ph.D.
the Diversity Director at the BEACON Center for the Study of Evolution in Action, an NSF
Center for Science and Technology.*

For inspiration, check out Django’s enforcement manual (though you may not need something
this comprehensive, depending on the size of your project).

Section 4

Enforcing your code of conduct
Sometimes, despite your best efforts, somebody will do something that

violates this code. There are several ways to address negative or
harmful behavior when it comes up.

Gather info�mation about the situation

Treat each community member’s voice as important as your own. If you receive a report that
someone violated the code of conduct, take it seriously and investigate the matter, even if it
does not match your own experience with that person. Doing so signals to your community
that you value their perspective and trust their judgment.

The community member in question may be a repeat offender who consistently makes others
feel uncomfortable, or they may have only said or done something once. Both can be grounds
for taking action, depending on context.

Before you respond, give yourself time to understand what happened. Read through the
person’s past comments and conversations to better understand who they are and why they
might have acted in such a way. Try to gather perspectives other than your own about this
person and their behavior.

Don’t get pulled into an argument. Don’t get sidetracked into dealing with someone else’s
behavior before you’ve finished dealing with the matter at hand. Focus on what you need.

— Stephanie Zvan, “So You’ve Got Yourself a Policy. Now What?”

https://github.com/ctb
https://github.com/mr-c
https://github.com/dib-lab/khmer/blob/HEAD/CODE_OF_CONDUCT.rst
https://github.com/dib-lab/khmer
https://www.djangoproject.com/conduct/enforcement-manual/
https://the-orbit.net/almostdiamonds/2014/04/10/so-youve-got-yourself-a-policy-now-what/


Take approp�iate action

After gathering and processing sufficient information, you’ll need to decide what to do. As you
consider your next steps, remember that your goal as a moderator is to foster a safe,
respectful, and collaborative environment. Consider not only how to deal with the situation in
question, but how your response will affect the rest of your community’s behavior and
expectations moving forward.

When somebody reports a code of conduct violation, it is your, not their, job to handle it.
Sometimes, the reporter is disclosing information at great risk to their career, reputation, or
physical safety. Forcing them to confront their harasser could put the reporter in a
compromising position. You should handle direct communication with the person in question,
unless the reporter explicitly requests otherwise.

There are a few ways you might respond to a code of conduct violation:

Give the person in question a public warning and explain how their behavior negatively
impacted others, preferably in the channel where it occurred. Where possible, public
communication conveys to the rest of the community that you take the code of conduct
seriously. Be kind, but firm in your communication.

Privately reach out to the person in question to explain how their behavior negatively
impacted others. You may want to use a private communication channel if the situation
involves sensitive personal information. If you communicate with someone privately, it’s a
good idea to CC those who first reported the situation, so they know you took action. Ask
the reporting person for consent before CCing them.

Sometimes, a resolution cannot be reached. The person in question may become aggressive
or hostile when confronted or does not change their behavior. In this situation, you may want
to consider taking stronger action. For example:

Suspend the person in question from the project, enforced through a temporary ban on
participating in any aspect of the project

Permanently ban the person from the project

Banning members should not be taken lightly and represents a permanent and irreconcilable
difference of perspectives. You should only take these measures when it is clear that a
resolution cannot be reached.

Section 5

Your responsibilities as a maintainer
A code of conduct is not a law that is enforced arbitrarily. You are the

enforcer of the code of conduct and it’s your responsibility to follow the



rules that the code of conduct establishes.

As a maintainer you establish the guidelines for your community and enforce those guidelines
according to the rules set forth in your code of conduct. This means taking any report of a
code of conduct violation seriously. The reporter is owed a thorough and fair review of their
complaint. If you determine that the behavior that they reported is not a violation,
communicate that clearly to them and explain why you’re not going to take action on it. What
they do with that is up to them: tolerate the behavior that they had an issue with, or stop
participating in the community.

A report of behavior that doesn’t technically violate the code of conduct may still indicate that
there is a problem in your community, and you should investigate this potential problem and
act accordingly. This may include revising your code of conduct to clarify acceptable behavior
and/or talking to the person whose behavior was reported and telling them that while they did
not violate the code of conduct, they are skirting the edge of what is expected and are making
certain participants feel uncomfortable.

In the end, as a maintainer, you set and enforce the standards for acceptable behavior. You
have the ability to shape the community values of the project, and participants expect you to
enforce those values in a fair and even-handed way.

Section 6

Encourage the behavior you want to see in the world
🌎

When a project seems hostile or unwelcoming, even if it’s just one
person whose behavior is tolerated by others, you risk losing many

more contributors, some of whom you may never even meet. It’s not
always easy to adopt or enforce a code of conduct, but fostering a

welcoming environment will help your community grow.

Back to all guides

Related Guides

https://opensource.guide/
https://opensource.guide/building-community/
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A Code of Conduct Is Not Enough 

Despite “doing everything right,” we failed to create a safe space for 
our attendees. How did we screw up?

by Maggie Zhou & Alex Clemmer & Lindsey Kuper on October 27th, 2014 

This spring, a small group of volunteers organized !!Con (pronounced 
bang bang con), a two-day conference about “the excitement, joy, and
surprise of programming.” We worked hard to make our conference as 
inclusive, safe, and welcoming as possible. It was free to attend. We 
had a gender-balanced organizing team. We did extensive, individually 
tailored outreach when soliciting talks, and we used an anonymous talk 
selection process; the result was an extraordinarily diverse lineup of 
speakers. At the event itself, we had real-time captioning of talks, a 
photography policy, gender-inclusive single-occupancy restrooms, food 
options to accommodate everyone, and no alcohol. We made a point of 
holding the conference at Hacker School, an established safe space, 
and we adopted the Hacker School social rules for our event.

In spite of all these efforts, there were two reported violations of our
code of conduct (CoC) at our tiny two-day conference with 120 
attendees. Despite “doing everything right,” we failed to create a 
safe space for our attendees. How did we screw up?

Harassment still happens, even with a code of conduct
The push for adoption of anti-harassment policies at tech conferences 
has been a success: since 2010, hundreds of conferences have adopted
an anti-harassment policy, many of them based on an example policy on 
the Geek Feminism wiki. Thanks in large part to anti-harassment policy 
advocacy by the Ada Initiative and other organizations, an anti-harass-
ment policy is the done thing these days.

The introduction to the Geek Feminism wiki’s example policy states, 
“Simply having an anti-harassment policy can prevent harassment all by 
itself.” Indeed, the widespread adoption of conference codes of con-
duct is often considered a victory in its own right by tech culture act-
ivists.

Unfortunately, it isn’t enough, and harassment at conferences contin-
ues. While it’s true that the existence of an anti-harassment policy or 
code of conduct can discourage the worst offenders from attending an
event, or encourage some attendees to think more carefully about 
their behavior while there, we’ve seen firsthand that a code of con-



duct alone is not remotely sufficient to prevent all incidents of har-
assment and misconduct from occurring.

Don’t follow copy/paste culture
As many conferences do, we forked an existing conference’s code of 
conduct without many modifications. We posted a copy of our CoC on 
our website and briefly mentioned it at the beginning of the confer-
ence: “We have a code of conduct! Go read it.” We assumed, incor-
rectly, that all of the attendees of our tiny conference shared our 
values and knew why we had a CoC.

Having a token CoC that is never explicitly discussed is almost worse 
than no code of conduct at all. It tells conference-goers that you 
threw a CoC up on your website because doing so is expected, rather 
than as part of an intentional effort to define the culture of your 
event. Consider the all-too-common situation in which a conference’s 
CoC is publicly violated — for instance, by sexualized or gendered 
humor in a talk — but the violation is not publicly addressed. When this 
happens, it further reinforces the perception that the event only has 
a CoC because the organizers feel obligated to have one, or because 
they heard somewhere that it was important.

For us, spending even ten minutes in front of the entire conference 
articulating why we had a CoC, our thought process in creating it, and 
our hopes for how the CoC would define the culture of our event, would
have been useful and informative. Ideally, doing so would have also 
made it easier for attendees to talk to each other and us about the 
code of conduct and the violations that occurred. There are other 
things that event organizers can do to make it clear that they take 
their own code of conduct seriously; for example, organizers could ask 
attendees (and organizers) to read and sign an event’s code of con-
duct as part of registering for the event.

Don’t ignore microaggressions
Marginalized people are used to microaggressions being a part of their 
everyday lives. To be in a space that is explicitly trying to deter 
microaggressions is novel to most attendees — marginalized and other-
wise — and this needs to be spoken about explicitly. Yet it’s typical 
for CoCs to not mention microaggressions at all.

As organizers, we were very aware of this. We’ve all attended confer-
ences whose anti-harassment policies only addressed overt harassment,
and we’ve all experienced or seen microaggressions in those spaces 



anyway. For instance, a microaggression that women often encounter at
a technical conference is the assumption that she is not part of the 
audience at whom the conference is primarily aimed — either she’s 
there in a non-technical capacity, or she’s “with someone there”. We 
attempted to explicitly address microaggressions like this one by 
incorporating Hacker School’s social rules into our code of conduct — 
these rules explicitly talk about a variety of microaggressions that 
can make a space feel less safe.

However, we didn’t do anything more. We didn’t do anything to explain 
to our attendees what a social rule violation looks like, or how to 
respond to it if they saw one. We could have done better by explicitly 
role-playing what a microaggression looks like and how a bystander 
could respond to it, and making it clear that microaggressions are con-
sidered CoC breaches that violators will be held accountable for.

Be clear about your values
One of the two known CoC violations at !!Con was reported directly to 
an organizer whose contact information was listed in our CoC. We 
learned of the other known violation indirectly because we were friends
with the victim. We genuinely don’t know how many violations happened.

There’s a remarkable burden in asking people to report all incidents of 
misconduct or harassment to a designated organizer. In “Why didn’t you
report it?”, s.e. smith discusses some of the many reasons why rape is 
underreported to law enforcement and campus officials: fear of 
reprisal, worries about not being believed, lack of faith in the authorit-
ies, and so on. In the setting of a conference, some of the same reas-
ons for underreporting of CoC violations apply.

Especially when the organizers are not very clear about what they 
consider to be misconduct or a CoC violation, it makes the burden of 
reporting violations higher. Attendees are forced to speculate: “Will 
this organizer (who I don’t know, who I’ve never interacted with before) 
respond to my report seriously? Will they consider my report itself to 
be bad behavior?” At !!Con, we were not clear enough about our values
to our attendees, which made it difficult for attendees to feel safe 
reporting violations to us.

As event organizers, we spend a lot of time thinking about and planning
ways to make events as inclusive as possible, and then implementing 
those plans. We all know that inclusivity is one of our goals, and we all 
trust each other to prioritize it. But our attendees don’t necessarily 
know what our priorities are — after all, we are in many cases complete
strangers to them. If a dry CoC document is the only artifact of all of 



our thinking about inclusivity, our attendees won’t know whether the 
inclusive aspects of the event were intentional choices we made, or 
just things that happened. We need to earn the trust of the people 
attending our event by telling them what choices we made and why. For
instance, we had real-time captioning because there was a real need 
for it, not because it was fun (although it was tremendously fun). No 
alcohol, gender-neutral bathrooms, no Q&A, quiet rooms, and yes, our 
code of conduct — all these aspects of !!Con were choices we made 
explicitly for the benefit of our conference-goers. And we should have 
told them that.

Community accountability
Codes of conduct often put strong emphasis on the accountability of 
conference organizers. But this is only part of the picture: practically,
we’ve found it is important for attendees themselves to play a role in 
developing the event’s culture, rather than having it all dictated, 
owned and enforced by organizers.

Hacker School’s social rules are an extraordinary example of bottom-
up, community-driven accountability working together with top-down, 
organizer-enforced accountability. The social rules suggest: “If 
someone says, ‘hey, you just feigned surprise,’ or ‘that’s subtly sex-
ist,’ don’t worry. Just apologize, reflect for a second, and move on.” 
The key here is acknowledging that mistakes will happen. The sting of a 
microaggression can be ameliorated by acknowledging the mistake, apo-
logizing, and striving to not do it again (and to call other people on it 
when they do). Not all CoC violations should result in someone being 
kicked out of the conference, or require escalation to an organizer; 
some can be most effectively handled by a community process.

At !!Con, we tried to shoehorn this sense of community-building into our
CoC by just including the Hacker School social rules wholesale, but we 
didn’t quite succeed (demonstrating again that culture isn’t something 
that can be copied and pasted). For this approach to work, we would 
have needed to educate attendees and actively foster an environment
in which everybody is expected and allowed to remind each other of 
the social rules. An event that succeeds in doing this not only creates 
a better culture for all attendees, but it lightens the victim’s burden 
of speculating whether or not an incident is worth reporting to the 
organizers, and transmutes it into all attendees and organizers con-
tinually reflecting on our interactions with each other.



A code of conduct is not a replacement for culture
CoC violations sometimes will happen in spite of our best efforts. If we 
judge the success of our CoC (and of our event) by whether there are 
CoC violations, it will ultimately discourage reporting of violations, 
because nobody wants to be the one to have “ruined” the event by 
reporting. And that’s the opposite of what we want.

On the other hand, we absolutely do want to do everything we can to 
prevent misconduct in the first place. We don’t just want an event with
fewer reported violations, we want an event with fewer violations, 
period.

A well-organized event, then, will in fact have two goals regarding mis-
conduct:

• Make it easier to report misconduct. 
• Make misconduct less likely. 

Both goals are crucial. An event that emphasizes the second goal but 
not the first would be, for instance, one that doesn’t include contact 
information for organizers in its CoC, or one that doesn’t explain what 
will happen when misconduct is reported. Fluffy “be excellent to each 
other”-style CoCs can fall into this category.
Other conferences emphasize the first goal by listing in their CoC spe-
cific people to whom violations should be reported, and explaining the 
process by which the conference will respond to reported violations. 
This is the kind of CoC that !!Con had this year, and also the current 
accepted best practice for a CoC. However, making it easier to report 
misconduct is clearly not enough; we also need to work to make miscon-
duct less likely in the first place. This second goal — that of making 
misconduct less likely — isn’t about the CoC document itself; it’s 
about how we talk about conduct with attendees, how we present the 
CoC to them, and what we do to create a culture in which people can 
be accountable to each other. It’s about being explicit about the cul-
ture of the space of the conference, and what is different about the 
conference’s space from the outside world.

A code of conduct is not a replacement for culture.
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Updating the Ubuntu Code of Conduct

The Ubuntu Code of Conduct is one of the most surprisingly successful projects I’ve

ever had the privilege of working on. On my �rst day working for the company that

would become Canonical, I talked with Mark Shuttleworth about some ideas for

community governance. Partially in reaction to some harsh behavior in other free

software projects we’d worked on, Mark and I agreed that some sort of explicit

standard for behavior in Ubuntu would be a good thing. Over lunch of what was my

literally �rst day working on Ubuntu, I wrote a draft of code of conduct that was

essentially the version that Ubuntu has used until today. Shuttleworth made a series of

modi�cation to my draft but I don’t think either of us took it too seriously. We �gured it

would be easy to update it later.

Over time, that code has become a central piece of the Ubuntu community. Every new

Ubuntu member cryptographically signs the code. When conversation in any Ubuntu

forums, channels, or lists becomes disrespectful, users almost instinctively remind

each other of the code. Through this process, the code has become a sort of

constitution of our community and a widely enforced standard. People treat the code

as a re�ection of what "ubuntu" — both the concept and our project — stands for.

Over time, the original code has spawned a Leadership Code of Conduct (which I also

worked to draft), and has been modi�ed and employed by scores of free software

projects and by many projects that have nothing to do with free software at all. This is

all wonderful, but a side effect has been that updating the code has become a more a

dif�cult process that we originally imagined.

Despite it success, the code remains a text written in an afternoon in Mark’s �at. At

times, this fact shows. For example, the code contains some off-hand humor that now

seems a little akward and the text was a bit too developer centric at points. And there

was a lot that, quite simply, we would have done better if we had realized that the code

would be so important. So this summer, Daniel Holbach and I spent another afternoon
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in Berlin discussing and crafting a new version of the code along with a detailed

rationale document that describes all the things we’d changed and why.

We believe that what we’ve created is fully in the spirit of the original code. We’ve made

efforts to minimize the delta in terms of text as possible. Daniel and I realize that

changing the code out from under our community is a dangerous game, and we’ve

make exceptional efforts to make sure that the new code doesn’t say anything

substantively different than the old code — but that it does say it better.

So I’m thrilled that, after being posted since early June and after incorporating a series

of revisions with members of the Ubuntu Community Council, the new draft was

approved at a council meeting earlier today.

Of course, we are continuing to think about how we might improve the text going

forward. One important goal we’ve thrown around, for example, is the creation of a

code that is no longer Ubuntu speci�c and that can be employed by a wide range of

different groups and different free and open source software projects.

3 Replies to “Updating the Ubuntu Code of Conduct”

O C T O B E R  2 0 ,  2 0 0 9  AT  1 4 : 4 9

With regards to the part of the Leadership Code of Conduct about “con�icts of interest”

— Does Ubuntu One’s use of the Ubuntu trademark, and its integration into the Free /

Open-Source Ubuntu desktop, constitute a con�ict of interest for all Canonical

employees? If not, is it okay if they keep adding more proprietary cloud service tie-ins to

the Ubuntu desktop, as the spec suggests they are planning to do?

O C T O B E R  2 0 ,  2 0 0 9  AT  1 5 : 2 9

I’d like to take this opportunity to point out my earlier criticism of not so much the CoC

itself, but its practical application by the IRC council:

F R E E S O F T WA R E ,  R E F L E C T I O N S

Jared Spurbeck
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Censorship, IRC and the Ubuntu Code of Conduct
v.1.0

Preface: Some people seem to very much like to think that I'm claiming here that the users of the Ubuntu
IRC channels are somehow entitled to something, or that IRC is a democracy, or that this is a free speech
issue, or that the operators aren't within their privileges to do whatever they damn well please.

The real point is, of course, none of the above, as you could well see from careful reading of the actual text.
The actual point is the plain and simple double standards and hypocrisy of the practices when looked at from
the perspective of the Code of Conduct, which is what the operators themselves use to justify their actions.
(Hypocrisy means saying one thing and doing another.)

Now that that's cleared up, let's get on to the text:

It has become evident to me from long participation on the Ubuntu IRC channels, that the Ubuntu IRC
Council's practice as to the interpretation of the Ubuntu Code of Conduct (CoC) is best described as petty,
arrogant and disrespectful – all qualities not endorsed by the CoC itself.

I do not have high hopes for this essay to change the situation outright, or to provoke changes in the CoC to
discourage petty interpretations. The first would require the people involved to be able to acknowledge their
current practice as arbitrary micromanagement, and as for the latter, the CoC itself is not really at fault, the
root cause of the problem rather being the common human trait of being predisposed to imposing one's
values on others.

I do hope that this essay will provoke some introspection in at least some community members, so that in the
long run we might have a more tolerant Ubuntu community. Also, the arguments may apply to other
situations as well where a perhaps well-meaning but misguided elite try and enforce their ways on others.

I will discuss two forms of active censorship and how they exhibit the qualities mentioned above. Let's start
with the less egregious one.

Censorship by topic

Censorship by topic is something to be tolerated to some extent — I am not advocating allowing personal
attacks, for instance, or to reintroduce offtopic material to support channels, or any such thing. However, the
IRC Guidelines take this further, even for miscellaneous chatter channels such as #ubuntu-offtopic:

"[T]ake touchy subject choices such as war, race, religion, politics (unless related to software
licencing), gender, sexuality, drugs, questionable legal activities, removing of ones [sic] self
from the planet are taken [sic] to other channels such as #off-topic or ##politics."

Basically, the guidelines state, and the operators enforce, a precrime approach. You might have not insulted
or provoked anyone. You might not have done anything that is wrong according to most anyone's common
sense (the use of which is otherwise generally encouraged by the ops). Nevertheless, you will be
discouraged, and eventually removed, for having an unapproved topic of conversation. On a conversation
channel.

So, how can regulating these subjects be bad? Well, for instance, there are the issues of sexuality and gender.
Now, Ubuntu channels certainly are no netsex channels, but making the entire subjects taboo does not speak
well for their tolerance. I am reminded of "Don't ask, don't tell" policies of the US Army, for instance; "If
you're gay, just don't ever mention it and we'll be cool". While I am not of that persuasion, and my sexuality
is not a strong part of my identity, there are those to whom it's highly integral. I find the policy extremely



disrespectful towards these people. And how about the feminine side of geekdom? Verboten to discuss in
spesific, whether it's to speculate on some differences to the more prevalent male geekdom, or if there are
any at all. Relevantly, it seems that for instance any discussion on how to get more women interested in our
causes is, well, off-topic.

Before one jumps up to say that the ops use common sense in enforcement, the situation is actually made
worse its arbitrary nature. Many of these subjects, especially politics, are often broached on spesifically
#ubuntu-offtopic. Sometimes the operators react, sometimes they don't, and the conversations continue for a
long time. Sometimes the operators clearly choose not to interfere (even when clear personal insults are
involved), sometimes it may be just that nobody's watching. Regardless, the visible result on the channel is
highly arbitrary enforcement of rules. One cannot help but wonder if for instance politics is more easily let
slide if the operators present agree with what's being said.

The usual counter to the arbitrariness is that these are "guidelines", not rules. I counter that a guideline in this
case is a rule that an enforcer can ignore or enforce at his or her personal convenience (also called "whim").
This is not conducive to a mutually respectful, collaborative environment.

In short, you should not have this sort of blanket rules that give operators full discretion in whether to impose
their opinions on suitable topics of conversation on people.

As a humorous side note, apparently in the pursuit of "family-friendliness" the guidelines are formulated
sufficiently unclearly to require people to once in a while ask what's "removing of ones self from the planet".
Thus somebody will explain it means suicide, and so the rules themselves bring up the subject occasionally,
even if it is not generally discussed as such after that. Also other taboos are often metaconversed about in
passing, and double standards abound (for instance the usual American one; kidding about killing someone
seems to be mostly okay, while if you, all in good fun, even hint at sexuality, you're pretty sure to be
reprimanded).

Censorship by vocabulary

Then there is censorship by vocabulary. This I find more offensive of the two forms of censorship because of
the sheer pettiness and arrogance of it.

To be perfectly clear, I'm not advocating that people shouldn't be admonished for making personal insults or
discouraged from spouting profanities every other word (as that makes the text hard to follow). I am,
however, firmly against fussing over every gosh-darn swear word that people happen to mention as
emphasis, embellishment, or simply in the course of their natural use of their language.

Ubuntu claims multiculturality. Swearing is an extremely cultural thing. And I'm not talking about large
cultures either. In the modern world, subcultures abound. There are no objective measures here, and while
one form of "being considerate" is indeed trying to a reasonable degree not to offend people, it is likewise
"considerate" not to freak out at someone every single time you happen to see some "alarming" combination
of glyphs on the screen. Even if it's not a one-time slip. It's just words, for crying out loud.

In fact, I would go so far as to say that anyone who extols his or her own definition of "proper" vocabulary
above all others and is willing to enforce this view by forcible removal of dissenters from the community is
not "being respectful", quite the opposite. It is disrespectful of all those people to whom this is a natural part
of their daily language.

This arrogance goes even deeper than the individual level. Referring to the subcultural issues, this degree of
meddling in peoples' choice of words is cultural discrimination. Qualitatively, it's no different from saying
that if you grew up in a proper white Republican upper middle class home with good Christian values
(though don't say that last part, that's taboo), you're fine and welcome to our midst. If you grew up on the
streets of the local nigger ghetto, you're filthy and not fit to be in our company if you don't learn to talk like
proper white folk, pronto. (Yes, that's slightly exaggarated, though still even in itself a valid example of what
kind of communities are more or less likely than others to pass the Ubuntu requirements. I trust reasonable
people are intellectually honest enough to see the point behind the exaggaration and not use it as an excuse to
carry on discriminating.)



"Family friendliness" is often cited as an excuse for policing every last punctuating utterance of chatters.
This is a misnomer. Families are not threatened by words, and neither are children damaged by these random
four-letters sprinkled in conversation. If anything, they may be slightly traumatized if the adults make a huge
screaming deal about it — or they may just use it as a way of ticking said adults off. Finally, this excuse is
rendered rather hollow by the fact that technical terms such as "brainfuck" are explicitly allowed (which in
itself is very sane, of course, merely a massive double standard). Are we to believe that children are not
damaged if we add "brain" to the Bad Word? Or if they still are damaged, why isn't "brainfuck" banned as
well? Is an obscure joke of a language more important? Oh, won't somebody please think of the children!

Then, of course, there is the same arbitrariness of measure as with subject-based censorship. Gosh-darn, what
is one allowed to say? "F*ck", "duck", "freck" or "frell"? "WTF"? If not, how about "OMG"? If yes, why?
This is all up to the whims of the presiding operators. An easy solution is of course to submit completely to
the cultural superiority of the IRC Council's idealized image of a white upper middle class American, and
never use any strong emphasis at all. This would, however, take away from the expressiveness of the
language, as well as amount to bowing down to an injust policy all too easily.

Finally, there is the problem that the rule has become a sort of a joke. Spesifically on #ubuntu-offtopic, again,
the regulars often !ohmy each other. Then there might be some pondering if what was said was actually
!ohmy-worthy. It's hard to take it seriously anymore. Rules that are used as running gags are not worthy of
their label.

Conclusion

The Ubuntu IRC Council's practice of censorship on the IRC channels is not conducive to creating a
mutually respectful, collaborative, multicultural environment. It's based largely on the idea of the supremacy
of some idealized, cleaned-up (and non-existing) form of American mainstream culture, as witnessed by for
instance the categorical dismissal of swear words and preference of violence over sexuality. The IRC Council
seems to have forgotten that respect and considerateness are two-way streets.

The rules (or guidelines) are enforced very arbitrarily, many of them being regularly broken and/or used as
running gags. A regular user can easily get the impression that operators bend the guidelines when the they
agree with what's being said, and start being more strict if they disagree.

In closing, I hope this essay will prove the tiniest bit useful, at least in the long run, in pushing away some of
the censorship, double standards, arbitrary rules, and excess presumptions of cultural supremacy around the
Ubuntu community and elsewhere. This would truly be in the spirit of the CoC, and not mere lip service.
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Auto-translated from: ZAD (2018), Dynamiques [section] https://zad.nadir.org/IMG/pdf/dynamiques.pdf

Myths put to the test: unity, horizontality, consensus
If you have managed to find your way in this social landscape, you have 
understood that the myth propagated, in particular by the official 
texts of the ZAD ("envrai si on a gagné, c'est parce que il y avait eu, 
parce que il y avait tellement de modes d'actions différentsa avec 
tellement de gens différents, que les keufs ont jamais savoir comment 
réagir, et c'était trop stylé") or the books written by the Mauvaise 
Troupe collective, the myth of "unity in diversity" is a deception that 
benefits the dominant. For the local citizens, it was unthinkable to 
question the state or the capitalist system. It was just a question of 
defending agriculture and land against the airport project. For the oc-
cupiers, the airport was certainly important, but it was inconceivable 
to fight against this useless project without calling into question the 
state and the capitalist system that originally existed. The former nev-
ertheless had to come to terms with the latter, as with the continua-
tion of the airport project, the various Hollande governments contin-
ued rattling sabres, threatening with a violent militarised expulsion.

This myth of unity in diversity has done and continues to do damage. 
Within the "anti-airport" movement, it has silenced the occupiers, 
whether or not organised, that were critical of the appropriation of 
the struggle. They did not want to risk breaking the unity that "makes 
the Movement strong". On the outside, this myth of unity in diversity 
created imaginary idyllic struggles. Idealization and guilt are still today 
many supporters of this struggle who think they are not capable of do-
ing the same.

On 1 August 2017, at the Movement's General Assembly, the Coordina-
tion tested the strength of this myth through a theatrical production.
It used the pretext of three acts of hostility during rallies that it had
organised and for which it held all the occupiers responsible. She asked
the occupiers to condemn the perpetrators of these "incivilities". 
Faced with the refusal of the assembly, the members of the Coordina-
tions left the GA, furious. Some members of the CMDO followed suit. 
They left the occupiers alone, thus seeming to break the sacrosanct 
unity of the Movement, in order to shift the  facade of unity that 
would exclude, without ever publicly assuming it, the less integrated 
occupiers.

Another myth that reality has twisted is that of the "horizontal" func-
tioning of meetings. You are all familiar with the rather classic vertical 
functioning of associations or collectives, with a board of directors or 
at least with decision-making by majority vote. The occupiers, for their 



part, have sought to implement a horizontal functioning in the meet-
ings. 

This organisation should have made it easier for people to take the 
floor. But horizontality is also a delusion, as not everyone approaches 
it with the same characteristics. 

Speaking does not only depend on a speaker, but above all on the ca-
pacity of each participant to express himself/herself with the codes in
force in the GA, on feeling legitimate to intervene, including against 
the majority of the group, on the capacity to get over the sneers, hu-
miliations and even intimidations. These competences, which essentially 
depend on the possession, or not, of a certain cultural capital, are 
not equally distributed among the participants in a GA. Whatever the 
techniques for leading a group, it will always be the same people who 
will be more at ease, excluding, even unintentionally, those who do not 
react, who will no longer speak and then no longer come to these meet-
ings. It will always be the same people who will have the opportunity to 
bring their interests forward.

And since we only borrow from the rich, this cultural capital goes hand 
in hand with a more or less substantial social capital, which makes it 
possible to operate one's networks outside, political and support net-
works. This is how certain places in the ZAD have found themselves 
overseeing material resources put at their disposal to carry out their 
projects: agricultural machinery or construction materials, for example,
which were not often made available to everyone. Can we speak of hori-
zontality if we do not ensure, within the Movement, the equal redistri-
bution of material and financial resources from outside?

Another resource that is unequally distributed within the occupiers is 
the time available for reading, writing, researching and disseminating in-
formation, organising meetings, etc. And this time is all the more avail-
able if you live in a permanent house or a comfortable self-built house, 
without the worry of going in search of water or a washing machine, 
where you have access to electricity and heating, resources that not 
everyone in the ZAD has. Rather than talking about diversity, it would 
therefore be more accurate to talk about inequality within the Move-
ment. Inequality which, although it has been fought by some, persists 
and is still having an impact.

Taking power is all the easier if a group with all these types of capital,
material, social and cultural, decides to take over the running of the 
meetings for the sake of efficiency and defence of its interests, in 
the name of the common interest, of course. And one can question the 
"benevolence" of this group when it decides to boycott, as the CMDO 



did in the autumn, the weekly meeting of the more anti-authoritarian 
habitants, under the pretext that it is useless. All the more so be-
cause at the same time, the same group was setting up new governing 
bodies. Let us note once again the unequal positions between the 
strategy of the CMDO, which is building this power and is gaining speed 
with the majority of the inhabitants, and a part of the occupiers who 
continue to affirm publicly that the Movement must advance "at the 
pace of those who stumble" (a speech elaborated at the meeting of 
the inhabitants, of which the CMDO is officially absent, and pronounced
at the forum on 10 February).

On the ZAD, the myth of "seeking consensus" has had a hard time. It 
was claimed loud and clear that decisions were taken by consensus. The
more vertical components complained that this was a waste of time. It 
is clear from the analysis of horizontality that there can be no consen-
sus if all participants do not approach a meeting on equal footing, and 
even less so if a large part of the participants exclude themselves 
from an operation that they de facto exclude. But on 18 January, the 
day after the "victory", the external components, with only the new 
phase of the struggle in mind, i.e. the future negotiations with the 
government, threw off the masks. As these negotiations were about 
the redistribution of private property (land and farms), there was no 
longer any question of consensus or decisions taken by the whole 
Movement.

The Coordination and COPAIN, followed by the CMDO, informed the GA 
that they were going to destroy the huts and chicanes that had been 
built after Operation Caesar on the D281 and have been maintained 
since, under the pretext that the government had requested it. These
elements were eager to show the government their ability to control 
the situation internally.

Other coups de force took place, such as adding in secret a phrase 
which could provoke opposition to the joint communiqué of "victory" 
adopted at the GA; such as the threat to leave the Movement and 
leave the occupiers of the dominated faction, the "losers", as some 
felt at the time, alone in front of the mobile gendarmerie forces or the
prefecture if the refusers refused to compromise.

Chronicle of ongoing bureaucratisation
It is always easier to understand the processes at the beginning of 
their implementation when they are still visible and meet resistance, 
rather than when they are well oiled, when they have forced accep-
tance from everyone. The various options still possible down the road 



have disappeared, and the installed processes are no longer ques-
tioned.

The process of bureaucratisation that ensured the seizure of power by
the dominant factions of the Movement (essentially COPAIN, the Coordi-
nation and the CMDO) was slow and all the more insidious because it was
carried out by friends with whom connivance and complicit relationships
had been forged over the years and shared daily lifes. The ZAD is 
unique in that the places where people live and fight are closely inter-
twined. These emotional ties have weakened the vigilance of the anti-
authoritarian occupiers, who are nonetheless at the mercy of these 
processes. The vagueness in which the members of organised groups 
within the Movement deliberately remain does not allow the adversaries
to be named. The self-censorship also came from the reaction of those 
who approached, exclaiming "you're a pain in the ass!" Isolation and the 
feeling of being "paranoid" and of hearing oneself say it made many oc-
cupiers feel isolated. Those who were clear-sighted about the situa-
tion, tired of being alone in denouncing it, often left the Movement for
good.



Marie Bardet, translator: Ellen Heaghney (2017), Making a Front With Our Backs

Making a Front With Our Backs
Originally published online in Spanish on December 6, 2017 (lobosuelto.com)

We know that the attacks are coming from everywhere,

We understand that losing ourselves in the TV screens turning the 
(foretold) tragic disappearance of a submarine into the latest TV 
series is a strategy of anesthesia.

And that by looking towards the periphery, we let in those intensities 
that mark in-between states of lightness and darkness;

It is only in this way that we can make our vision tangible and tangen-
tial,

Turning our backs into fronts.

They killed him with his back turned. The Albatross Unit killed Rafael 
Nahuel with a bullet to his back.

This too, we know and feel. And it is unclear to us what we are to do 
with this knowledge/feeling. What do we do with this knowledge and fee-
ling that does not give us a clear idea what do do?

Yes, we know this fact is evidence for that day when justice will be 
done, when justice returns. When we uncover the covering of the legal 
process performed by political powers. Uncover the fact that Nahuel 
died in a hunt, a racist hunt that defines state politics.

Yes, this fact, the absolute vulnerability of that child fleeing under 
those bullets running over our skin, adds to our fear. What do we do 
with this skin, bristling with the horror of all that we know?

Within our skin, with its power to listen and to articulate in every 
direction, we ask ourselves if the era to appeal to vulnerability (and 
here we have the echo of Suely Rolnik’s1 voice) as a political strategy 
did not come to its end when we crossed the threshold into violence 
and repression, death and disappearance, where we currently dwell. The
question becomes insistent: Is it not time to arm ourselves with a 
shield? Can this vulnerability of the back be a strength?

If instead of speaking about bodies we speak through the knowledge 
and feelings that circulate within our corporal and stage practices the
question becomes more acute: Can we back (up) our backs, in their 
extreme vulnerability, as they escape our field of vision? When a gaze 



focused on a central point begins to spread across the skin, reaching 
the edges; when the skin and the eyes make an alliance with the ears 
(those that listen and maintain the proprioceptive2 meta-balance) when 
the attention is shifted to the sides and to behind, thereby disloca-
ting the frontality and the specificity of a focused gaze as obligatory 
modes of knowledge; when we allow ourselves to know from within our 
shivering backs… are we hinting at a way to make a front out of our 
backs?

It implies a rethinking of what we understand as vulnerability, but also 
of what we understand as strength. Vulnerability is not an apology of 
fragility, nor a surrendering to things as they are. Vulnerability is 
accepting the fragility that comes along with the fact of existing (Sil-
vio Lang), and from there, creating an alliance with the insistence of 
persisting to live.

We must investigate this question about vulnerability in the singular 
power of soft tissues that open up other paths besides those of 
hyper-elongation, or the strength of armored contraction and muscular
hypertrophy. We must do it in the voluminous and redistributed body/
space that neither releases nor grasps: it vibrates (Amparo González). 
If we continue speaking of vulnerability as a strategy of resistance, it 
is perhaps insofar as it is neither porosity nor a wide opening; it is a 
such to the extent that it is not opposed to a great and active 
force, because this would be a passive surrendering. It will be present 
with every gesture, every gaze, every act of speech, with its impera-
tive containing the question “and? (will you be) active or passive?” 
(which plays perfectly into the idea of “winner or loser?” that compri-
ses neoliberal discourses and politics).

This power of recognizing the position of vulnerability redistributes 
roles and ways of taking the public space, which are neither an abso-
lute retreat, nor an advance blinded by the final reckoning or the 
return of paradise.

We can mobilize the corporal knowledge of bodies that turn their backs
into areas of learning, into authorizations to escape the mandates of 
what could be and what should be, allowing us to flee sideways. We can 
do so beginning with the aesthetic-ethical compass of the colorful 
chaos that Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui recounted (in the the Assembly of 
the School of Collective Practices in April of 2017) having received not 
under the gaze but rather in the back of Rosa between the grazing and
flashes of colors of the aguayo. We can do so through the anal thinking
of the Preciado-Hocquenghem pamphlets.3 We can do so through multiple
squares with their embraces, the webbed #acuerparnos during the mar-



ches of Ni Una Menos, the hashtags #estamosparanosotras,4 the 
women’s strikes that have been happening for more than a year now… 
but also by passing through all the workshops of movement, dance, 
corporeal and stage practices where we weave together ways of kno-
wing and making alliances between gestures and knowledge.

If we are speaking of “knowledge of the body,” we are not speaking of
a knowledge that comes from “the body” as the ultimate source of 
revealed truth. Nor are we speaking of a perfect knowledge about the 
body (as if such an “object” of knowledge existed, and as if it were an
abstract universalization of the trajectories of life that it composes 
and of which it is composed). Instead, we speak of a knowledge of the 
back, of a situation, of having our backs in the back, and not having 
our gaze fixed on a clear hope or promise.

Advancing backwards or sideways like crabs, we disarm everything we 
believed to know about the vertical conquest, the correct 
“rightness,” and the axis of good. We take it upon ourselves to look 
from the edges that do not have to be soft or open, but that 
patiently undo the powers of having everything clear and distinct. We 
take it upon ourselves to feel, to know, and to act in an opacity, a 
clear-obscurity, perhaps (just before it takes an exact form; it is bet-
ter thought of as a deformed tension-alliance between the “right to 
opacity” from the Treatise on the Whole World of Edouard Glissant 
anchored in the Antilles and the Day of Gay Opacity created by Nicolás
Cuello and a group of protesters occupying the Plaza Giordano Bruno). 
We extend the domain of the weight of thought beyond the limits of 
the visual field that positions the clear and the distinct, the well-clari-
fied and the not-blurry, as the only ways of knowing and doing.

We will turn our backs into a front, many fronts, where we will not hope
that our vulnerability will turn itself into an all-powerful shield, but 
rather that we will know, and that we will put into circulation all that 
we know and have for the knowing about the alternative networks of 
care that both escape and connect, together with the emergency room
and outpatient treatments at the Alvear Hospital. This care is not a 
retreat nor a self-righteous control over own own practices, guided by 
paranoia. Instead it is a way of facing reality, affirming that some part 
of our fragility can also be the very strength for transformation(s).

This implies rethinking the temporalities of our actions. When moving 
forward has stopped being a clear-cut program, how do we continue? 
While making the long list of all that was done this year, the sensation 
of “all that was done” defies the sensation of absolute impotence 
(Alejandra Rodríguez). We ask ourselves: What rhythms? How long do 



they last? Which modes of insistences? And these unknown temporali-
ties that connect past experiences as future and the images of the 
future as past echoes, to what extent do they imply an anchoring in a 
certain concrete relationship with being now, with suspending some of 
our anxiety and ridding ourselves of the projection of results? (Nicolás
Cuello) The idea appears that these actions that escape the grand 
narrative of victory can also become only repetitive acts where the 
ritual of the public space becomes an experience of impotence. Howe-
ver, they inscribe themselves as continuous recipes (Verónica Gago), 
acts of maturation, of conspiration and conversation in spaces that 
are less visible and more opaque; processes of inventing actions that 
do not presuppose a hierarchical difference between an investigation 
and a direct action, or sustaining an occupation.

And if we speak of the long-term future, we know that it is not by 
fixing our gaze on a paradise-to-come of perfect tomorrows, but rather
by “looking backwards and forwards (to the future-past) that we can 
walk in the present-future.”5

We must know, weave, and arm fronts with our backs, together.

Endnotes

[1] Rolnik is a Brazilian cultural critic who has also worked as a psycho-
analyst and curator. Her research has focused on the politics of sub-
jectivization. She writes on the concept of “body-knowing,” which she 
defines as utilizing “bodily power to listen to the diagram of the for-
ces of the present.”  For Rolnik, the fundamental undertaking of any 
micropolitical movement of resistance must be the mobilization of the 
body and with it, body-knowing.

[2] Proprioception is the the body’s sense of the relative positions of 
its own parts as well as the relative force or effort being exerted in 
moving those parts. Mechanisms within the inner ear help maintain our 
sense of balance and equilibrium.

[3] The author refers to queer theorists Paul Preciado (neé Beatriz) 
and Guy Hocquenghem. Hocquenghem, writing in France in the mid-20th 
century, is best known for his work “Homosexual Desire” which addres-
sed themes such as the relationship between capitalism and sexuality, 
the political force of queer group identities, and the dynamics of anal 
desire, critiquing well-known theorists such as Freud and Lacan. Pre-
ciado’s “Anal Terror” engages in a dialogue with Hocquenghem’s original 
text, reformulating his ideas in even more radical terms.



[4] The two hashtags can be translated as #backusup and #weareforour-
selves.

[5] Translation of an aymara aphorism, “Qhipnayra uñtasis sarnaqapxa-
ñani,” taken from Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui’s Sociología de la imagen 
(Sociology of the image) published by Tinta limón.


